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Abstract 
In corporate and government environments, overwhelming volumes of data are currently 
available. However difficulty frequently lies in finding suitable methods to apply the 
analytical tools to take advantage of the information resource. Problems are found in 
complexity, the quality of data, and the large proportion of missing values.  Problems are 
further compounded by the risk of litigation and the short time spans for delivery of 
solutions, making change risky and difficult. Consequently, decisions are often made using 
simple, safe and accepted heuristics and the potential for information-driven decision making 
remains untapped.  
This situation is faced by road asset managers almost worldwide. Roads are assessed for 
resurfacing work by applying skid resistance investigatory levels. Investigatory levels are 
minimum skid resistance values specifying road friction level to meet safety requirements 
for a variety of roadway geometry and traffic scenarios. These investigatory levels are at the 
core of decision support for making budget decisions. However, these levels cannot identify 
roads that fall outside of the norm. Road authorities and researches relentlessly pursue 
improvements in process, and authorities are interested in leveraging ever increasing value 
from their investment in data. 
This study developed a process to identify roads with elevated or latent risk due to a skid 
resistance deficit, conducted in an analysis over the whole road network and overcame the 
issues of missing data and data complexity. 
A solution was found in the combination of two well-known technologies, both commonly 
explored, but to the best of our knowledge, not utilized together. The regression tree method 
is known for its ability to analyze large complex data sets.  Extrapolation has been used for 
centuries and has been recognized recently as a versatile method for deploying data mining 
models. Combining these two methods provided a solution that enabled the construction of a 
skid resistance/ crash profile for each road, providing a “what-if” scenario for investigating 
the effect of skid resistance on crash rate for the road. The regression tree model, trained on 
quality historic data, was applied over the range of skid resistance values and used to 
extrapolate the crash rate, resulting in the formation the road’s skid resistance/crash rate 
curve. All curves from the network were interrogated to seek road segments with elevated 
crash risk and propose a safe skid resistance level for each risky road identified. The process 
was performed without needing to know the actual skid resistance value of the roads 
themselves, thus solving the problem of missing values.  
This thesis proposed a novel method of integration (data mining to deployment) by bridging 
the gap between the “accepted” data mining process management methodology CRIP-DM 
and the Coppi’s Informational Paradigm (IP). CRISP-DM, while very practical, did not 
support formal methodology and IP had the capability of formal information management 
for data mining while lacking the practical aspects of CRISP-DM. In the proposed method of 
integration, the Strategy of Analysis, a component of IP, determined the information 
requirements at a given stage of the study, while CRISP-DM provided the practical method.  
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Outcomes from the Strategy of Analysis provided the assessment of trustworthiness of both 
the skid resistance/crash profiles and the recommended skid resistance values.  The results 
showed the required confluence among domain knowledge, data views, statistical results and 
data mining results to accept the model. In addition, the external validation showed a 
favorable comparison between our inductively developed outcomes and the outcomes of 
stochastically based studies such as probabilistically developed profiles and observed 
phenomena. This comparison gave the outcomes a connection close to the real world. Thus 
the combination of Informational Paradigm and CRISP-DM provided a powerful 
methodology for assessing the problem and the thesis itself.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 OVERVIEW 
This study extends the scope of road crash research [1] by applying data 
mining [2] in a novel deployment. The deployment overcomes the problem, faced by 
the analyst, of the large proportion of roads that are without road surface friction 
data. The deployment provides a solution, allowing an analytical scan of the whole of 
road network in search for roads with elevated of latent crash rate due to a road 
surface friction deficit. The study, using a crash frequency method [3], faced a 
complex problem, needing to manage data quality issues and evaluation of new 
methodology. The capability of the data mining process guide used in standard 
projects was inadequate, and enhancement sought by integrating a deductive 
information management methodology [4] to orchestrate the processes and evaluate 
the outcomes. 
Road surface friction, or skid resistance is a significant factor in effective 
braking [5], and road authorities apply well defined procedures to manage crash rate 
skid resistance in the quest for lower crash rates for safer roads [6]. 
 The primary goal of road asset management, performed by road authorities, is 
effective allocation of budget to develop and maintain the roadway system while 
providing an optimal balance among the following parameters: traffic capacity, 
roadway safety, environmental impact and comfort of ride [7]. Skid resistance 
provides a significant indicator for assessing road surface performance, and a skid 
resistance threshold acts as a trigger in selecting roads for inclusion in the annual list 
of works, and is a key parameter in roadway design. While skid resistance alone is 
known to play a significant role in crash rates, however the knowledge of the role 
among skid resistance and other variable in crashes is not fully understood [8]. This 
study overcomes that problem, and conducts modelling and subsequent predictions 
using most roadway, crash and traffic variables. 
Current methods of road reengineering rely on skid resistance investigatory 
levels [6] specifying minimum skid resistance levels for various categories of 
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roadway. However this method has a problem: it cannot accommodate roads 
behaving outside of the norm. Using these methods in the design process can lead to 
over/under engineering leading to wasteful allocation of budget or roads with 
elevated or latent crash risk. Identifying these candidate roads has the potential for 
improved allocation of budget and improvements in safety. 
   In addition the Australian Road Research Board (ARRB) has flagged interest 
in analysis of the entire network to move from a maintenance mindset to engineering 
mentality and to develop consistency in the approach to road safety [9]. ARRB has 
developed a whole of network crash risk tool named NetRisk based on manual 
assessment of video of roadway and the subjective correlation of results from over 70 
Australian roadway/crash studies [10]. 
Our method is data driven and automatically learns from roadway crash sites 
with skid resistance to produce models (section 6.5), and applies the knowledge 
learned to all road segments on the network (section 3.5.2), identifying roadways 
with both expressed and latent crash risk due to skid resistance deficit (sections 6.6 
and 6.7). The method takes only hours to complete, and is readily updatable, 
providing a significant advantage over manual methods. 
The study applies data mining tools in a novel way in the development of a 
new data mining risk profiling method and applied it in assessing the effect of road 
surface friction in roadway crash risk. The method analyses a complex and formerly 
impenetrable volume of data from roads and crashes to provide the prototype for new 
and powerful functionality at the fingertips of road asset management.  
 The method provides new methodology in the emerging trend of whole of 
roadway network analysis, where with increasing demand on the database, missing 
values becomes a critical issue. The method contributes technique for coping with 
this common situation in corporate analytics where a large proportion of values 
across the dataset in a key attribute are missing.  
The method has wider application than crash analysis, thus enabling the 
application of data mining for determination of risk thresholds in many other areas. 
This study contributes to development and application of a method to calculate 
the critical skid resistance threshold, even for roads without skid resistance values, 
and provides access to new knowledge by applying the characteristics of regression 
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tree data mining tools in a novel way to overcome the complexities of the road crash 
relationship. In addition, the method can assess multiple scenarios by varying the 
roadway parameters in either the assessment of design stage. 
1.2 PRIOR WORK 
Research studies into roadway crashes have examined topics including driver 
(human related factors); vehicle related factors; and the effects of roadway design, 
environment and traffic and condition [1]. This study belongs to the last class, 
seeking to describe the relationship between to the role of roadway features and crash 
rates.  
In this study, no priority is given to the type of crash or severity of crash, with 
all crashes of interest because of their potential effect on traffic flow [11].  
Research methods in this class of analysis commonly use statistical methods 
such as hypothesis testing to find the effect of a variable on crash rate class and 
applying regression methods such as linear regression, Poisson regression, Negative 
Binomial regression and log linear method. Analyses were conducted with 
homogenous or near homogeneous road sections [1, 12-21], and examination made 
of effect of a road factor or groups of factors on crash rate. The studies have 
discovered that roadway features and traffic are contributory to cause of crashes, and 
the methods are used in current investigations, however many findings were limited 
to homogeneous roadway types [8]. 
Analysis appears to be limited to homogenous road segments by both the data 
availability and the specific conditions required by the methods used, i.e. the 
requirement to meet modelling assumptions such as normal distributions or the 
requirement for equality of mean and variance required in data for regression or 
Poisson analyses respectively [11]. We propose the problems steered analyses 
towards homogeneous data sets. While analyses of this type continue to make 
valuable contributions to the knowledge of roadway and crashes, the requirement of 
this thesis was to perform analysis of the entire roadway network, thus exposing the 
need of methods capable of working with heterogeneous data containing a wide 
range of roadway classes. 
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A second wave of analysis, using data mining, provided a solution to 
heterogeneity.  The CART was used to differentiate between crash roads and non-
crash roads and predicted aggregated crash rate [22, 23], but studies generally still 
deployed with homogeneous or semi-homogenous roadway classes [11]. Data 
mining sidestepped the distribution requirements of the data [11], but investigation 
failed to locate a whole of network analysis. 
With the development in methods of collecting real time road and traffic data, a 
subsequent wave of research has disaggregated the crash rate and moved towards 
predicting the likelihood of individual crashes using roadway features and traffic 
conditions immediately prior to the crash, a technique made possible with the 
collection of near real time data [11]. 
This thesis examines the role of skid resistance on crashes, a specialized branch 
of studies in roadway and crash research.  To date, skid resistance studies have 
examined the role of roadway surface friction in crash rate [12, 13, 15] with varying 
success, and while these studies showed contradictory outcomes, a definitive study 
[16] using probabilistic method has clearly modelled the existence of a significant 
skid resistance threshold in crash rate. An Australian review of skid resistance 
showed that skid resistance had the best established relationship with crash, however 
relationship between skid resistance and other roadway features with crash rates was 
not currently well understood [8], and we propose that this lack of understanding is a 
consequence of limiting analysis to homogeneous or near homogeneous roadways. 
1.3 RESEARCH GAP 
In road asset management, real world surveys are expensive and time 
consuming, and budgets preclude surveying all roads for skid resistance values. 
Consequently, data driven methods are desirable as an additional tool to rapidly 
assess crash risk and leverage value from existing readings. 
In prior skid resistance studies, the scope has generally been limited to 
homogeneous road segments, and we propose that the statistical methods imposing 
data limitations have placed constraints on outcomes, stemming from the data 
distribution requirements imposed by traditional inferential hypothesis testing and 
methods themselves most commonly used in roadway studies [12-19]. Data mining 
provides a solution to this problem, with methods such as classification trees and 
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regression trees capable of defining classes and rule sets from a large heterogeneous 
dataset, and subsequently using the rules to calculate the class or numerical 
prediction and provide details about the magnitude of the role of the input variables. 
[2, 24, 25], but generally DM’s potential to analyse large-scale heterogeneous 
datasets had not been used due to data issues. 
A number of problems prevented a simple solution to identify road surface 
sensitive crash prone roads. 
Firstly, with a model developed [26], the problem of identifying problem roads 
was not solved. A method was required to deploy the model to determine if a given 
road segment had an elevated crash rate, and demonstrate that cause of the higher 
risk was due to skid resistance. 
Secondly, a substantial proportion of roads were without the significant skid 
resistance values, thus the problem of missing values required solution. 
Finally, a data mining process methodology was sought to ensure that the 
thesis produced acceptable outcomes.  However, the existing data mining process 
frameworks Cross-Industry Standard Processes for Data Mining (CRISP_DM) [27] 
was problematic. Several writers had addressed issues. In application, the guide 
lacked an information management framework. Coppi's Informational Paradigm [4] 
provided a solution, however the problem was in effective integration of the practical 
components of CRISP_DM and the information level processes of Informational 
Paradigm. 
In summary, no prior statistical or data mining method has demonstrated the 
capability to analyse all classes road crash data from the entire network, with the data 
quality issues including high proportion of missing values and the limitations of 
many of the methods themselves causing problems. A successful method would need 
to develop a suitable deployment method to identify roads with elevated risk due to a 
skid resistance deficit and a methodology to assess the solution. 
1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
This study aims to meet the requirement of identifying all road segments with 
elevated crash rates caused by skid resistance deficit.  The objectives were: (1) 
produce a data mining model representative of all roadway classes regardless of the 
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data quality issue; and (2) apply the model in an innovative way to assess all road 
segments, even though the skid resistance value, the key roadway feature 
contributing to crash, was missing for a high proportion of the roads. Research 
activities orchestrated through the Strategy of Analysis [4] were required to achieve 
the following research objectives to meet the requirements of the study: 
 demonstrate that data mining analytics were compatible with the data, 
and secondly that selected training set used to develop data mining 
models was representative of a high proportion of the whole network; 
 demonstrate that data mining models were able to successfully model 
the relationship between skid resistance and crash rate in the presence 
of other road attributes; 
 develop and evaluate a method to apply the selected data mining to 
identify the road segments with elevated crash rates due to skid 
resistance deficit, in the absence of skid resistance values for a majority 
proportion of the road segments; 
 Develop and articulate a method to evaluate and qualify the thesis 
outcomes using a combination of the DM process guide CRISP-DM 
and Coppi’s Informational Paradigm. The method was required to 
evaluate the uncertainty generated in DM processes due to quality 
issues, aggregates and approximations in data, and use of extrapolation 
in the method.  
1.4.1 Research Questions 
Three major questions characterize the objectives and actions striving to 
resolve the thesis: (1) is our new research method adequate; (2) can data mining 
adequately describe the roadway feature/crash relationship, and finally, (3) are the 
results from the skid resistance /crash rate profile trustworthy? 
The research questions reflect these queries. The first set of questions focus on 
the stability of the crash rates from year to year, the relevance of skid resistance in 
crashes and the appropriateness of data mining. 
(1) Does the road data successfully support prediction of road segment 
crash rate from roadway features, and can a data-mining model effectively 
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model a low-resolution relationship between crashes and roadway features, 
i.e. correctly classify a roadway of having or not having crashes? Sub-
questions of this question are: 
a. Do road segments maintain a characteristic road crash rate over 
time, i.e. from year to year? 
b. Does a relationship exist between skid resistance and crash rate?   
c. Can a data mining model fitted with road characteristics be used to 
distinguish between and roads with and without crashes? 
The second and third questions set the stage for investigation of the 
effectiveness of a high-resolution model predicting road segment crash count rather 
than merely whether roads have crash or not. Question 3 calls for investigation into 
the critical question how well the high-resolution model, developed on a subset of 
data, applies to all instances. 
(2) Can a data mining models reasonably predict road segment crash 
count when fitted with roadway, traffic and condition variables?  
(3) Does the crash rate model developed on the training set apply well to 
the whole dataset?  
The fourth question relates to the effectiveness of the design and processes of 
the deployment, i.e. the skid resistance/crash rate profile, and calls for an 
explanation of how it overcomes the problems of the large proportion of missing 
values, and asks for an assessment of the process. 
 (4) Does the evidence support the proposition that the skid resistance/crash 
rate profile method can effectively manage the high proportion of missing 
skid resistance values, thus allowing whole of roadway analysis, and in what 
confidence can the recommended skid resistance values for roadway 
upgrade be held? 
The fifth question calls for an examination of the method devised for 
orchestrating and assessing the data mining processes. 
 (5) Does the combination of the currently recommended data mining project 
management guide CRISP-DM and Coppi's Informational Paradigm 
methods overcome the limitations of CRISP_DM highlighted in literature, 
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and does the new combination provide adequate support to accept the 
outcome of this thesis? 
If all of the questions can be affirmed, then the thesis and results from the 
research can be accepted within the qualifications specified. The questions were 
summarized into a decision-making hierarchy as shown in Figure 3-1 (Page 65) in 
the research method. If the first three questions addressing the capability of roadway 
features being able to support crash modelling are true then road crash can be 
modelled.  
Progressively in stage 2 a high-resolution prediction of crash rate is attempted 
through crash count, and if the model can be applies to the whole dataset, then the 
process can continue.  
Stage 3 assesses the validity of applying the model to the deployment 
methodology, the skid resistance/ crash rate profile to identify roads with skid 
resistance deficit.  
Finally in stage 4 the entire process is evaluated by assessing the result through 
the prism of the combined CRISP-DM / Informational Paradigm methodology [4, 
27]. 
1.5 THE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
The following research activities, orchestrated through the Strategy of Analysis, 
answer the research questions and develop the thesis and its proof: 
(1) A series of processes described in the CRISP-DM data 
understanding stage were performed, where data was assessed for 
understanding and quality,  crash rate target were generated, and data 
analysis were conducted to demonstrate that a roadway/crash 
relationship existed.  Crash rate targets, crash condition details and 
roadway tables were assembled into the flat file format required for 
data mining. Relationships between crash rate and roadway features 
were examined using both statistical and data mining methods to 
ascertain that the data supported the relationship between road 
features and crash rate, and that data mining could model the 
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relationship. Stage 1 contributed to evaluation of research questions 
within question 1. 
(2) To seek improvements in results, transformations such as 
standardization, log and normalization were applied to roadway 
features with interval data type and the crash rate target. This method 
was approach with trepidation, because transformed values clouded 
interpretation of the results and obfuscated meaning. Results showed 
the transformations to be ineffective and the method rejected.  
(3)  A series of models for the road/crash relationship were subsequently 
developed and improved, using the regression tree method, and 
compared with other commonly used data mining methods. These 
activities completed assessment of question 2 and lead to the 
acceptance of the regression tree model. 
(4) A search was made for methods of deploying the regression tree 
model, allowing all roads to be assessed for crash risk, regardless of 
their presence or absence of the skid resistance value.  This problem 
was difficult and evaded solution until a novel extrapolation method 
using the data-mining model as the predictive engine was trialled. 
The method applied the data-mining model to each road segment 
across a representative range of skid resistance to develop a curve 
showing the crash rate vs. skid resistance. Interrogation of the curve 
allowed discovery of the optimal crash rate and its corresponding 
skid resistance, which when compared to the actual crash count 
allows high-risk roads to be identified. The process developing the 
curve was named skid resistance/ crash rate profiling method, and 
the interrogation named skid resistance/ crash rate profiling 
assessment method. These methods were sequentially applied to all 
roads in the network; 
(5) Investigation was conducted into the quality of the profiles to answer 
research question 4, with metrics being developed to assess profile 
goodness, and the high degree of compliance provide confidence in 
the results; 
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a. Firstly, a number of regression tree configurations were 
trialled, testing the models by applying them with the profile 
process. Model goodness was assessed by comparing the 
similarity between the ranges of predicted crash values in all 
profiles compared to the range of crash values found in the 
data itself.  The ideal model, when deployed in the profile, 
should produce an absolute set of predictions between and 
including 1 to 100 crashes/4yrs, showing the full crash 
variation of road segment crash rate found on the roads 
themselves. 
b. Secondly, goodness of the model was assessed by scanning the 
profiles for anomalies from the expected two patterns of (1) 
the reduction of crash rate with the increase of skid resistance, 
or (2) no change in crash with increase in skid resistance. 
Other patterns were tagged as anomalies, and a statistic called 
“percentage of good profiles” calculated  to compare the 
effectiveness of the data mining models tested; 
c. Finally, a comparison of the inductively developed skid 
resistance thresholds from the method was made with more 
stochastic sources nearer to the real world, including the 
investigatory levels thresholds, Cairney’s before and after 
studies [8], and   Piyatrapoomi’s probabilistic method [16]. 
(6) To ascertain the value of the skid resistance/ crash rate profiling 
assessment method, charts were produced and evaluated on the basis 
of expected behaviour to compare the prior state of the distribution 
of crash rate of the network in its current state, and the predicted 
distribution of the posterior state should the recommended changes 
be implemented. 
(7) To answer question 5, regarding the effectiveness of integration 
CRISP-DM and current and Coppi's Informational Paradigm in 
overcoming the problems of CRISP-DM alone, and the processes 
effectiveness in recommending the outcome, activities include a 
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metacognitive assessment of the role of the new method in 
determining the outcome of the thesis. 
1.6 SIGNIFICANCE 
This research provides solutions in a number of data mining problem areas, and 
produces a new method in road asset management for the solution of identifying 
skid-resistance deficient roads. In addition, the method is applicable elsewhere in the 
form of a general risk assessment prediction methodology, with possible application 
in finance, structural engineering and drug testing and so on. 
This research provides an important method of applying data mining with a 
method of searching for patterns in hypothetical space, a goal not achieved by 
applying models in a simple training/ application space. By providing values across 
the full range found in the independent variable, the model can predict a successive 
set of dependent variables, and downstream processes can search for any given 
pattern, which  in this study,  sought to identify the skid resistance threshold at which 
a road segment assumes its lowest crash risk.  
The second significant contribution is that the method provides a solution for 
the case where a substantial proportion of the significant independent variable is 
missing.  
In the road safety domain, this study models crash rate reduction, and has high 
relevance both locally and internationally, and is a high expenditure item is state and 
federal budgets. Management of road crash risk is a governmental priority [6], and in 
Queensland alone, a significant 2.3 billion dollar proportion of the 5.4 billion dollar 
transport budget (2010 to 2011) was allocated to road development and maintenance 
[28]. The process of managing road surface friction, outlined in Skid Resistance 
Management Plan [6, 29], plays a significant role in guiding how the budget will be 
spent by selecting the roads and treatments. The method described in the thesis is 
significant because it provides a new capability for assessing crash risk reduction, 
thus the potential for better-budged allocation. Our method extends current capability 
by creating models for testing all roadways, including those where skid resistance 
measurement has not been taken, thus saving on the need to survey all roads: a 
facility not previously available. 
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The problem of road safety is worldwide. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) predicts that road traffic crashes will emerge as the 3rd leading cause of 
disease or injury burden in 2020 from its 9th ranking in 1990 [30].  
Authorities from around the world can apply this method, particularly in hot, 
dry continents like Australia. New models for local conditions use local data. The 
model applied as here, would assess the network and find the road segments that 
present both abnormally high latent and known crash risk, and subsequently provide 
the optimal skid resistance value. 
  
Figure 1-1 Actual crash count distribution vs. predicted achievable crash count 
distribution 
While development of the method is in early stage, the potential for crash 
saving is huge. Comparing network-wide distributions of existing crashes with a 
predicted optimal crash values (Figure 1-1) shows a significant predicted 
improvement with the road segments skid resistance set at optimal value.  
Comparisons of the distributions show the proportion of roads considered to be 
crash-prone, i.e. having over 8 or more crashes per four years, would fall 
significantly from greater than 75% to around 30%. Roads with the highest crash rate 
would plummet from 100 to 20 crashes per four years, with a corresponding drop in 
the crash rates of other high-crash roads. 
 While the resourcing ability of a road authority to treat all roads is beyond 
capability, a decision support application developed from the research outcomes 
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would assist in identifying those roads that pose the greatest risk, and if treated, 
would respond by lowering crash risk. 
The thesis makes significant contribution to development of the data mining 
process methodology by identifying the need to add information management layer 
to the CRISP-DM [27] method, and subsequently integrating the Informational 
Paradigm [4] to perform that role. 
In addition to application in road analysis, the method has wider application. 
The risk profile curve has potential for application in many situations in corporate or 
government analytics to produce risk profiles, develop thresholds and identify high-
risk instances in insurance, finance, electronics, manufacturing and so on. In these 
new situations, the characteristics of regression tree data mining will generalize 
complexity and help create new knowledge.  
1.7 CONTRIBUTIONS 
The study contributes to data mining technical methodology, road asset 
methodology, and a data mining project management.  
Firstly, a new methodology contributes to data mining deployment methods, 
providing the risk profiling method driven by a novel application of the model.  A 
process called regression tree extrapolation process was developed to calculate the 
crash rate values in the skid resistance/crash rate profile, the specialized of the risk 
profiling method applied in road asset management  to deliver the outcomes. The 
method provides analyses a complex and formerly impenetrable volume of data to 
provide new and powerful functionality to the fingertips of road asset management.  
As mentioned earlier, one of the benefits of the method is that the profile 
conforms to the requirements of a controlled experiment. Change in independent 
variable (skid resistance) reflected in the dependent variable (crash risk), while the 
controlled variables (all other variables) are kept constant. Thus, the results from the 
profile can be used to argue for a causative relationship between the independent and 
pendent variable i.e. the effect of skid resistance on crash risk. 
The skid resistance /crash rate profile solution deploys the data-mining model 
in a novel extrapolation method involving the selection of the relevant rule from the 
regression tree model in a process that we coined as regression tree extrapolation. 
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Extrapolation, used in applications such as electrical power trend forecasting for 
generating future power, provides estimates using polynomial regression [31]. 
However, by using the regression tree method to provide the predictive engine, rather 
than a single linear expression with its diminishing uncertainty [31], improved results 
are expected. This expectation of improved performance is founded on the rule being 
chosen from a group of rules based on multivariate selection, depending on the 
combination of attribute values for that point, rather than relying on the single 
equation. Thus for a given road segment, the trajectory between road skid resistance 
and crash rate may be described by a number of rules, each  that  can predict with 
relative high accuracy.  
 As stated in the abstract, to the best of our knowledge, this method of applying 
the regression tree method as the rule engine in a “what if scenario” is a novel 
technique. 
In potential application, a quantum leap was achieved by applying data mining 
over a significantly greater proportion of the road network than was formerly 
possible, by application of the resulting model to all road segments through the 
profile. This case study provides the proof of concept for an application with 
extended functionality for road asset managers, capable of assessing the skid 
resistance of roads, even if the skid resistance value was unmeasured. This process 
identifies the low crash skid resistance threshold of the roadway and compares the 
low crash rate with the actual crash rate. Roads with elevated crashes are identified, 
and the optimal skid resistance range recommended. 
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Figure 1-2 the crash risk / skid resistance profile for a road crash site 
A plot from the curve shows a characteristic Z curve with the rapid drop in 
crash risk within a small change in skid resistance. The curve illustrated in Figure 1-2 
(see acknowledgements for programming) predicts that this roadway would reach its 
low crash threshold at skid resistance value of 0.4. The collective low crash skid 
resistance thresholds are distributed in a similar range to those displayed in 
Piyatrapoomi's model [16] developed probabilistically on Queensland national 
highway. 
Secondly, the study contributes to development of data mining standard 
processes. The study identifies the deficit of CRISP_DM data mining process guide 
[27] in its non-ability to manage the information level of a complex project, projects 
having with many ill-defined and incomplete resources and uncertainty. The 
recommendation is integration of the Informational Paradigm [4] with CRISP-DM to 
fulfil the information management role, because the Informational Paradigm has end-
to-end information management processes that can contribute considerably to the 
credibility of project results and outcomes. 
In summary the contributions are: 
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 Developing a data mining method to perform crash risk analysis across 
the whole network and identifying roads needing skid resistance 
upgrade and calculate the required skid resistance upgrade, regardless 
of not knowing the skid resistance value of a high proportion of the 
roads. The method can be applied to other domains. 
 Development of a data mining methodology, capable of coping with a 
large proportion of missing values in the key attribute.  
 Recommending a new data mining framework combining the formal 
Informational Paradigm, with the practical CRISP-DM process guide to 
produce a new method capable of performing meaningful analysis 
scoped to large problems is an environment with known data problems.  
 Providing very strong evidence in road/crash analysis for using the 
lesser accepted crash rate measure, the absolute crash rate per road 
distance per time rather than crash rate by vehicle exposure, i.e. 
crashes per million kilometres travelled, and consolidating the role of 
skid resistance in road/crash analysis. 
 Development of methodology that has the potential to dramatically 
open roadway/crash research in new and productive directions by 
showing the relationships between roadway covariates and crash rates 
on the road network scale. 
1.8 PUBLICATIONS 
The following conference papers were presented at both road asset 
management and data mining conferences. The publications provide exposure and 
feedback, which contribute to the external evaluation, thus providing an essential 
component of the information level management method used in the study, i.e. the 
Informational Paradigm [4]. 
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1.9 THESIS OUTLINE 
 Chapter 2: The Literature Review defines and examines the topics central to 
developing and evaluating the thesis. The topics include road-crash 
management,  research and problems; the application of data mining in road-
crash analysis; issues relating to data mining process models; configuration of 
data mining to suit road-crash analysis; and assessing accuracy and confidence 
of results in the data mining context. The topics are described below: 
o  Historic and current road research using statistical and data mining 
methods to identify the key questions regarding skid resistance, i.e.,   
the conflicting evidence of the significance of skid resistance and its 
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contributory role  (and that of other road attributes) in determining 
crash rate; and the need for whole of roadway analysis. 
o The limitations that the analysis of homogeneous data sets has 
imposed on road-crash analysis, with analysis constrained by having 
both a large proportion of missing data in a key attribute such as skid 
resistance, and using statistical/data mining methods unable to cope 
with heterogeneity or statistically unfriendly data. 
o Examination of the characteristics and known issues of current data 
mining process frameworks. 
o Road-crash management measurement methods and issues. 
o Data mining and its alignment with road-crash analysis. 
o Process of selecting, configuring and analysing a data mining method. 
o Studies of stochastic nature that align with our study and provide 
external validation to help assess our results. 
o Assessing model accuracy and confidence in a data mining context. 
The chapter concludes by discussing the need for data driven analysis of the whole 
road network, and examines the hurdles, specifically the missing data and selection 
of analytical methods unfriendly to heterogeneous data. Objectives are described to 
overcome these problems. In addition, the summary examines the problems 
associated with data mining process quality methods themselves, and proposes a 
solution for trial and evaluation.  
 Chapter 3: The Proposed Research Method firstly presents a deductive 
framework, composed of the research questions that provide an assessment of 
the whole process. Firstly, the questions establish that analysis of skid resistance 
and crash is worthwhile and that predictive data mining is an appropriate tool. 
Next, process is proposed to question and assess the high resolution crash rate 
model. Finally, the processes of applying and assessing the model in the skid 
resistance/crash rate profiles, and querying the resulting skid resistance/crash 
rate curve for problem roads are described. The second tranche of chapter 3 
examines the proposed research methodology. 
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 Chapter 4: The goal of this chapter, Data mining problem, Data understanding, 
Data Preparation and Preliminary modelling, examines  the road and crash data 
provided, secondly defines the data mining problem and then examine evidence 
relating to research questions 1 and 2 in section 1.4.1, regarding the suitability 
of data to support the prediction of crash rate using roadway feature data. 
 
 Chapter 4: Building on those results of the previous chapter, chapter 5, Data 
mining problem, Data understanding, Data Preparation and preliminary 
modelling engaged in the significantly more demanding modelling method of 
predicting crash count. The chapter examines the characteristics of models under 
the effects of model configuration and feature selection. The chapter also 
addresses the question of how well the models apply across the whole data set, 
and how significant skid resistance is in the model. 
 Chapter 6: The chapter Results from comparative Data Mining and Model 
Deployment examines compares predictive methods, configuration of the 
candidate model and results of application of the model in the profile.  
o Firstly, results show that that the regression tree method, when compared 
to other predictive methods, produced the most accurate results. 
o  Examination of results of deployment of the model showed that on roads 
without skid resistance measures, the model applied well and increasing 
the skid resistance in these roads precipitated a profound decrease in crash 
rate of these roads generally, even though accuracy the results in 
comparative modelling between models with and without skid resistance 
was small. 
o  Results from applying the model in the skid resistance/crash rate profile 
show that many roads exhibit the pattern of a reduction of crash rate with 
an increase of skid resistance at a particular skid resistance threshold. 
Patterns from across all profiles support the goodness of the process. 
o  The chapter also examines the benefits of combining the pragmatic 
processes from CRISP-DM [27] with the information management model 
from the   Informational Paradigm [4]. 
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  Chapter 7: The Conclusions evaluate the research question and define future 
directions. Main sections include: 
o Evaluation of the quality of the data mining and application in the skid 
resistance/crash rate profile, including affirmation of the prerequisite 
states for the skid resistance/crash rate profile to be valid, and providing a 
measure of confidence in the results 
o Conclusions about the value of the new DM management framework are 
made, derived by combining the practical processes CRISP-DM [27] with 
the information management methodology of Informational Paradigm 
[4].   
o Discussion of future directions. 
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In 2000, a Missouri court ruled that it is the responsibility of the state to 
improve skid resistance and/or warn motorists that a roadway is slippery to assist 
them in the avoidance of skid related accidents [32]. This decision put road 
authorities on notice of the importance of skid resistance.  
2.1 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION 
The goal of the study was to develop a method to perform a scan of all roads in 
a state-wide network to identify those roads that had latent or shown crash risk due to 
low road surface friction (skid resistance). Investigation showed that no application 
or method was available. The investigation examines road research to determine the 
research to-date and the limitations, and successively examines the issues and 
methods relating to roadway analysis, data mining, and the data mining quality 
processes that are required to solve the problem. 
This chapter examines: 
 road and crash studies and identifies the niche of this study, then discusses 
statistical studies and their limitation imposed by using near homogeneous data; 
 use of data mining methods that solve these problems by performing analysis 
over the whole roadway with heterogeneous data; 
 road/crash covariates, the problems encountered and pre-processing methods. 
  the problem of missing values, and the problem of contending with a large 
proportion of missing values in data mining methods; 
 data usage in road analyses, and documentation made of skid resistance 
significance and usage; 
 usage of extrapolation and its application; 
 accepted data mining process management frameworks and their characteristics 
and  limitations; 
 measurement of error in data mining and statistical confidence intervals. 
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The research gap identified was that roadway analysis, while able to cope with 
heterogeneity in data by using data mining techniques, had not been able to perform 
a whole of network analysis because of the problem of missing data, in particular the 
key skid resistance value. Thus, the goal of the study was to overcome this problem. 
The second line of investigation examined the data mining guides and frameworks 
methodologies, and the lack of a cohesive methodology. 
2.2 ROAD CRASH STUDIES 
2.2.1 The scope of road crash studies 
To classify this study within roadway studies domain, a list of research topics 
described by Miaou, 1993[1] were examined. The analyses included effects on 
crashes of the driver (human related factors), the vehicle, and the effects of roadway 
design, environment and traffic and condition. Our study belongs to the last class, 
seeking to describe the relationship between to the role of roadway features and crash 
rates. Historically, research methods in this class commonly used statistical methods 
such as hypothesis testing and regression by applying analysis of variance, linear 
regression, Poisson regression, Negative Binomial regression and log linear method 
and have generally examined homogenous or near homogeneous road sections to 
investigate roadway, condition and traffic factors related to the causes of crash [1, 
12-21]. Miaou [1] proposes that these early findings were generally limited by the 
data quality and the specific conditions dictated by the statistical methods on scoping 
the data to homogeneous or near homogeneous data sets with imposed distribution 
requirements.  
A second wave of road and crash analysis utilized data mining. Studies from 
2005 established that CART [24] and ANN performed as well in comparison to the 
accepted statistical negative binomial method [11]. Studies were generally able to 
differentiate between two classes of roads such as the study by Chang et al [22] 
examining the role of road attributes between crash roads and non crash roads, or to 
model classes such as crash severity in a study by Pande et al [22, 23]. 
A third wave of road crash analysis moved away from aggregated crash rate, 
with the new approach fitting models using roadway features and data from real time 
traffic conditions immediately prior to individual crashes; a technique made possible 
with new traffic measurement technologies (Abdel-Aty, [11]). The purpose of this 
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method was to predict the likelihood of elevated crash risk, allowing the intervention 
of traffic in real time to reduce the risk of crash. 
2.2.2 Problems faced by the study 
This study belongs to the second wave. The study sought to use data mining to 
perform a whole of roadway analysis to identify roads that had elevated crash rate 
caused by problems in road surface friction, measured by skid resistance. The study 
thus faced the problems of the complexity in multi-class, heterogeneous data and the 
data quality including a high proportion of missing values in the key attribute.  
2.2.3 The limitations imposed by the data and analytical methods 
Miaou, 1993 [1] described the uncertainty caused by analysis of observational 
data (collected outside of the purview of a controlled experiment (Das 2012 [33])), 
and the data limitations imposed by the need to meet the modelling assumptions, 
such as normal distributions for regression, or the equality of mean and variance 
required in data for Poisson analyses (Abdel-Aty, 2007 [11]).  With the introduction 
of Negative Binomial (NB) [11], the distribution requirement of the Poisson 
distribution analysis for equality of mean and variance were relaxed, allowing the 
over-dispersion of the variance. Thus, one of the obstacles to whole of road network 
analysis was removed.  
Data quality issues have been a recurring problem [1, 11], however recently 
automated methods are providing fine resolution and accurate measures for road 
researchers for the first time [11].  
As well as the data problems, a further factor inhibiting understanding has been 
the analytical environment of the statistical method of analysis themselves.  The 
limitation to understanding stems from the traditional inferential hypothesis testing 
and regression methods used in roadway analyses [12-19].  We propose that 
Cairney's observation about the lack of understanding about the role of the wider 
feature-set in crashes [8] is related to scoping the examination to a single class of 
road. In this situation, the wider context of all roadway features including the classes 
of wear, damage and traffic is lost because of treating most roadway features as 
treated as controlled variables effectively making their effects invisible to the 
process.   
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This study proposes that this list of problem encountered in the methods and 
the data drove analyses on a convergence towards limited, homogeneous data, and 
away from multi-class analysis required to meet the objectives of this thesis. 
This issue is evident in Piyatrapoomi’s study [16]. The optimal skid ressitance 
thresholds were relevant only for the particular class of road, and while the method 
was able to control the two factors of AADT and seal type on near-homogeneous 
roads, the task of up-scaling the method to manually define the roadway classes for 
the whole network was wildly impractical. The task required human estimates of 
class variable thresholds achievable only through repeated incremental testing, 
making the process arduous and error prone (Witten and Franks, 2006 [2]). In our 
opinion, this problem is one of the key barriers to using statistical methods for whole 
of roadway network analysis. 
2.2.4 Data mining expands the repertoire of data and methods allowable 
Prediction and classification data mining methods sidestepped the requirement 
of providing data that met distribution requirement imposed by many statistical 
methods (Abdel-Aty, 2007 [11]), and in addition, provided the capability of multi-
class analysis. This study proposes that selecting data mining as the method of choice 
allowed researchers to move from the limitation of analysing homogeneous data sets, 
however studies generally continued with homogeneous or semi-homogenous 
roadway classes, exampled in Abdel-Aty’s road crash data mining summary [11].  
2.2.5 Road crash and data mining 
Data mining  studies  are heavily deployed in a range of crash analysis in topics 
such as hazard analysis [34], traffic analysis [11], pedestrian injury [35], injury 
severity [36-38], hot spot analysis [39], driver characteristics [38, 40], roadway 
features [41, 42] and crash types [42]. Rather than taking advantage of the ability of 
data mining to perform analysis on multiple classes, these studies have sought to 
limit the number of classes, for example in the examination of urban arterial roads.   
Miller, 2011 [43].  
 The following list shows studies and the range of data mining algorithms used 
to develop models in crash analysis:  
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 classification  and prediction methods such CART and random forests 
to predict crash in multi class data and use in feature selection [42, 44, 
45];  
 cluster analysis to group, and describe roads for further processing [46];  
multivariate adaptive regression splines to analyse crash cause in data 
with linear relations [42];  
 neural networks for non-linear models[21]; 
 genetic algorithms  for non-linear models [45]; 
 nearest neighbour applied in identifying clusters in spatial analysis [39, 
47];  
 support vector machines (SVM); 
 Bayesian methods used in crash prediction [42, 48].  
These examples were constructed with datasets of limited heterogeneity. 
2.2.6 Whole of network analysis 
While many strands of current crash research are focusing on microcosmic 
environments [11], road asset professionals are beginning to examine the potential in 
whole of network analysis [49] to capitalize on trends and management benefits from 
across network.  
Regardless of the ability of data mining to analyse large heterogeneous 
datasets, as stated above, this study found that data availability and quality issues 
were exacerbated by the demand on the database for a full network data.  Solutions 
were required to overcome both of these problems to allow migration of analysis 
from the microenvironment to the macro-environment. 
2.2.7 Skid resistance studies 
The thesis belongs to the branch of studies in roadway and crash research that 
examines the role of roadway surface friction (skid resistance) in crash rate.  
 A group of studies disputes the relationship between crash rate and skid 
resistance, while others support it. In a series of skid resistance studies  in 2004/2005 
[12, 13, 15] the first two authors Kuttesh and Viner  reported limited success with the 
Seiler-Scherer reporting no relationship between skid resistance and crash, except in 
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roads with the very lowest skid resistance. A later study in by Lindenmann in 2006 
[51] also disputes the relationship between crash rate and skid resistance, except on 
road with the lowest skid resistance. A commonality between all of these authors is 
the method used for measuring crash rate, the traffic moderated crash rate unit, e.g. 
crashes per million miles travelled (Crashes/MVT) or equivalent, which this study 
argues obscures the relationship.  
At the stage of this study while determining the crash rate target and 
developing the model [52], the traffic moderated crash count of crashes per million 
vehicle kilometres travelled was tested. The method to calculate the traffic relative 
crash rate was to calculate the number of million km travelled by vehicle  in a year 
traversing the 1 km roadway segment from the average number of vehicles per day, 
then divide the annual crash count  by that number of million km travelled. The 
formula for the calculation is shown in equation 1: 
Crashes/MVKT = Crashes per year* 106 / (road segment length (km) * AADT* days per year)   (1)  
However, like the studies above, results demonstrated no significant 
relationship between skid resistance and crashes/MVKT, whereas absolute crash 
count per kilometre showed a strong relationship [52].  
In addition, the distance interval used in crash measurement is generally one 
km or alternatively half mile [1, 11], whereas Lindenmann [51] used a smaller 500 
metre interval. With regards the significance of the interval, Fridstrøm [53] in 1995 
discussed the increasing randomness in predictability with diminishing interval, and 
we suspect this may have some impact on Lindenmann’s results.  However, we 
propose that the major reason behind the reduction in predictive accuracy is the 
assumption of a linear relationship between the traffic rate and the crash count, 
which we propose does not exist in heterogeneous roadway data sets, and is a 
tenuous assumption even in heterogeneous data [54].  
An additional complication is that the crash dynamics are different in 
Switzerland from Queensland, with ice and snow an additional factor; however, our 
experience is that crashes per MVKT obscures the outcome. This topic is key to the 
success of the study and examined further in Section 2.5.1. 
As stated earlier, Cairney's skid resistance review for Austroads in 2008 stated 
that skid resistance showed the best established relationship with crash [8]. Chrisman 
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& Roberti, 2012 provide strong primary evidence supporting the effect of skid 
resistance on crash rate, highlighting the crash rate changes from Cairney’s before-
after resurfacing studies. These studies show significant drops in crash rate after 
resurfacing of between 21% and 28% in the case of dry crashes, and between 63% 
and 71% decrease in wet crashes.  
The crash measure of absolute crash rate per kilometre has enabled a firm 
relationship between skid resistance and crash rate to be established. In 
Piyatrapoomi’s study in 2008 [16], crash / skid resistance profiles from 200 metre 
sections of homogeneous road were constructed by assembling the sections in skid 
resistance order. The profiles consistently and clearly modelled the existence of a 
significant skid resistance threshold in crash rate. The model showed crash rates were 
generally low on high skid resistance roads, but subsequently became and remained 
elevated once the skid resistance fell below a threshold.  Subsequently, the role of 
skid resistance was further solidly supported in recent mathematical models by 
PapaGeorgio, in 2012 [32], based on curve radius for generating skid resistance 
thresholds, roughness index and rutting.   
While there has been some question about its significance in research, skid 
resistance has been widely used by road asset managers in crash mitigation [6], and 
road authorities have defined and gazetted the set of skid resistance demand 
categories and the corresponding minimum skid resistance values called 
investigatory levels.   
Table 2-1, presented by Crisman & Roberti, 2012 [55], shows the need for 
elevated skid resistance requirements for single carriageways, dual carriageways, 
roadway features and obstructions, gradients and curves. 
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Table 2-1 Comparison of HD28/88 with HD28/04 (demand and investigatory levels 
[55]) 
 
Road surface seal engineering is well known with Rezaei, 2013 [56] describing 
a method of designing and producing seals with a prescribed skid resistance value for 
application in the field. Thus, the time is ripe for a more formal uniform role of skid 
resistance in crash abatement. 
Recent skid resistance studies have focused on road surface measurement and 
improvements with topics: the effects on skid resistance with wear [57], methods for 
rejuvenating roadway surface friction [58], and collecting real time data [11]. 
2.2.8 Positioning of the study 
The study takes the road-crash analysis approach described by Abdel-Aty & 
Pande, (2007) [14], based on the premise that crashes are caused by bad decisions 
made by drivers in an environment resulting from surrounding traffic conditions and 
unforgiving geometric designs created by engineers. Thus the study examines the 
relationship between aggregated annual crash count per year and the features of 
roadway, conditions and traffic.  
When a driver needs to rapidly change direction or stop quickly the road 
surface friction value becomes critical. Consequently, the study hypothesises that the 
relevant skid resistance values are located near the crash site, and crash risk becomes 
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elevated in areas of low skid resistance. Clusters of crashes, named crash hot spots, 
are described in many studies including Cheng, 2005 [59], Huang, 2009 and 
Anderson 2009 [39, 60] and we propose that crash aggregates for roadway segments 
appropriately exposes crash clusters allowing an analysis of skid resistance deficit 
and crash rate. 
2.2.9 Solving the problems of complexity and data issues 
This study sought to use analytical capability of regression tree data mining 
and novel model deployment to overcome the problems of data complexity and 
missing road data that has limited the scope of study to-date. Once the problems were 
solved, an analysis of the whole of roadway network was sought to identify roads 
with a skid resistance deficit. 
As mentioned above, Cairney's skid resistance study from 2008 [2] stated that 
relationship between skid resistance and other roadway features with crash rates was 
not well-understood [8]. The study proposes that this understanding is achievable, 
when the problems of missing values and data quality are solved.  When the 
regression tree method [25] is applied to analyse a dataset with multiple classes, the 
model developed provides a regression formula for each class, and describes the 
relationships between crash and roadway features sought by Carney.  
2.3 DATA MINING PROCESS FRAMEWORKS 
Since the thesis proposed developments differed substantially from 
conventional methods used in roads and crashes analyses, a DM process 
methodology was sought to build a data mining benchmark from scratch.  
Investigation into data mining process management frameworks found that 
they have not reached maturity. The accepted method, the Cross-Industry Standard 
Processes for Data Mining (CRISP_DM), proposed by Chapman et. al. in 2001 [27], 
is over a decade old and without improvement. Many improvements have been 
proposed including: Marbán, et al, 2009, proposing integration with the engineering 
framework to improve project success rate and consolidate efficiency gains [61]; 
Sharma & Osei-Brison, 2009 proposing integrating of CRISP-DM into business 
process framework [62]; Rupnik proposing specialization of decision support [63]. 
However examination by  Dayal et.al.[64] in 2009, describing the expanding 
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requirements of data mining in providing business intelligence for strategic to 
operational deployment, serves as a reminder of the need to keep a framework 
general enough to fit into any of the above mentioned frameworks and address the 
peculiar requirements of data mining within any parent framework. 
  Our opinion was that, even with the addition of methodology from 
engineering, the method still had a serious deficiency. The method failed to provide 
an adequate information development framework to support the raison d’être for 
data mining, the creation of new knowledge. CRISP-DM took a very practical 
approach to data mining, but the development of the knowledge framework from the 
outcome of the data mining activates was left to chance. 
We propose that improvement effort be spent towards solving the core 
knowledge discovery problems, processes described by Fayad & Stolorz in 1997[65]. 
As mentioned above, the data mining process-wide methodology found in Coppi's 
Informational Paradigm [4] provided a solution. Coppi analysis relates to Fayad’s 
issues by examining the inability the Statistical Experiment and Structural Data 
Analysis to manage large and evolving datasets, not having a single predetermined 
goal for analysis, having datasets that do not meet the classical assumptions of 
statistical analysis, having new and complex data types, and a series of new methods 
describing relationships between the data. 
These descriptions relate well to the data, goals and methods of this study. 
Coppi's Informational Paradigm operates with the following components, 
paraphrased:  
 An Empirical Informational Basis (B) that broadens the notion of statistical data; 
 A Research Context (R) generalizing the sample or observational space by 
allowing a "plurality" of conceptual and mathematical formalizations of data 
(S), which constitute links (L) between the problem under investigation; 
 A Strategy of analysis replaces the specific statistical methods with a 
combination or comparison of various heterogeneous techniques, both 
probabilistic and non-probabilistic on the same Empirical Basis; 
 External Validation is assessed on "Added Informational Value" rather than 
internal criteria of goodness of fit or prediction error. 
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Coppi describes the inductive process being implemented by combining the 
different Informational Source, where P is the prior information on the phenomenon 
under investigation as ( ) ( , , , )I P I P B S L . For applying Coppi's Informational 
Paradigm method in this study, the components were: 
 The prior method of ameliorating probability of crash risk I(P) of a road 
segment was performed by a process [6] using skid resistance investigatory 
levels from a list determined by a handful of road characterisitcs shown in 
Table 2-1. 
 The improved posterior method I (P,B,S,L) involving a sequence of activities 
to firstly develop confidence about concepts and relationships about the data; 
and secondly developing a method using historically generated data mining 
rules based an extensive data. In the study, the set of road characteristics to 
pinpoint the optimal skid resistance threshold for producing a 
characteristically low crash rate for a road segment. 
Our components of analysis were based on a progressive series of activities 
using statistical and data mining methods to describe and establish confidence in the 
data structures (S) and links (L) in the combined processes  for identifying, selecting, 
and integrating the information  [66] making up the Empirical Basis (B). The method 
has a second mandatory component, an external evaluation. While internal measures 
such as accuracy of methods are used to assess each stage, the final assessment needs 
to compare the outcomes of the improved (posterior) process with the prior process 
of skid resistance selection. The best scenario is testing the actual predicted values, 
or in the absence of that, stochastically derived results such probabilistic or observed 
phenomena closer to reality than the inductively deduced outcomes of data mining. 
Coppi’s Informational Paradigm provided a comprehensive information 
development framework for guiding the building of knowledge using data mining. 
Based on the level of agreement among the components of the Strategy of Analysis, 
including data views, statistical analyses and data mining methods to determine the 
goodness of the knowledge, the method allows the inductively developed knowledge 
from data mining for acceptance into the knowledge framework.  
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 However, the Informational Paradigm lacked the practical methodology well 
documented in CRISP-DM, thus the processes from CRISP-DM met the practical 
requirements of the Strategy of Analysis. 
As mentioned above, the key method of assessing quality within Coppi's 
paradigm is seeking a wide-ranging consensus between various views and processes, 
but in addition, the paradigm demanded forms of external validation to judge the 
quality of outcome of the study.  
2.4 STATE OF THE ART ON MISSING VALUES IN DATA MINING  
AS discussed above, road studies are generally limited to near homogeneous 
data subsets, however this study has the requirement to scope the analysis to the 
whole data set, and consequently missing values, particularly in the key skid 
resistance attribute becomes a problem.  
To compensate for missing values, many methods are used. Nulls are ignored 
in cases where a small proportion is missing, and managed by the default method of 
the modelling algorithm. Alternatively, replacement can occur with data imputation 
methods, ranging from the simple mean, median or most common replacement. 
Grzymala-Busse and Hu [67] describe complex predictive methods using statistical 
or data mining methods, or using multiple imputation by providing a rich set of the 
missing attribute to the instances with a missing value. Fortes, Mora-López et al, 
2006, [68] describes multiple imputation methods using a rough set approach, where 
the best of the imputed values are selected on a multivariate assessment against a 
target value, where the assessment can be statistical or data mining in nature. These 
methods provided a solution to managing our instances with a low proportion of 
missing values of 10% or less.   
 The most significant study described a recent method by Kwak and Kim, 2012 
[69] that can manage between 50% and 90% of missing attribute values based on 
multiple imputation. This study provided proof that for handling of our high 
proportion of roads with missing skid resistance values was possible. Their method 
utilizes prediction within a multivariate environment by generating multi-
dimensional vectors or 'boxes', where a number of boxes are generated for each 
instance to complete the range of potential data values. A data mining algorithm is 
used to evaluate the combinations and select the best, based on the model generated 
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on instances with complete value sets. Unsuccessful candidate boxes are discarded. 
The data mining is subsequently performed in the normal manner. 
Our method takes inspiration from Kwak & Kim, but does not select the 
"optimal" value before data mining, and does not discard any "rejected" values.  
Our method accepts all values into the data mining process, and then uses the 
range of data to assess the performance of the instance across the full range of 
values, developing a profile showing the performance of individual instances across 
a spectrum of values. Keeping all values provides a powerful dataset for understating 
the behaviour of the model, the substituted values and road segment itself. 
2.5 ROAD AND CRASH MEASUREMENT METHODS AND ISSUES  
Witten & Frank, 2005 [2] states that a deep knowledge of the domain 
knowledge is required. This section explores problems and solutions encountered in 
prior roadway crash studies; examines the flaw in the commonly used traffic-relative 
method; and examines the selection issues concerning the selection of the magnitude 
of the interval size in the distance and time component of crash rate. 
2.5.1 Methods of measuring road crash risk  
Miaou and Lun, 1993 [1] describe “the Poisson distribution is a natural initial 
candidate distribution for such random discrete and typically, sporadic events” for 
describing roadway crash. 
The two traditional methods of crash risk were used in studies, the entrenched 
crashes per vehicle distance travelled, and the lesser-used absolute crash count per 
road segment distance per time [1, 3]. Some studies using the method crashes per 
vehicle distance methods have been associated with poor results, reporting difficulty 
in finding a relationship between crash rate and skid resistance [12, 13, 15, 51]. Our 
data mining study [52] trialled both methods and like the studies above found a poor 
relationship between crashes per million vehicles travelled and the road/condition 
covariates. Whereas using the alternative crash counts per kilometre target and the 
covariates including AADT, analysis produced quite a strong result. Comparison of 
our conversion of crashes per km per year to crashers per MVKT showed presence of 
high crash road segments were obscured by the latter method. Effort was spent on 
this section because of the need to defend our position. 
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The discussion below examines the historic premises on which crashes per 
vehicle distance travelled method is based to understand its limitations. 
Miaou and Lun’s seminal road crash analysis, 1993 [1], identified both 
methods. In four crash rate studies utilizing the crashes per vehicle distance 
travelled, Miaou states the basic premise used in this method. He writes: “All studies 
are all formulated in such a way that the expected number of vehicles involved in 
accidents on road section i, i.e. E(Yi), is proportional to its vehicle exposure, vi.”. 
  This statement implies that traffic rate, which influences the time taken to 
reach the target exposure, is a neutral covariate in determining crash rate and thus 
can be used to generate the target of analysis. 
Vehicle exposure is generally calculated by using the averaged, annual daily 
traffic AADT, per case study Lindenmann, 2006 [51], thus this method assumes a 
linear relationship between crash rate and AADT. 
 Miaou further explains: “By assuming that the average vehicle’s speed across 
road sections is a constant, one is able to use the vehicle miles travelled on road 
sections as a surrogate measure to represent the relative amount of time that vehicles 
have traveled on different road sections” [1]. This underpins the method, which we 
suspect is flawed because of its reliance on the assumption of the linear relationship 
between AADT and crashes per unit of roadway distance, which is known to be non 
linear [54]. 
Miaou discusses the role of other participating variables: “The other 
covariates, on the other hand, are intended to reflect the conditions to which these 
vehicles are exposed during the time of their travel” [1]. Implicit in this statement is 
the fact the crash rate is dependent on the covariates, thus to compare the crash rate 
in roads, with some differing experimental variable or to use of a collection of 
roadways to produce a descriptive expression, i.e. a regression formula, then all other 
variables need to be equivalent. Miaou states the following: “This assumption (crash 
rate vs. vehicle exposure) would hold better if the road sections under consideration 
belong to one roadway class” 
Miaou’s statement above, regarding the need for a single roadway class, 
identifies the reason why the crashes per vehicle distance travelled is inappropriate 
for a multiclass data mining study such as the whole roadway analysis. This is  
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because the effect on crash rate by covariates in each class, including AADT are 
substantially different, and relying an assumption of a linear AADT/crash rate from 
multiple classes to calculate the relative crash rate is flawed.  
Quin and Ivan, 2004 [70] recognized this problem and attempted to manually 
disaggregate the data into four crash type classes. Zhang and Xie, 2012 [3] stated that 
“the linearity may only approximately exist in certain segment types” and solved the 
same problem by selection of a crash frequency target crashes per mile per year; the 
absolute crash rate per distance per time method similar to the unit used in this 
study.  
A plot from our multi-class road data from our crash count study [52] shows a 
complex non-linear relationship between crash rate and AADT.  
 
Figure 2-1 Distribution of road segment crash count by skid resistance and 
AADT for all crashes 
 On the plot in Figure 2-1, the points represent crash locations in the skid 
resistance / AADT space, and the contours show the number of crashes/km/4yr at 
each point. The crash rates, when compared to the AADT axis, clearly show a 
complex relationship between AADT and road segment crash rate.     
The crash rate follows the following patters. A pervasive background of crash 
rate exists of between 6 and 16 crashes/km/4yr above 5,000 vehicles per day. The 
highest peak occurs at AADT of 21k vehicles per day reaching above crashes 75 
crashes/km/4yr. On roads with a higher AADT value, at 50k vehicles per day, crash 
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rate rises above 36 crashes/km/4yr; higher than the background level but lower than 
the prior elevated reading, demonstrating a much more complex relationship than 
linear. 
When applied in the multi-class data environment, the method of crashes per 
vehicle distance travelled erroneously combined crash counts from different classes, 
at the extreme combining low crash /low daily traffic rate crashes with high crash 
/high traffic rates. These dissimilar points have differing causes, and the 
combinations not only confounds the outcome of the model [52], but, as mentioned 
above, obscures the presence of high risk roads in the network. 
2.5.2 Selecting suitable intervals  
Consideration is required in the construction of the dependent crash variable in 
the scaling of the following intervals, the distance and time interval in the aggregated 
crash unit of crashes per distance per time. Findstrom, 1995 [53] discussed the 
relationship between interval size and the constancy of frequency of the observed 
event over time. With an arbitrarily selected starting interval of say 2 km, successive 
periods (years) will return annual frequencies with a given variance. Reducing 
interval increased the variability until, as an interval approaches zero, the event 
became infinitely unpredictable. 
Commonly, crash counts are aggregated to 1 km intervals [16] (or half mile 
[1]) for 1 year, and while this value was selected to remain compatible with the data 
aggregates provided, this parameter remains a topic of current and further 
investigation [71,72]. 
2.5.3 Crash rate covariates 
The Miaou and Lun, 1993 method [1] sought define a classes of roadway on 
which to perform analyses and used the covariates to define the relationship 
“between vehicle exposure and traffic conditions in the model”, where the covariates 
“reflect the conditions to which these vehicles are exposed during the time of their 
travel”. Table 2-2 provides a paraphrased summary of their covariates. 
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Table 2-2 Summary of Miaou and Lun’s Crash Road Covariates, 1993[1]  
Covariate class Attribute 
General classes of traffic AADT (annualized average daily traffic) per lane 
 standard deviation of vehicle speeds 
 congestion levels (volume to capacity ratio)  
 vehicle composition in the traffic stream including an interest in heavy 
vehicles 
Conditions time of day 
 visibility  
 the weather 
Roadway geometry horizontal curvatures 
 vertical grades 
 cross-sectional characteristics 
 
Issues relating to covariates faced by Miaou and Lun were similar those faced 
by our study and are paraphrased below. 
 Reduction in road segment length to maintain homogeneity,  in terms of 
their horizontal curvatures and vertical grades. Those road sections with 
multiple curvatures and grades disaggregated into smaller subsections 
such that each subsection contained a unique set of horizontal curvature 
and vertical grade. 
 Sampling and non-sampling errors of crashes, i.e. not all crashes were 
reported.  
 The time period considered was one year, which means that the same 
road section, even if nothing had changed, was considered as three 
independent sections 
 Importance of the variation in crash speed: It has been suggested that as 
length of grade increases to a point that can slow a truck to a speed 
significantly slower than the speed of the traffic stream (e.g. 10 mph or 
16 kph), the accident rate increases.  
 Fixed-curvature. As the length of curve increases, the accident rate 
increases. In order to test the effects of length of curve and length of 
grade on truck accident -rate, two covariates-length of original curve 
and length of original vertical grade were considered.  
Miaou and Lun were concerned with variable length but homogenous road 
segments, whereas our focus was on fixed road length with multiple contributing 
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covariates, which combined to determine the crash characteristics of the road 
segments. Regardless of this difference, the issues regarding covariate selection and 
processing faced by Miaou and Lun were pertinent to this study and are discussed in 
the following sections. 
2.6 SKID RESISTANCE AND CRASHES  
This section examines the practical and theoretical underpinning of skid 
resistance and examines industry practice of a crash site. These concepts assist in 
understanding both the data and results from our analyses. 
2.6.1 Skid resistance as a significant factor in crashes 
In 2008,Cairney [8] discussed skid resistance as the best established 
relationship to crash risk. Cairney referring to the Austroads Guidelines for the 
Management of Road Surface Skid Resistance (GMSR) defines skid resistance as 
‘the contribution that the road surface makes to the available level of surface 
friction’. Cairney describes the skid resistance phenomena as follows: 
 Skid resistance depends on two mechanisms, adhesion the formation of 
chemical bonds between the tire and the road, and hysteresis the deforming 
and recovery of the tire surface caused by the aggregate projecting from the 
road surface.  
 Adhesion in skid resistance is adversely affected by the presence of water; 
however, hysteresis (energy loss due to tire distortion) is not affected by 
water.  
The frictional force equals Traction (force required to overcome the force of 
the tire on the road) divided by Load (downward force on the tire). Braking 
characteristics 
Norsemeter [71] describes differences in braking characteristics on pavements 
with the similar friction coefficients.  On some roads, the initial braking force fades 
away more quickly than others do during a braking episode, thus making these roads 
more dangerous.  The Permanent International Association of Road Congress 
(PIARC) measure of road friction characteristics, the International Friction Index 
(IFI) has two components, a measure of friction and a gradient describing fall 
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frictional fall-off as the tire goes from beginning to skid to full skid. Main Roads 
(2007) describes the two measures:  
 F60 is the standardised friction measure (friction factor) at a 60 km/h slip 
speed. 
 Sp is the gradient of the friction versus slip speed relationship and is an 
indicator of the speed dependency of the recorded friction value.  Norsemeter 
in 2009 [71] provided the following formula to describe the relationships in 
braking friction, and while calculated for skid resistance of runways in 
aviation, is referenced by road authorities.  The skid resistance (F60) measure 
µs [71] is shown in equation 2. 
µs = µo exp (s/(Vp))                                                                                               (2) 
where: us  is the friction at slip speed s - the F60 measure from the road 
measuring device, uo is the maximum friction just prior to a tire beginning to 
skid, the road’s maximum frictional value and Vp is the velocity profile (the 
road’s differential friction profile dependant on speed. 
The road's differential friction profile (Vp) [19] is expressed in equation 3. 
Vp = a + b*TX                  (3) 
where: a and b are experimentally derived constants and TX is the texture.   
The equation defines the gradient of the change in friction with slip speed and 
the “goodness” of the road surface in maintaining frictional levels as the wheel goes 
from no skid to total skid during emergency braking. S is the slip speed, i.e. the 
speed at which the tire is slipping when the measurement is taken (0% = no slip, 
100% = total slip). The variables a and b can be used to calibrate a road skid 
measuring machine to the PIARC standard, the µ curve.  Values are available in 
lookup tables. 
Finally the coefficient of friction µi at a given slip speed can be given by equation 4. 
µi=µ60 e ((60-vi)/Sp)                    ( 4) 
 
where: µ60 is the friction at slip speed 60 km/h, vi is the slip speed of the 
wheel (0 when full brake before skidding,  and the vehicle speed when skidding), and 
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Sp is the speed number, a linear equation defining the change in friction vs. slip 
speed. 
Main Roads, our industry partner, use the value of Sp “to adjust the 
Investigatory F60 Criteria where slip speeds other than 60 km/h are adopted” and 
calibrating their equipment to the PIARC standards. 
Table 2-3 Skid resistance and braking action on ice and compacted show [71] 
Measured 
coefficient 
Estimated Braking Action on Ice 
and Compacted Snow 
Code 
0.4 and above Good 5 
0.39 to 0.36 Medium to good 4 
0.35 to 0.30 Medium  3 
0.29 to o.26 Medium to poor 2 
0.25 and below Poor 1 
  
While skid resistance at given value is not absolute determinant of the 
performance of a pavement for roads at a given value because the friction fades at 
different rates through a skid on different roads, Norsemeter [71] provides the 
following aviation industry guide (Table 2-3) 
The difficulty of applying the table above to Australian road conditions is that 
our worst-case scenario is generally wet roads rather than ice and snow covered 
roads, and illustrates the difficulty in importing methods from other countries. 
2.6.2 Road test procedures 
The following test procedure is paraphrased from the Main Road Study in 2007 
[72] to provide project background regarding the details of road testing and is of 
value in the development of data mining skid resistance variables, and interpreting 
the results. 
 The Norsemeter (ROAR) skid tester is a variable slip unit, which had been 
calibrated against units used in the PIARC1 International Trial, and which reports 
skid properties in terms of International Friction Index (IFI). Testing was carried out 
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in the left hand wheel path in each lane. A minimum of four test runs were 
undertaken in each lane at a 80 km/h test speed using a 1.5 second time delay 
between tests. This combination of number of runs/lane, test speed and time delay 
results in a minimum of approximately two to three results per 20-metre test lots with 
each individual test covering a length of 10 to 15 m of road. The northbound and 
southbound was tested previously as part of a “coarser” network level survey of the 
Bruce Highway from Brisbane to Gympie. 
 
Figure 2-2  Diagram of SCRIM testing showing multiple 15 meter test runs 
with 1.5 second breaks between runs [72] 
 
Figure 2-3   Skid resistance chart from of section of the Bruce Highway Source 
(Main Roads (2007) [14]) 
 
The chart in Figure 2-3 shows a five km section of the Bruce Highway from 
115 km from the start to 120 km.  Two skid data lines are present.  The thin blue line 
is a representation of a “coarse” measure of the characteristic 100 metre skid 
segments, and the thick blue line is finer resolution of 20 metre measure around the 
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areas of interest.  The chart illustrates the variance within the skid resistance 
measure. For an average skid resistance (F60) of 0.4, fluctuations within one 
kilometre can vary from 3.5 to 5.0.   It is interesting to note that the finer resolution 
follows the earlier coarse resolution, with notable exceptions of the lead up to the 
Skyring Creek and Christie Road off-ramps.   
2.6.3 Demand Categories (Investigatory levels) 
Demand categories indicate the minimum F60 level, accepted as safe for a road 
segment with given set of road design parameters.   The road is generally classed as 
requiring normal demand (N) with an F60 requirement of 0.2.5 or above, with the 
exception of  the areas around the above mentioned off-ramps, requiring F60 value 
or above of 0.30 to meet the requirement of roads classified as intermediate (I).  
Roads with stopping and turning at sharp bends, traffic lights, and roundabouts are 
classified as high demand and require a minimum F60 of 0.35.  Details of the 
demand categories are shown in Table 2-4. 
Table 2-4 Road Demand Categories [72] 
 
2.6.4 Investigating road segments 
Table 2-5 shows the results of a set of skid resistance investigation of a set of 
roads segment from each lane of the 1.7 km section of the 5km section shown in 
Figure 2-3.  The table displays the mean F60, the average of the lowest 10% of F60, 
a tolerable F60 based on the demand categories and the percentage of measurements 
that drop below the tolerable value. In the table, the percentage probability of failure 
to meet the tolerable level ranges between 0.3% and 88% with a median value of 
0.06%.   
Table 2-5 Data from Christies Creek analysis (Main Roads, 2007, [14]) 
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 Road remediation effort is met with a diminishing return on investment, and 
the acceptable risk is currently under assessment, with a mooted target of reducing 
crashes to 15% of the elevated crash rate of the class of road. At this level, the crash 
rate is subsumed into the background crash rate.  Addressing all of the problems on 
the road network is beyond available resources, while the two segments shown in 
Table 2-5 with 12% and 88% and their skid resistance readings failing to meet the 
investigatory levels rates stand out as candidates for investigation for upgrade. 
These processes are important for our developing our data mining variables. 
2.6.5 Road friction and road design 
Sullivan [73] outlines methods of risk assessment used by authorities to make 
decisions about surface design, surface types, taking remedial decisions such a 
resurfacing and setting driver rules such as speed limits.   Sullivan states that the two 
fundamental questions are asked by road engineers when evaluating pavement 
friction surface are  
 Is the vehicle going to be able to stop in the required time/ distance?  
 Is the vehicle going to be able to negotiate the curve without losing control? 
Sullivan states that surface characteristics vary on a given road surface within a 
given distribution and there is not a yes/no answers available for the questions above, 
rather an answer presented as a probability.  Sullivan contends that engineers need to 
conduct risk assessments using methods such as Monte Carlo simulations making 
many performance estimates varying in input within the bounds of the distribution.  
The uncertainty of the output becomes the risk.  
Piyatrapoomi and Weligamage in 2008 [16] demonstrated an extension of 
Sullivan's idea by analysing a subset of the road and crash data used in this study. 
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The data subset was created from a homogeneous road sets from national highway 
data, and developed a crash model based on cumulative probability for each set.  The 
method created a point composed of the crash rate of a small section of road for a 
given skid resistance, and for the  hypothetical road segment composed of the set of 
points with similar properties, estimates the cumulative probability of the road 
segment having crashes from the aggregated skid resistance-crash rate points, as 
skid resistance increases.     
Figure 2-4 shows the plot of cumulative crashes against the 85% percentile of 
the skid resistance selected. 
 
Figure 2-4 Plot of cumulative crashes against the 85th percentile of skid 
resistance [16] 
Examination of the plot in Figure 2-4 shows three distinct stages in the curve. 
In the phase from 0.2 to 0.38, we assume that the crash rate is high and reasonably 
unchanging. From 0.39 to 0.53, the regression formula NCCN describes the sharp 
drop in crash rate with skid resistance. In the phase from 0.54 to 0.8, we assume that 
the crash rate is low and unchanging. The fact that the range needs segmentation into 
these three regions for description is an indicator that the data mining regression tree 
algorithm will be a suitable candidate for the analysis rather than a single polynomial 
expression. Piyatrapoomi’s study shows that the low crash skid resistance thresholds 
where roads are at their safest range from F60 values of 0.32 to 0.55 for [16, 74] the 
national highway road classes tested. 
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2.6.6 Proportion of crashes involving skid resistance 
Further, while some writers dismiss the effect of skid resistance in crash rate as 
a minor proportion of crashes, Kudrna et. al  [75] quantifies the percentages of skid 
resistance-related crashes at least 50% of all crashes, and reports heightened crashes 
in skid resistance deficient sections of the road with high demand (section 4.7.3).  
2.6.7 Extending the statistical model using data mining 
Piyatrapoomi's method [16] provides a controlled experiment, structured so 
that the values of all variables except the independent variable (skid resistance) are 
kept constant to show the effect of skid resistance on the dependent crash rate. In this 
study, we go beyond examining only skid resistance and crash rate, and use data 
mining to examine the contribution of all input variables, shown by their contribution 
expressed in the regression rule for each class of roadway [25]. 
Witten & Franks [2] state that while there is a multidimensional continuum 
between statistics and data mining. Statistics has been more concerned with testing 
hypotheses and data mining more concerned with formulating the process of 
generalization as a search through possible hypotheses. This study uses data mining's 
capability to examine the role of normally controlled variables in these hypothesis to 
compare the skid resistance and crash relationship for data from the whole network. 
2.6.8 Accelerating traffic causing road wear and increasing crash rate 
Kudrna et. al. [75] noted accelerated wear in road segments experiencing 
accelerating traffic with changing speed and direction, and predicted a lowering of 
skid resistance in road segments adjacent to roadway controls or features such as 
traffic lights, intersections and roundabouts.  Kudrna stated that these sections had an 
exponential increase in crash rates related to skid resistance. In section 4.7.3 the 
pattern identified by Kudrna, which proposes that a large proportion of roads in high 
skid demand situations are below the investigatory level, was tested and the same 
pattern found to exist in data from the study.   
Skid resistance demand levels and their related investigatory levels listed in 
Table 2-4 have provided road asset managers with the yardstick to select the 
appropriate skid resistance value for a roadway. However, these values are 
generalized from experience and do not cover all cases because of the complexity of 
interacting features on each road.   Piyatrapoomi's probabilistic study in section 2.6.6 
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shows that for a handful of classes of road segment, skid resistance threshold can be 
estimated that minimise crash rates. 
Currently, the generalized skid resistance demand levels and skid resistance 
investigatory levels provide the standard used in roadway upgrade decision making.  
Through manually intensive processes, Piyatrapoomi’s study [16] has provided 
conformation of the existence of low crash rate skid resistance thresholds in a 
handful of classes of roadway, providing evidence required to conform the 
importance the investigatory levels and upgrade their values. However manually 
identifying all classes of roadway and produce thresholds for each is a mammoth 
time consuming and error-prone task. In addition, the high proportion of roads shown 
fall below their investigatory levels, identified by applying Kudrna’s process, shows 
the need for a method to identify those that present risk.  
Automation is required, firstly to define the skid resistance thresholds for the 
roadway classes, and then, based on the individual covariate values of the roadway 
features, assess each road individually for crash risk, rather than applying the 
investigatory levels representing a broad class or roadway.  
Statistical studies are generally limited to a few homogeneous classes of 
roadway [1, 11]. However, the data mining regression tree [25] has the capability to 
automatically discern all classes from the heterogeneous data set of whole roadway, 
and subsequently apply the derived regression equation from a particular roadway 
class to a road segment and predict its crash count. 
2.6.9 Data mining processes and their alignment with the study 
Data mining has become an integrated component and companion of statistics 
in modern analytics. Coppi's exposition [4] differentiates the roles. Statistics tends to 
be applied in well controlled data subsets for hypothesis testing, describing data and 
prediction, and probability studies. Generally, a hypothesis exists which is tested in a 
statistical analysis where most variables are controlled. Thus, the scope of the 
outcome is limited to the dependent and independent variables, and the opportunity 
for understanding the controlled variables lost. Data mining on the other can be 
exploratory and requires no hypothesis or controlled variable thus can be applied to 
large heterogeneous, dirty datasets with missing values and a certain level of 
erroneous data [2]. The exploratory nature unearths new relationships. 
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Coppi maintains that the boundary between data mining and statistics is 
blurred, and in fact the statistical algorithms provide the engines that drive the data 
mining algorithms, with the data mining algorithms providing the framework that 
overcomes the limitations of the statistical algorithms themselves [4]. 
The problem in this study well illustrates the difference. As discussed before, 
statistical analysis of the road factors that cause crashes is generally limited to 
homogeneous road type where a single factor (the independent variable) is tested 
against the dependent variable while all other variables are kept constant. In crash 
studies for example crash rate (the dependent variable) is tested against the effects of 
skid resistance (the independent variable) while all other variables (seal type, seal 
age traffic volumes, texture depth) are kept within limited ranges.   
Multiple tests can be performed to vary the controlled variables, however this 
method has the limitations of that the number of tests soon gets out of hand, and the 
decisions made to changes to the controlled variable are human made educated 
guesses. Data mining on the other hand manages processes automatically, and the 
partitioning thresholds of the variables are calculated automatically and optimized by 
the statistical engine.  Thus, the data mining procedure can perform a task in minutes 
that would take humans using statistical weeks if the problem can be resolved 
manually at all, and the data mining method provides a better result. 
Both statistics and data mining share the common regression functions, and in 
both cases, the linear regression function displayed the same limitation when applied 
to our problem. The relationships within the whole of road network were too 
complex to expresses crash prediction with a single equation. Regression algorithms 
were only able to describe a limited range of the crash spectrum with accuracy, with 
the notable and significant of being unable to describe the high crash range.  Multiple 
equations were required. Data mining has a collection of tree algorithms that provide 
just that. CART (Classification and Regression Trees) [24,76] and Regression Trees 
such as Quinlan's M5 [25] provided a series of rules that were able to predict the 
crash rates accurately across the full range of crashes. The M5 algorithm can produce 
multivariate models with hundreds of variables and millions of instances, thus the 
algorithms were able to scale to meet our requirements [25]. 
With the move from homogeneous subsets to heterogeneous supersets, the 
study inherited a set of problems mainly concerned with data availability, scaling, 
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relevance and quality.  Coppi's approach to data mining [4] significantly reflects the 
need to describe, control and quantify the data environment. 
The most significant problem was that the key independent variable, skid 
resistance, was only available for approximately one quarter of the road segments. 
Other issues included inconsistencies found in the data, and other road attributes 
were found to have missing values. Data had been collected for other purposes [2] 
and assessment had to be made of the scaling of the interval (numerical) values and 
transformations conducted to match the intervals of the attribute to the dynamics 
being modelled. While skid resistance was presented in 100-metre averages, the 
critical skid phase of a crash where the driver lost control could occur in sections 
adjacent to where the vehicle(s) came to rest. Thus, the one kilometre average was 
tested and other smaller intervals, such as 200 m and 500m should be tested.  
Success of any data-mining project depends on a successful resolution of all of 
the factors discussed above, and resolving them is the work performed in the CRISP-
DM data mining process model's stage of Data Understanding and Data Preparation 
[27]. The repetitive, iterative nature of these stages is known to take up to and exceed 
75% of the time resources of complex studies [2].  
Both Chapman et. al. in CRISP-DM and Coppi discuss the need to approach a 
solution from a number of perspectives and apply a number of methods to provide a 
multi-dimensional solution showing a number of hopefully concordant views. Witten 
& Frank contributes to this debate by providing a guide to applying algorithms by 
identifying the predominant types of relationships in the data, and makes 
recommendations for algorithm alignment from the classification and clustering 
families. Contents of Table 2-6 show the information. 
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Table 2-6 Summary of classification and clustering data mining methods by 
data type (summarized from Witten et al, 2005 [2]) 
Data characteristic Method Output Type 
1. One attribute does all of the 
work 
Decision stump e.g. 
Decision Stump 
Provides a rule based on one 
attribute (numerical or 
categorical target) 






Provides a model based on 
probability to allocate 
instances to classes 
(categorical) 
3. A number of variables all 
contribute to the classification 
Logistic Regression 
Decision trees e.g. 
C4.5 (J48), CART 
Provides a model with a rule 
or rules for allocating 
instances into classes 
(categorical) 
 
4. Distance in instance space from 






Groups the instances into like 
clusters (categorical) 








Regression Trees e.g. 
CART, M5, M5Rules 
Makes a numeric predication, 
with many methods producing 
a rule, rules or algorithm that 
can be applied to like datasets. 
 
2.7 SELECTING A DATA MINING METHOD 
Witten & Frank stated that to avoid recrimination later on, a project should 
always begin by analysing the data with a data stump, because on occasions a single 
attribute can often provide classification accuracy higher than a multivariate model 
involving an algorithm using many variables [2]. The stump establishes the 
benchmark that the any data mining model produced should surpass in accuracy.  
The candidate families known to process models that required numerical output 
were regression, regression trees, neural networks, nearest neighbour, least median 
squares and support vector machines [2].  Members of the regression tree family with 
their multiple rules were most successful in modelling crash count and include 
Quinlan's M5 model tree [25] (called M5Rules [77]) and REPTree method [2].   
Regression tree algorithms have an additional benefit: the rules provide insight to the 
generalizations discovered and providing a source of information for new domain 
knowledge [2]. 
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2.8 REGRESSION TREE CONFIGURATION 
Data mining algorithms have a series of configuration parameters used to 
attune the algorithm to the particular data [2].  A parameter common to the 
regression tree methods controls the number of instances required to initiate a split in 
the tree [78]. With the default value of 4, only four instances with the appropriate set 
of values are required to generate a new branch in the tree. By increasing the number 
of objects for a split to 128, requires 128 instances to create a split, thus allowing 
branching and thus leaf nodes to be generated on more significant collections of 
attribute values.  Model accuracy suffers with too many and too few rules, thus 
experiments need to be conducted find the ideal. Around 2% of the total number of 
instances was recommended as ideal [2]. 
Another significant algorithm configuration parameter is the selection of 
whether models are either the built or unbuilt [78]. The unbuilt default parameter 
value leads to the development of a tree with a regression formula at each leaf node. 
The formula calculates the value of the predicted target on the fly from the 
combination of attribute values in the multivariate instance found in the tuple.  The 
resulting target value varies from instance to instance as the variable values change. 
Unbuilt models in this study provide a skid/ crash curve with an intra-rule gradient as 
a given rule calculated different crash values for increasing skid resistance values. 
Thus, the crash change caused by skid resistance within the domain of a given rule 
can be seen, giving better understanding of the mechanisms at work. 
Built models do not have a regression formula at the leaf, but provide a target 
value, calculated by the average of all instances processed by the rule.  In the crash 
profiles generated in our study, intra-rule target gradients are all at zero, because no 
calculation is performed at the node with increasing skid resistance. The crash value 
only changes when a new rule is selected. Thus built models provide curves with 
thresholds and plateaus, in which threshold values are easier to analyse and the 
profile is less prone to outliers. 
2.9 IMPROVING RESULTS WITH ALGORITHM META CLASSIFIERS 
Meta classifiers providing a wrapper for base classifiers, are designed improve 
their performance. A model meta-classifier called Bootstrap Aggregation named 
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bagging (Breiman, 1996) [79] was used to improve the accuracy of the base 
classifiers M5 and REPTree results. Bagging involves generating a series of new 
training sets, which are subsets of the whole dataset, where population is by 
replacement thus some elements are repeated over the training sets, generating 
bootstrap samples. Models are fitted to these samples, and results averaged to 
produce a more accurate prediction with a corresponding reduction in variance [2]. 
When bagging is used, an improvement in results of 5% to 10% was expected.  
An additional meta-classifier from the Weka stable named dagging is available 
for use with REPTree and M5. Dagging creates models from disjoint stratified 
samples with predictions made by majority vote from the values offered by the 
multiple models. [80] 
2.10 SELECTING ATTRIBUTES FOR INCLUSION IN MODELLING 
(FEATURE SELECTION) 
Selecting the appropriate combination of attributes is a critical process to the 
outcome of a data mining project and a significant component of the strategies that 
inform the project and lead to success. The processes called feature selection [2] 
consists of the strategies used of selecting variables (attributes) to include in the 
various models to achieve particular outcomes. The goals of feature selection in this 
project were: (1) production of quality models; and (2) investigation of the influence 
of a particular variable of interest in the model. 
Goals of feature selection are removing variables with shared dependencies, 
i.e. those with a level of redundancy; and removing variables not related to the target.  
Processes are available to remove variables that share interdependency. Removing 
variables that do not contribute to the processes of prediction helps to improve the 
model development [2]. 
Two methods available in feature selection are trial and error with substitutions 
and deletions of attributes to assess their effect on the result and rules, and use of 
data mining algorithms specifically designed for feature selection to select the active 
attributes and reject features detrimental to model development. 
Available algorithms for automatic feature selection include:  
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1. correlation-based feature set (Hall,1998), CfsSubsetEval in Weka which 
considered the predictive ability and redundancy between the variables [81]; 
2. a principal components analysis approach that transforms the data by removing 
the worst eigenvectors (poorly aligned vectors) and optionally transforming 
back vectors to the original space [78];  
3. the relief method of repeated sampling and comparison of the nearest instance 
(Kira & Rendell, 1997) [82];  
4. a wrapper method (Kohavi and George, 1997 [83]) which performs the selection 
process with the algorithm selected by the user, i.e. the regression tree in our 
case. This algorithm is run on the dataset partitioned into internal training and 
holdout sets with different sets of features removed with a final feature set based 
on evaluation on an independent data set.  
2.11 MODEL ASSESSMENT IN A PREDICTIVE MINING ENVIRONMENT 
Methods used for assessing the goodness of result of predictive analyses are 
generally producing a single statistic to describe the goodness all instances combined 
in the data set. These single model statistic methods include two main families: 
calculating the overall predictive accuracy and calculating the overall error.  
These methods have two important roles: firstly comparing successive models, 
and secondly to analyse individual models for understanding and improvement. 
The limitations of these methods come into play when the predictive accuracy 
is less than perfect. While many people discard models with low correlation 
coefficients, predictive accuracy in partial ranges can provide strong evidence to the 
predictive capability of given covariates [84]. Fridstrøm, 1995 [53] identifies an 
important dimension, stating that randomness is a component in the pattern under 
study and states that expecting a perfect model is unrealistic. To differentiate 
between randomness and unexplained error, statistical studies firstly qualify results 
with confidence levels, then plot and examine the variance in the form of residual 
plots to seek patterns of best correlation and the effect of non-included covariates at 
work. Coppi adds that understanding the discordance in results is as important as 
understanding correlations themselves [4]. Thus having a Strategy of Analysis is 
essential.  
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 The Weka implementation of regression tree algorithms, including the 
algorithm M5 [25] present the following model metrics to assist in assessing and   
comparing models. The two families of metrics are goodness of fit and measure of 
the error rate.  
2.11.1 Measuring goodness of fit 
The correlation coefficient (r) is used for goodness of fit. The correlation 
coefficient (r) presented in Weka predictive models has a different meaning to the 
correlation coefficient in normal statistics [85].  
In its Weka usage, the correlation coefficient calculates a comparative value 
comparing the real dependent variable Y and the predicted dependent variable  Y’, 
whereas in general statistics  correlation coefficient  generally compares the 
independent variable (X) and the dependent variable (Y) [86]. In statistics the usage, r 
can range from -1 to 1 representing a perfectly inverse relationship to a perfect 
relationship between and Y, whereas in Weka the range will be generally be from 0 
to 1, showing  the range of no predictive accuracy to perfect predictive accuracy 
between Y and Y’. 
Correlation coefficient described as the covariance of two variables divided by 
the product of their standard deviations. Sample correlation coefficient (r) between 
the two independent X and dependent variables Y is given by the following equation 
[86]. 
   
∑    
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             ( 5 ) 
 where:  r is the correlation coefficient, n is the sample size, i is instance and X and Y 
are the independent and dependent variables. 
In Weka regression tree mining, the correlation coefficient would be calculated 
by substitution of the actual and predicted target values, i.e. Y and Y’ replacing the 
variables X and Y shown. The square of correlation coefficient (r squared), called 
the coefficient of determination estimates the fraction of the variance in Y that is 
explained by X in a simple linear equation [86]. In practical terms, a model returning 
the correlation coefficient (r) of 0.8 produces an r
2 
of 0.64, and can be used to infer 
that the model describes 64% of the instances. 
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Statistical studies usually have a statement of estimation of confidence; 
however, the data mining do not generally state a confidence interval. The following 
section investigates the possibility of adding a confidence interval to data mining 
results. 
In the statistical inference testing methodology, correlation coefficient is utilized for 
quantifying goodness of the null hypothesis, but can also be used to construct the 
confidence interval [86]. Fisher’s method, represented in equation 6 [86], shows the 
upper and lower limit of the values (p) of  the confidence intervals, representing the 
uncertainty in a stated value of the correlation coefficient (r) itself. 
        (              ⁄    )      (              ⁄    )   (6) 
where: p is the calculated interval, r is the correlation coefficient, n is the sample size, 
   ⁄   is representing the selected confidence interval and standard error calculated by  
   
 
√   
 .      
The following example demonstrates the operation of the process:  for an 
observed correlation coefficient (r) of 0.3 with a sample size of n=50, to obtain a 
95% confidence interval for ρ. The transformed value is arctanh(r) = 0.30952, so the 
confidence interval on the transformed scale is 0.30952 ± 1.96/√(50-3), or 
(0.023624, 0.595415). Converting back to the correlation scale yields (0.024, 0.534) 
[86]. 
The formula is applied in section 6.9 (Page 215) to develop confidence 
intervals for the range of predictions accepted for a given correlation coefficient, thus 
providing quantification of the uncertainty of data mining results. 
2.11.2 Measuring error rate 
In Weka regression tree algorithms, total model error is quantified by the mean 
absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE), relative absolute error 
(RAE), root relative squared error (RESE). 
Hyndman & Koehler (2006) [87] examined the accuracy of univariate time-
series forecasts and examine the roles of error methods in assessing the forecasts. 
While our predictions are multivariate in nature, the comparison of the target and 
predicted target (Y and Y’) assume the role of a univariate analysis. The fundamental 
method is to apply a method to calculate the error, i.e. the distance between the 
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actual value and predicted by the model and then combining all errors to produce a 
single metric. 
Hyndman highlights two issues relating to our study. Firstly, the use of 
methods deploying the absolute error must not be used for comparison between 
models where there is a change in scale, whereas methods with a relative percentage 
based metric can compare models on different scale.  Secondly absolute methods are 
better at handling outliers compared to root-squared methods, which amplify the 
effect of the outlier.  
Hyndman’s notation is demonstrated in the following example:        ) 
represents the sample set of observations    , with t representing a time or number 
within a period or series of interest [87]. 
Hyndman identifies the following classes of metrics [87]:  
 Scale dependent measures using methods such as absolute error and 
root of square methods. The result shows the actual magnitude of the 
calculated error. 
 Percentage errors with a general formula             has the 
advantage of being scale independent. The result is expressed as 
percentage of error. 
 Relative errors comparing the results of two benchmarks shown in 
        
  , where   
  is the individual forecast error obtained from the 
benchmark method, usually the walk in the park method. The problem 
of infinite variance with   
  has the potential to be small needs to be 
addressed. 
 Relative measures comparing methods rather than errors, e.g. 
comparing the aggregated result calculated from method of choice MAE 
to the simpler prediction     based on mean. Hyndman identifies the 
advantage of interpretability of these methods, measuring the forecast 
improvement possible over the base method.  The result of 100% shows 
no improvement. Result of less than 100% shows improvement of the 
method over the mean based method, with smaller being better. A result 
of greater than 100% shows a method worse than the method predicting 
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the mean.  Thus, the results appear to be an inverse measure of 
information gain or knowledge discovery. 
The Weka regression trees utilize metrics from the first and last classes of 
series dependent measures and relative measures. The methods are outlined below 
and representations shown in Table 2-7 and Table 2-8. 
Note that the notations assume discrete predictions. However, our predictions 
are continuous and strictly require notations for density functions. The notations for 
discrete data are included to utilize the available resources and illustrate the 
processes at work. 
2.11.2.1 Scale depended measures 
The Weka regression tree produces the metrics including the mean absolute 
error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE) from the class of series dependent 
measures. In the following tables         and  ̅  are respectively the number of 
instance, predicted result from the function, the actual value of dependent variable 
and the calculated mean of the dependent variable. Variable n represents the sample 
instance count, and as described above,    the set of instances at location t in a time 
period or number sequence.   
These measures produce a result in the unit the analysis, showing the 
aggregated error in an easily understandable manner.  Source in the table is 
Hyndman [86] unless specified.  
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Table 2-7 Summary of methods of scale dependent measures for error 
estimation between the actual and predicted (discrete) values in a univariate data set 
Method Usage Detailed notation Generalized notation 
Mean absolute 
error (MAE)  
 
Preferred method 
but  not suitable 
for comparing 
between models of 
different scale. 
     ∑          
 
    
 
[86] 















between models of 
different scale. 
       ∑  √          
 
    
 
[86] 
 RMSE= √     
= √        
     
2.11.2.2 Relative measures 
The Weka regression trees utilize the following metrics from the relative 
measure class: relative absolute error (RAE) and root relative squared error (RESE).  
Their advantage, as discussed above, is the measurement of improvement of a 
selected predictive error in comparison to other methods such as the mean.   
Information about relative methods is relatively limited and contradictory, and this 
shows in Table 2 8.  
Along with Hyndman’s exposition, information was sourced from the Grepsoft 
website [88] and Mark Hall’s replies to emails the Weka forum [89]. 
Their descriptions are as follows. 
Grepsoft described the method of deriving RAE:  “The relative absolute error is 
very similar to the relative squared error in the sense that it is also relative to a 
simple predictor, which is just the average of the actual values. In this case, though, 
the error is just the total absolute error instead of the total squared error. Thus, the 
relative absolute error takes the total absolute error and normalizes it by dividing by 
the total absolute error of the simple predictor” [88].  
Equation 7 shows the calculation for a test Relative absolute error (  ) in a series of 
tests (Grepsoft notation).  
       
∑            
 
   
∑     
 
     
̅̅̅           (7) 
where: i is the identifier for the test, n is the sample size, j is the incremental index, P 
is the absolute error value   and T is the value from the simple predictor. 
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Mark Hall from Weka described the method of deriving RRSE: “RRSE is 
computed by dividing the RMSE by the RMSE obtained by just  
predicting the mean of target values (and then multiplying by 100).  
Therefore, smaller values are better and values > 100% indicate a scheme  
is doing worse than just predicting the mean. RAE is computed in a  
similar manner [89]. 
Table 2-8  Summary of methods of relative measures between the actual and 
predicted (discrete) values in a univariate data set 
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In Table 2-8, the variables         and  ̅  are respectively the number of 
instance, predicted result from the function, the actual value of dependent variable 
and the calculated mean of the simple predictor. As stated above, information on the 
relative methods is scarce, and further work is required both to verify the information 
presented, and to develop equivalent density functions required for our continuous 
crash rate results. 
2.11.3 Visualization in model assessment 
As mentioned earlier, statisticians and data miners use visualization of 
unexplained variation, known as residual plots to seek patterns and assess error rates 
across the range of the independent variable in search for bands of interest and strong 
patterns indicating the influence of unknown covariates [2].  Predictive accuracy 
plots and error rate plots are used in data mining analyses generally, and extensively 
in this study. 
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2.11.4 Summary of model assessment 
In this study, all of the techniques described above i.e. goodness of fit statistics, 
error statistics and visualizations are used in planning and gathering information for 
inclusion in the Strategy of Analysis to assess, compare, select and plan the use of 
models. 
2.12 SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
By applying Kudrna generalizations (section 2.6.6) about the accelerated road 
wear in high demand road segment  [75] the discovery was made that the highest 
crash risk roads had the highest proportion of road segments below their 
recommended skid resistance level (section 4.7.3). The situation arises firstly 
because this class of road is required to have a higher skid resistance. The combined 
raising of the skid resistance and braking causes accelerated wear, leaving a high 
proportion of roads with skid resistance values below the required level. Kudrna 
identifies these roads as having high crash risk. An automated assessment method 
would help prioritise the roads for upgrade. 
These problem road segments are discovered either by becoming road “black 
spots” with elevated crash rates and injury levels, or through the systematic checking 
of their skid resistance value against the demand level. However, a problem exists: at 
the time of data collection, only 25% of road segments had skid resistance survey 
data available. While the roads tested for skid resistance are strategically chosen, 
black spot identification becomes a common method of identification. 
Thus, data driven scanning of the network is desirable to identify roads with a 
skid resistance deficit with either expressed or latent crash risk. However, a number 
of problems have prevented realization of this goal. 
In prior skid resistance studies, the scope has generally been limited to 
homogeneous road segments, and we propose that the statistical methods have 
imposed limitations, placing constraints on both the data and the outcomes, 
stemming from the data distribution requirements traditional inferential hypothesis 
testing and regression methods themselves most commonly used in roadway studies 
[12-19]. We propose that the wider understanding of the effect of roadway features 
on crash, including the effects of wear, damage and traffic, is lost as a consequence 
of treating roadway features as controlled variables, or limiting the number of 
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participating variables, effectively making their effects of the wider set of variables 
invisible.   
Data mining provides a solution to this problem, with methods such as 
classification trees and regression trees having the capability to define classes and 
rule sets from a large heterogeneous dataset, and subsequently use the rules to 
calculate the class or numerical prediction and provide details about the magnitude of 
the role of the input variables. [2, 24, 25]. Studies have shown DM to have the ability 
perform similarly to the traditional statistical methods used in road-crash analysis 
[22], but generally, DM’s potential to analyse large-scale heterogeneous datasets has 
not been utilized. 
 Another problem persisted. Regardless liberation from limitation of analysis of 
homogeneous datasets by data mining, this study shared the problem of data 
availability and quality issues faced by earlier studies. Skid resistance surveys were 
only available for 25% of road segments, and data quality issues became acute with 
the call for analysis of the whole network. Thus, a successful method was required to 
manage the data quality issues and missing values.  
While to date, current crash research has focused on limited road segments 
subsets such as national highway [16], road asset professionals were beginning to 
examine the benefit of analysis of the whole of network to capitalize on wider trends 
and management benefits from across network [49]. This thesis aligned with this 
approach, and sought to perform analyses over the whole of network, processing all 
roads while in search of those roads with a skid resistance deficit.  
Yet a further complication existed. Even if missing skid resistance values could 
be calculated [26] and subsequently a model developed to predict the crash rate of all 
road segments, the problem of identifying problem roads was not solved. A method 
was required to deploy the model to determine if a given road segment had an 
elevated crash rate, and demonstrate that cause of the higher risk was due to skid 
resistance. 
On another dimension, a DM process methodology was sought to ensure that 
the thesis produced acceptable outcomes, considering the problems faced. 
Investigation into existing data mining process frameworks showed that the ten year 
old Cross-Industry Standard Processes for Data Mining (CRISP_DM) [27], the 
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accepted the standard, was itself a topic of research with considered limitations. Our 
opinion was that while the method provided a rich array of methods, it failed to 
provide an adequate information management framework to adequately support the 
raison d'etre for data mining, i.e. the creation of new knowledge. A generic and 
process-wide methodology filling that gap was found in Coppi's Informational 
Paradigm; however, the problem was how to integrate CRISP_DM and the 
Informational Paradigm. 
In summary, the gaps in research impeding the identification of high-risk roads 
from the whole network were caused by a combination the following: 
 no prior statistical or data mining method  has overcome all of the 
problems and demonstrated an analyse of skid resistance deficit  of the 
entire road network;  
 the data quality issues and high proportion of missing values had not 
been addressed in prior studies; 
 no prior method has applied the data mining model to identify skid 
resistance problem roads, 
 the widely accepted data mining project management methodology 
CRISP-DM, was without a satisfactory information management 
methodology to cope with the uncertainties faced by the study.  
 The Informational Paradigm provides a suitable information 
framework but is lacking the practical processes required to support a 
complex data mining project. 
Given that data mining methods were available to produce a model from the 
heterogeneous roadway data, this study was in search of an effective model 
deployment method to solve the problem of the missing skid resistance values, and 
an effective data mining framework to assess the solution. 
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Chapter 3: The Proposed Research Method 
The study takes the approach described by Abdel-Aty & Pande, (2007) [11], 
based on the premise that crashes are caused by bad decisions made by drivers in an 
environment resulting from surrounding traffic conditions and unforgiving geometric 
designs created by engineers.  
Since the thesis sought to show road design was a contributing cause of crash, 
the first role of the Strategy of Analysis was to demonstrate that roads maintained 
their crash rate over the time, a prerequisite for any meaningful investigation. To 
investigate the annual variation in crashes, the average crash count of each road 
segment was plotted against the annual crash count. In addition, all reported crashes 
were considered, because of roadway engineers’ interest in investigating both the 
debilitating effect crashes on traffic flow as well as the patterns of injury/fatality of 
crash [11]. 
 The role of the research method is to address the research questions, which in 
summary ask: (1) is there a relationship between skid resistance and crash rate 
inherent in the data; (2) does the data and data mining methodology successfully 
describe crash rate; and (3) and are the results of from the skid resistance /crash rate 
profile trustworthy. Since this thesis is breaking new ground, and working with data 
quality issues, the objective of the research method is to provide credibility to the 
outcomes of the study, and declare them as a preliminary benchmark useful for 
incremental improvement. The final research question addresses the effectiveness of 
the methodology itself, asking if the combination of CRISP-DM/Informational 
Paradigm provides an effective method. 
3.1 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION 
The sections of this chapter are: 
 Section 3.2 examines how the data mining process guide combined with the 
data mining method information management framework interact in the thesis’s 
Strategy of Analysis to address the research questions (Section 1.4.1).  Figure 
3-1 summarises the research questions and their role in resolving the thesis. 
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However, the research methodology itself requires assessment and this section 
addresses the method of addressing the final research question requiring 
assessment of the effectiveness of the novel integration of the CRISP-DM [27] 
& Informational Paradigm [4] used to manage and evaluate this study. 
 Section 3.3 addresses question 1, regarding the suitability of the data and the 
data mining processes for this problem. 
 Section 3.4 examines the capability of the data and data mining processes to 
resolve the more demanding problem of modelling road segment crash count. 
 Section 3.5 details the method of building the skid resistance/crash rate profile 
method designed to identify problem road segments from the whole road 
network with skid resistance induced road segment crash risk. The two research 
questions relating to the profiles are addressed. Firstly, a method is proposed to 
assess the ability of the profile to solve the problem of the high proportion of 
skid resistance values. Secondly, a method is outlined assess the level of 
confidence that can be held for resulting output of the  list of roads requiring 
skid resistance upgrade, and the proposed skid resistance values to reduce the 
crash risk.  
3.2 SELECTING AND CONFIGURING AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 
The most common process guide used for data mining is the CRISP_DM [27], 
however as discussed in section 2.3 , limitations of the ten-year-old guide is a topic 
of debate [61, 63, 90] with the writers calling for integration of engineering and 
business frameworks within CRISP_DM. Our contribution was the realization that 
CRISP-DM is recipe-based and lacked a cohesive information management 
framework essential to knowledge discovery, and we provided this framework by 
integrating Coppi’s Informational Paradigm [4] with CRISP-DM.  
The Informational Paradigm requires a continual assessment of results to 
maintain knowledge of the quality, and part of that assessment is the use of   external 
validation to assess the knowledge discovery made by inductive or deductive 
methods [4]. The ultimate validation is real-world testing in an experiment, but 
neither the stage of development of the study or availability resources favoured site 
testing. Alternatively, results from methods closer to reality than data mining 
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induction were sought. Probabilistic methods and observed results provided the study 
with external validation solution.  The following studies provided the required 
correlation.  Cairney’s crash rate studies comparing before and after seal upgrade [8], 
the road engineer’s skid resistance investigatory levels [55] and Piyatrapoomi’s 
probabilistic crash rate study [16] provide the stochastic evidence required, even 
though they relate to limited classes of roadway. 
The Informational Paradigm gives license to a data miner to construct a 
collaboration of views of the data and models using both statistical and data mining 
methods, and to ascertain the trends by assessing the level of agreement between the 
components [4]. This method is utilized by applying the stages of the CRISP_DM 
reference model to answer the research questions (Section 1.4.1) and processing the 
resulting output in the deductive framework of the paradigm. The research questions 
asked are formulated into a decision-making hierarchy central to the Strategy of 
Analysis (Figure 3-1). 
1.1 Do road segments 
maintain a 
characteristic of crash 
rate over time?
1.2 Does a 
relationship exists 
between skid 
resistance and crash 
rate?
1.3 Can a data  mining 
model fitted with road 
characteristics be 
used to distinguish 
between roads with 
and without crashes ?










3: Does the 
crash rate model 
developed on 
the training set 
apply well to the 
whole dataset?
4: Does the evidence support the 
proposition that the skid 
resistance/crash rate profile 
method can effectively manage 
the high proportion of missing 
skid resistance values, thus 
allowing whole of roadway 
analysis, and in what confidence 
can the recommended skid 







Figure 3-1 Key questions in the Strategy of Analysis 
 
The role of the thesis is to answer these questions. Details of the methodology 
are presented in the following sections:  Section 3.3 addresses the question of the 
suitability of the data and its ability to sustain the modelling thus addressing research 
questions 1.1 and 1.2. Section 3.4 outlines the development of data mining method to 
answer research question 1.3.  Chapter 4: Chapter 5: and Chapter 6: answer questions 
one, two, three and four respectively.   
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Thus, the fifth and final question of the thesis was to evaluate the effectiveness 
of integration of CRISP-DM and the Informational Paradigm. The question asks: 
Does the combination of the currently recommended data mining project 
management guide CRISP-DM and Coppi's Informational Paradigm 
methods overcome the limitations of CRISP_DM highlighted in literature, 
and does the new combination provide adequate support to accept the 
outcome of this thesis? 
This first part question was addressed by comparing the inadequacies that   
CRISP_DM alone created for the project, and then matching those problems with the 
problems addressed in the that current research. This process was performed in 
section 6.8. A critical problem with CRISP-DM was discovered, that caused the 
potential for project failure used with used with complex and novel studies. 
 The problem was that, while its procedural nature was excellent for routine 
data mining tasks, its lack of higher-level information management meant that it 
failed to provide the scientific procedures of knowledge discovery to successfully 
approach novel problems. The research identified problems with the lack of 
engineering principles and the need to specializations such as for business. 
The second part of the question discussed in section 7.3.7 was addressed by 
examination of the outcomes of the study under the management of the integrated 
CRISP-DM/Informational Paradigm method, used assess the outcomes and assessing 
how well the method performed in doing that task. 
3.2.1 Overview of the workflow 
The model and profile process workflow provides rich pathways for iteration,  
with each process having the potential for retracing steps for continual improvement. 
This situation fitted well with the Informational Paradigm because of the provision of 
further information to add to the analysis of the quality of the process. 
The data mining workflow is shown in Figure 3-2.  
The diagram shows the process is composed of two sections, the primary data 
mining stage where models were developed and tested to select a set of candidate 
models, and a secondary stage where the models were deployed in the skid 
resistance/crash rate profile. The purpose of the diagram is to demonstrate the 
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iterative nature of the process, where each stage is continually assessed, 
(systematically as shown in Chapter 5:) until the internal metrics indicate the best 
possible result. The iterative cycles can direct workflow locally, or in the extreme 
case from the last stage after the final assessment before accepting the final profile in 
step 7 back almost to the beginning of the process in stage 2, where data reprocessed, 
features selected and new models created in the light of prior experience. 
This process allows for the application of the aggregated learning gathered, 
with the potential for producing better performing models with each loop. 
 
Primary Data Mining 
Stage
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Figure 3-2 Data mining flowchart for the attribute profiling method  
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3.3 PHASE 1: DATA QUALITY QUESTIONS: IS THE DATA SUITABLE 
TO SUSTAIN THE PROJECT 
As shown in the literature review, the road-crash relationship is a complex, and 
ongoing subject of research. The fundamental project assumptions were not 
addressed unequivocally in the literature. Question remained about road features 
being contributory to crashes [11] and that skid resistance was one of the most 
significant covariates [8], therefore the data was tested to determine the presence of 
these essential relationships.  
The questions relating to the assumptions are listed below, and were tested 
using a combination of statistical and data mining methods. 
The first question seeks to determine if the road data can successfully support 
prediction of road segment crash rate from roadway features, and if a data mining 
model can effectively model a low resolution relationship between crashes and 
roadway features, i.e. correctly classify a roadway of having or not having crashes? 
The sub-questions are: 
Q1.a Do road segments maintain a characteristic road crash rate over time, 
i.e. from year to year? 
The following analytical methods sought evidence of an equivalence of distribution 
of crashes from year to year by: 
 Plotting distribution of the road segment’s  four year crash count with 
annual crash count to show the spread of annual crash rates (dependent 
variable) for a given four year crash count (independent variable). 
 Plotting the distributions for each year (independent variable) in a box 
plot and examining the placement of means, quartiles and outliers of the 
crash count (dependent variable). 
  Applying an analysis of variance test (ANOVA) to the distributions of 
each of the four years (independent variable). The null hypothesis H0 is 
stating an assumption of equality (dependent variable), and the 
alternative hypothesis H1, assuming inequality. 
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Results in sections 4.7.1 provide evidence affirming that road segments 
maintain their crash rate over time. 
Q1.b Does a relationship exists between skid resistance and crash rate? 
Methods sought the relationship between road segment crash count and skid 
resistance by: 
 Comparing a series of box plots of the road segment crash rate 
(dependent variable) for groups with progressive groups with higher 
skid resistance ranges (independent variable). 
 Applying the analysis of variance tool (ANOVA) to the groups of road 
segments with progressively higher skid resistance ranges (independent 
variable).  
Results in section 4.7.2 show the presence of a strong relationship between skid 
resistance and road crash rate. 
 Q1.c Can a data mining model fitted with road characteristics be used to 
distinguish between and roads with and without crashes? 
Method: The relationship was shown by developing a series of data mining 
models using road attributes to predict whether the road would or would not have a 
crash. A series of models were produced, with the first model having only skid 
resistance as an input variable, and successive models progressively receiving 
additional variables. The coefficient of determination (r-squared) was used to judge 
the accuracy of the each model, with accuracy expected to improve with addition of 
variables. 
Results in sections 4.7.4.1, 4.7.4.2 and 4.8 provide evidence affirming the 
ability of data mining models to predict crash status of a road segment. 
3.4 PHASE 2: INTEGRITY OF ROAD SEGMENT CRASH RATE MODELS 
In this phase, generation of data mining model of high resolution was used to 
predict road segment crash count from road and crash attributes. The model was 
later deployed to perform the predictions in the skid resistance/crash rate profile for 
each road segment. This section is concerned only with the goodness of the model. 
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In the first stage, road attributes using a regression tree algorithm to develop 
the model to make the crash count prediction and select the best. The thesis questions 
2 and 3 seek assessment of the models. 
Q2 Can data mining models reasonably predict road segment crash count 
when fitted with roadway, traffic and condition variables?  
The method builds and assesses models on training data to predict crash count 
using road and crash input variables. A range of algorithms and configurations were 
developed and examined, selecting the best. The assessment method utilized both the 
model statistics such as r-squared to judge the correlation between actual and 
predicted value, and a visualization method of potting the actual crash value with the 
predicted value to examine consistency of prediction and presence of outliers across 
the full data range.  
Results in sections 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 6.2, plus prior conference paper [52] 
provide evidence in the affirmative. 
Q3: Does the crash rate model developed on the training set apply well to the whole 
dataset?  
 Method: A number of sources contributed to this outcome.  
 Firstly the training and testing with in-sample and out of sample or holdout 
data on the set of instances with skid resistance;  
 Secondly by successively reducing the size of the in-sample training set to 
find the minimum sized sample that was representative,  
 Finally investigating how well the candidate models performed on the 
majority portion of the data that did not have skid resistance values.  
The last section used two approaches, firstly comparing the performance of 
models with and without the skid resistance covariate, and secondly, taking a novel 
approach of changing the skid resistance value and monitoring the consequent 
change in crash rate.  
 The process involved of replicating the instances and providing each replicate 
with a different skid resistance value. Subsequently, plotting the change in crash rate 
with the change in skid resistance could ascertain the sensitivity of crash rate to skid 
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resistance. With points with known skid resistance values, the skid resistance, crash 
count points provided correlation with the predictions for use as a measure of 
accuracy. 
Results in sections, 5.6, 5.9, 6.3 and 6.4  provide evidence in the affirmative of 
producing a quality model. 
3.5 PHASE 3: BUILDING AND ASSESSING THE SKID 
RESISTANCE/CRASH RATE PROFILE 
As described earlier, a skid resistance/crash rate profile was developed for each road 
segment by generating a representative range of skid resistance values from 0.15 to 
0.65 with and 0.05 increments, and the model applied to predict the crash rate at each 
skid resistance value, thus generating a skid resistance/crash rate curve. Querying the 
curve found the optimal skid resistance value for the road segment. 
Examination of the method of profile assessment is made in section 3.5.1, and 
subsequently the method of building the profile is presented in sections 3.5.2. Section 
3.5.3 examines the profile querying method. 
3.5.1 The assessing the skid resistance/crash rate profile 
Research questions 4 queries the quality of the profile and section outlines the 
method of analysis. 
Q4:  Does the evidence support the proposition that the skid resistance/crash rate 
profile method effectively manage the high proportion of missing skid resistance 
values thus allowing whole of roadway analysis and in what confidence can the 
recommended skid resistance values for roadway be held? 
This is the most difficult question, because the common statistics used to 
judge predictive models,  e.g. the correlation coefficient (r) and its derived r squared, 
and the mean absolute error (MAE), are no longer accurate. Calculators are made on 
replicates where the value of the skid resistance covariate has been changed. The 
altered predictions render the standard interpretations of the metrics so that they are 
meaningless in the usual context. 
Thus, a new approach was required. The profile assessment method relied on 
the Informational Paradigm’s key requirements of having a wide-ranging agreement 
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among the components of an analysis, and a level of agreement was sought among 
the components related to the profile and among its components. A level of 
consensus was sought among domain knowledge and prior studies and the related 
data and analytical environment. Specifically, the following: 
 Plotting of the actual crash rate vs. the predicted crash rate: Instead of 
showing the near straight line plot, the new plot has the potential spreads 
throughout the full crash range in response to a road having the full range of 
skid resistance values. An example is shown in the results in Figure 6-6 
(Page 196). 
 The expectation of what a road segment’s skid resistance/crash rate curve 
should look like. The curve should begin with a high crash rate plateau at 
low skid resistance, subsequently dropping to a low crash rate plateau at a 
given skid resistance threshold (Figure 6-7) and Figure 6-8 on pages 198 and 
200). The expectation is that the range of the optimal skid resistance 
predictions would be in the higher range found on the roads, e.g. from skid 
resistance values of F60 of 0.3 and upwards. 
  The expectation the normal distribution of skid resistance values found on 
roads in the network would be  upwardly transposed and still in normal 
distribution once the skid resistance values for all roads had been optimized  
(Figure 6-11 on page 206). 
 The expectation of a reduction of crash rates over the whole network (Figure 
1-1 on Page 13). 
An additional requirement of the Informational Paradigm used to contribute to 
acceptance of the profiles is the need to provide external validation. As stated earlier, 
testing of predictions was outside of the scope of the study, thus stochastic forms of 
validation with processes less removed from the real world than our inductive 
processes were sought. Sources included results from observational and probabilistic 
studies.  
Results in sections, 6.6 and 6.7  provide evidence supporting the expectations 
listed above. 
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3.5.2 THE SKID RESISTANCE/ CRASH RISK PROFILE METHOD 
This method builds and then applies the model in an extrapolated skid 
resistance/crash rate profile to produce a skid resistance/crash curve and queries the 
curve to identify road segments with elevated crash risk due to skid resistance deficit. 
Figure 3-3 shows the process. 
 
DP’ Profiled dataset, with 
predicted crash count in 
each replicated instance
2334350, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_2,0.37, 30.17,0.60, 21
2334351, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_5,0.34, 30.17,0.15, 12
2334351, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_5,0.34, 30.17,0.20, 12
2334351, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_5,0.34, 30.17,0.25,  9
2334351, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_5,0.34, 30.17,0.30,  9
2334351, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_5,0.34, 30.17,0.35.  3
N=419,150
DP: Profiled dataset with 
replicated instances having 



























DS: Application set (all 
instances) 60% without 
skid resistance values
2334351, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_5,0.34, 30.17
2334352, 3/4/04,1,101_2_5,0.24.2,5,  3
2334353, 3/4/ 04,1,10C_2_5,0.3,  17,  24
2334354, 3/4/04,1,77B_2_5,0.24,  73, 31
2334355, 3/4/04,1,13_2_5,0.31,     30, 17
2334356, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_5,0.34,  30, 17
2334357, 3/4/04,1,112_2_7,0.38.   30,12
2334358, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_5,0.34,    8,  1
N=41, 915
B: Replicate each instance to 
produce a profile dataset with 
the range of skid resistance 
values from PR (N=419,150)
C: Secondary data 
mining 
applying model code to 
profiled dataset to predict 
crash count
A: Primary Data mining
Training and assessment




2334352, 3/4/04,1,101_2_5,0.24.2,5,  3
2334353, 3/4/ 04,1,10C_2_5,0.3,  17,  24
2334354, 3/4/04,1,77B_2_5,0.24,  73, 31
2334355, 3/4/04,1,13_2_5,0.31,     30, 17
2334356, 3/4/04,1,10B_2_5,0.34,  30, 17
2334357, 3/4/04,1,112_2_7,0.38.   30,12





counts in road 
instance profile
D: View individual 
crash-road profiles
E: Analyse whole 




Figure 3-3 Stages in developing the skid resistance/crash risk profile 
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3.5.2.1  Details of process used for building the profile 
In Process A, the model (M) was trained on data from crash locations (TR) on the 
40% of the data with allocated skid resistance values. Of the many methods trialed, 
the bagged regression tree model [6] was the most effective method. The road crash 
regression tree model demonstrated that roadway features and traffic relationships 
can well describe crash count; however a dynamic process was required to apply the 
model to identify the roads with skid resistance deficit. Haas, 2011 [16] proposes 
applying data mining models in dynamic “what if” extrapolation frameworks for 
unlocking the deployment potential of the model. We propose a profiling method that 
is a simulated experiment and has all of the hallmarks of the statistical hypothesis 
testing scenario, with rules that are imbued with an understanding of the fundamental 
mechanisms that govern a system’s behavior [16].  
Our method distinguishes itself from the normal scenario of extrapolation, which 
calculates predictions using a singular expression, by deploying the regression tree 
method as the predictive engine. A set of expressions from a regression tree is 
expected to be more capable of prediction than a single expression applied over the 
whole range, causing it to perform outside of its effective range. Consequently the 
primary concern with extrapolation is the increasing uncertainty with distance from a 
known series; this concern is likely to be diminished or eliminated. We coined the 
term regression tree extrapolation for this process. 
The risk profile for each road segment crash location was generated by 
populating the x axis with a default range of skid resistance values (PR) between 0.15 
and 0.65 with an increment of 0.05 in process B. The profile records were replicated 
from the list of road segments crash location (DS) stored in a profile data set (DP). 
Note that all profile records were stored in the profile data set DP and indexed by the 
crash number & the hypothetical skid resistance value.  
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The replicates for a single location are represented in the series in the vectors 
shown in equation 8. 
x1={ a1 . . 0.15, . . an },  
x2={ a1 . . 0.20, . . an },  
.. 
x10={a1 . . 0 .65, . . an }                           (8) 
where: x1 resents the profile instance, an  represents an attribute and the 
numerical value represents the hypothetical skid resistance value of the instance. 
In process C, the dependent y axis data value was predicted for each replicate 
through our novel process of extrapolation, coined as regression tree extrapolation, 
where the method processes each skid resistance value along the x axis. The model is 
fitted with the features of the road segment, plus the selected skid resistance value 
assigned to the replicate. Based on the feature combination in the replicate under 
processing, the model selects the appropriate formulae and predicts the crash rate (y 
value).  
As the skid resistance successively changes, this change in skid resistance may 
prompt the model to select a new regression formula; thus for skid resistance 
sensitive roads the crash range will be described by a number of formulae. The 
predicted crash rates are added to the combined set of road segment profile records in 
the data set DP’.  
The prediction, calculated by the model M fitted with the covariates in an 
instance from the profile data set DP, is stored in the nth attribute space in the 
instance. This process of calculating and storing the prediction is shown in equation 
9. 
                                                        ( 9) 
where:         represents an attribute of an instance in the profile data set DP’, 
and M represents the model calculating the prediction 
The process is detailed below. The selected data-mining model (M) was 
applied to each instance of skid resistance profiled crash-road table (DP) with a total 
of o instances (of which m instances belonged to each road segment). Each instance 
had n attributes, of which 1 to n-1 provided the input variables and n was the target 
value. To calculate the predicted crash rate for each instance in DP, the model M was 
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applied on each instance. As i stepped through the instances from 1 to o, the result 
was calculated by applying the parameters from rows 1 to n-1 in row i to the model 
M, and then the result were assigned to the nth element in the current instance. The 
target value in row n was displaced to row n+1 by placement of the predicted value. 
In process D, visualization of the crash risk curve (crash risk vs. skid resistance) 
for a given road segment shows the progression of crash risk with the decrease in 
skid resistance.  
In Process E, identification of those roads that are resistance sensitive was made, 
and the potential thresholds where the roads became crash prone were identified, 
enabling them to be tagged as 'investigatory' for further scrutiny and  prioritization in 
the annual scope of works. The investigatory flag was enabled when the crash rate of 
the roadway segment was higher that the predicted optimal crash rate. The optimal 
skid resistance value was read from the curve, without the necessity of knowing or 
referring to the existing skid resistance value and its value was noted for road 
segment remediation. 
3.5.3  Outline of process used for querying the profile for risk elevated roads 
The role of the final procedure, Process E, is to query each profile and deliver a 
series of statistics to algorithmically or manually,  allowing the availability of the 
following functionality to the road asset manager; (1) rapid identification of roads 
that have a skid resistance deficit and will respond to skid resistance treatment, (2) to 
identify the probable skid resistance value required to achieve an optimal crash rate, 
and the most economical rate, and (3) profiles in an error state. 
The role of this process is to identify the roads with elevated crash risk, and 
subsequently support interactively modelling of each road identified to view the 
profile, recommended skid resistance values and test a range of scenarios by 
changing the road covariate values. 
Road segments that have crash rates above the road segment crash-proneness 
threshold of 8 crashes per 4 years are of high interest.  
3.5.3.1  Data mining requirements to create the profiles 
This procedures is independent of the data mining method used and thus will 
operate on the files produced by any data mining algorithm. The requirements are: 
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(1) a list of road segment and their crash count (DS), and (2) the profile data set from 
the road segment profiles with the range of skid resistance values and the predicted 
crashes (PR), with latter file created with the data mining algorithm. 
When these two files are available, the profile analysis statistics generation 
algorithm can be executed using the files as input. The algorithm creates a series of 
statistics called Profile Performance Indicators (PPIs), among which the optimal low 
crash count and the corresponding optimal low skid resistance value are estimated 
for each road segment crash location from the profile data set.  
Once these values are known the algorithmic selection process, described above 
in section 3.5.3, can be used for locating the road segments with crash rates 
substantially higher than their optimal crash rates, and the recommended optimal 
skid resistance retrieved for each. 
3.5.3.2  The profile analytical statistics generation algorithm  
This algorithm creates the Profile Performance Indicators (PPIs) required to 
select the optimal crash and skid resistance from a road segment crash location’s 
profile. For each of locations instance scan the profile is read and PPIs calculated and 
saved. 
 Pseudo code outlining the program flow of the profile analysis statistics 
generation algorithm is shown in (10). 
The required input files are the road segment crash location file (DS) and the 
profile file (PR’) labeled on Figure 3-4. The output file storing the profile statistics, 
named the profile analysis file (PA), is a newly defined file belonging to process E 
on the figure. Note that the files PA and DS have a one to one relationship. The set of 
skid resistance values PR, have the skid resistance values pr between 0.05 and 0.65 at 
an increment of 0.05. 
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(10) 
As stated above, the algorithm is designed to calculate and store the PPI statistics 
for each road segment crash location, e.g. the optimal low crash count and the 
associated optimal low skid resistance and whether optimal low skid resistance value 
would move the road segment into the non-crash prone category, and many other 
values including the threshold at which crash rate rapidly drops. 
 These statistics were used to provide the data for analysis of the profile 
conducted in section 6.7 to provide the data for the labels on the profile diagram 
shown in Figure 6-9.  
In addition, and their availability allowed for the development of whole of 
roadway analysis and visualization, allowing for the estimation of predicted 
improvements over the road network shown in the following figures:  Figure 6-11, 
Figure 6-12, Figure 6-13, Figure 6-14, Figure 6-15 and  Figure 6-16. 
The profile performance indicators (PPIs) used in developing the analyses are 
respectively: LowThreshold_CrashCount, LowThreshold_SkidResistance,  
Achievable_nonCrashProne, LowThreshold_SkidResistance. These and other PPIs used in 
the analyses are described in Table 3-1. 
Load the files: crash-road segment location file (DS), profile file (PR’) and create a 
new profile analysis file (PA). 
 
For each instance in the road segment crash location file (DS): 
              
Create a new empty profile record set (RS) with the fields skid 
resistance and crash rate. 
 
For each skid resistance value (pr), read the attributes (skid resistance, 
crash rate) from the selected replicate from the road segment crash 
location profile file in (DP) into a new instance in the profile record set 
(RS). 
 
For each skid resistance value (pr), read the skid resistance and crash 
count values from the profile record set (RS) and calculate the profile 
performance indicators (PPIs) per the list in Table 3-1 using procedures 
P1 to P8 per Table 3-2 
 
Write the set of PPIs to a new record for the current road segment 
crash location in the profile analysis file (PA). 
 
Next road segment crash location  
Close files 
End 
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Table 3-1 Profile Performance Indicators 
Profile Performance Indicators (PPIs) Label Role/Values 
Profile_Quality  OK assessment, Error states 
Problems_Detected  Looks for erroneous profiles: More 
work required. 
 
0: no error detected 
1: last point significantly above the 
minumum 
2: minimum crash value before max 
 
PositiveImprovement%  Improvements from good instances 
only 
 
Improvement_Class  0: predicted above crash rate 
A: insignificant <5% 
B: low (5% to <25%) 
C: significant (25% to <50%) 
D: moderate (50% to <75%) 
E: high (75% and greater) 
 
Avg_Skid_Resistance  The measured skid resistance if 
available 
0.23 
Crash Count  The original road segment crash 
count value: Crash count calculated 
by sum of crashes over a 4 year 
period for 1 km road segments, 






The crash count and the skid 
resistance of the minimum 
achievable values predicted by the 
model for a given hypothetical skid 
resistance 
CrashProne  Is the Min_Achievalbe_CrashCount 
above the crash prone threshold of 
8 crashes per 4 years (Y/N) 
Achievable_nonCrashProne CpT Do the predicted values indicate 
that the drop in crash rate with skid 
resistance will make the road 
segment crash prone with a higher 






B Answering the question above: 
What are the highest crash rate and 
skid resistance values just below 
the crash prone threshold on the 
curve. Note that instances that are 
not non crash prone achievable 
won't have a value for this. 
Thresholds_Identified  How many thresholds are identified 
in the process (note this required 
work. It only identifies a sequence 
of points on the curve with the same 








The highest crash rate and skid 
resistance of the low crash rate 
threshold. In non-built models this 
has a gradient <> 0, whereas in 
built models this has a gradient of o. 
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Profile Performance Indicators (PPIs) Label Role/Values 
(only tested so far with non-built 
models) 
CC_FirstRecord D Crash count of the first record on 
the curve (min skid resistance) 
CC_LasttRecord  Crash count of the last record on 
the curve (max skid resistance) 
CC_Max_CrashRate 
CC_Max_SkidResistance 
E Crash rate and skid resistance of 






Crash rate and skid resistance of 
the minimum crash rate 
Max_to_Min_Gradient G The gradient per skid resistance 
change from max crash to min 







The maximum gradient change for 
a given step change of skid 
resistance, and its exiting crash rate 
and skid resistance.  The optimal 
values are expected to be further 
along the curve to these values, 
with higher skid resistance and 
lower crash count. 
Improvement  Proportional improvement , 
including negative (where the actual 
crash rate is below any of the 
predicted values) 
Redesign  Redesign the road by changing a 
number of attributes (not only skid 
resistance) is required if the crash 
rate and lowest predicted rate is 
above the crash prone value. 
(need to get an urgency measure 
included) 
Optimal Threshold  OT allocated by Operator on 
consideration of analysis 
 
The utilization of the profile performance indicator PPI labels is illustrated on 
a hypothetical profile in Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4 A hypothetical profile showing the use of selected Profile 
Performance Indicators (PPI) Codes 
3.5.3.3 Key PPI procedures 
The key procedures named P1- P8 used for calculating the PPIs are described 
below, outlining their role, the data elements and the scope of the action.   
Table 3-2 Procedures in crash risk / skid resistance profile assessment 
 Role Variables and outputs Scope 
P
1 
Get & set  skid instance 
gradient value. Record its 
skid, crash and gradient 
values 
Sets the 3 variables 
arrUnit_Crashcount_Gradient (1-3) 
(iSkid, iCrash, iGradient) 
Calculated as  
each instance in 





Get & set the  profile 
maximum gradient value for 
of an individual profile 
instance. Record its  skid, 
crash and gradient values 
 
Sets the 3 variables 
arrMax_Unit_Crashcount_Gradient(1-3) 
(iSkid, iCrash, iGradient) 





 Get & set the profile max 
Crash point below the crash 
prone threshold. Record its 
skid, crash and gradient 
values. 
Sets the 3 variables 
arrMax_CrashProne_Threshold(iSkid) 




Get & set the profile 
minimum crash point (skid 
value, predicted crash value, 
gradient) 
 
Sets the 3 variables 
arrCrashCount_Minimum(1-3) 




Get & set the profile 
maximum crash point (skid 
value, predicted crash value, 
gradient) 
Sets the 3 variables 
arrCrashCount_Maximum(1-3) 




Estimate Optimal low crash  
skid threshold, highest skid 
Sets the three variables 
arrayCurrentProfile_LowCrashOptimalThreshold 
Profile wide 
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 Role Variables and outputs Scope 
resistance on the low crash 
tail of the curve for the profile 





from the original crash count 






Assess the profile  quality and 
assign messages for output 
QualityStatus (  
"OK assessment" , 
"Error state") 
 
ErrorStateMessage: one of more of 
( 
1: last crash point significantly above the 
minimum 
2) 
Profile wide error 
 
As stated above, when executed, the procedure writes a record for each profile, 
and the analytical variables in Table 3-1, representing the key characteristics of the 
profile. A key selection of these variables is shown on the skid resistance/crash rate 
curve shown on Figure 3-4. The variables allow whole of roadway analyses to occur, 
with results shown in Section 6.7. 
3.5.4 Evaluating the effectiveness of the method 
The fourth question relates to the effectiveness of the design and processes of 
the deployment, i.e. the skid resistance/crash rate profile, and calls for an 
explanation of how it overcomes the problems of the large proportion of missing 
values, and asks for an assessment of the process. 
 Does the evidence support the proposition that the skid resistance/crash rate 
profile method can effectively manage the high proportion of missing skid 
resistance values, thus allowing whole of roadway analysis, and in what 
confidence can the recommended skid resistance values for roadway 
upgrade be held? 
Examination of the method answers this first part of the question. During the 
workflow for developing the skid resistance/crash risk profile, the missing skid 
resistance values are replaced by a hypothetical series of values. The new values 
allow performance a full network analysis, thus solving the problem. 
The second question regarding the confidence in the recommendation is more 
complex, and includes an assessment of the quality at all phases of the analytical 
process. The Strategy of Analysis provides this key role.   
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The steps shown in Figure 3-1 establish the analytical framework for this 
assessment. The quality of the profile outcomes were assesses through the goodness 
of profiles themselves in section 6.6, and analysis of the statistics gathered from the 
predictions made over the whole network in section 6.7. Section 7.3.5 identifies the 
critical process; the requirement for accurate determination of the correct threshold 
point on the skid resistance x-axis. The actual crash rate needs only be 
discriminatory and not highly accurate to ascertain the skid resistance threshold 
value on the x-axis. The analysis examines the completeness and quality of the data 
as an issue. The conclusion regarding the methods acceptability is that the method 
needs integration into the road asset management environment for concurrent 
utilization with existing processes and current data to progressively build confidence 
in the outcomes. 
3.6 PHASE 4: EVALUATING THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This objective of this component of thesis was to describe the how the 
components of CRISP-DM and Informational Paradigm interact, and evaluate 
whether the combination delivers value in comparison to using either method 
independently. Thus, a qualitative method provided the answer to the research 
question stated below. 
 Does the combination of the currently recommended data mining project 
management guide CRISP-DM and current and Coppi's Informational 
Paradigm methods overcome the limitations of CRISP_DM highlighted in 
literature, and does the new combination provide adequate support to accept 
the outcome of this thesis? 
The integration of the two methods are documented. During the process of 
performing the steps of CRISP-DM, the Informational Paradigm is utilized to 
maintain a dialog at the informational level, in a process orchestrating and evaluating 
the information from CRISP_DM.  
3.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter examines the methods used to answer the research questions 
related to assessing the models and the skid resistance profile method, and assessing 
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the data mining framework developed by the integration of CRISP-DM and the 
Informational Paradigm. 
 Section 3.2 examines how the data mining process guide, CRISP-DM was 
integrated with the data mining information management framework, the 
Informational Paradigm, interacting in the development and evaluation of the 
thesis’ Strategy of Analysis to address the research questions shown in Section 
1.4.1. 
 Section 3.3 addresses question 1, regarding the suitability of the data and the 
data mining processes for this problem. 
 Section 3.4 examines the capability of the data and data mining processes to 
resolve the more demanding problem of modelling road segment crash count, 
and outlines a series of preliminary data mining experiments to demonstrate that 
the crash status of a roadway can be predicted using roadway covariates. 
 Section 3.5 details the method of building the skid resistance/crash rate profile 
method designed to identify problem road segments from the whole road 
network with skid resistance induced road segment crash risk. Section 3.5.4. 
addresses the two research questions relating to the profiles: 
o  Firstly, a method is proposed to assess the ability of the profile to solve 
the problem of the high proportion of  missing skid resistance values. 
o  Secondly, in section 3.5.3.2 a method is outlined to assess the level of 
confidence of the resulting output of the list of roads requiring skid 
resistance upgrade, and the proposed skid resistance values tendered to 
reduce the crash risk.  
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Chapter 4: The Data Mining Problem, Data 
Understanding and Data Preparation 
and preliminary Mining 
The goals of this chapter are to examine, understand and prepare the road and 
crash data provided, define the data mining problem and perform preliminary 
mining. The activities address research question 1 stated in the Introduction (section 
1.4.1) regarding the suitability of data and research problem to support the prediction 
of crash rate using roadway feature data. 
4.1 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION 
The sections of this chapter are: 
 Section 4.2 provides an overview of the data and the data quality issues.  
 Sections 4.3 & 4.4 examine the data mining problem and mapping of the 
problem to an algorithm.  
 Section 4.5 outlines the experimental design.  
 Section 4.6 examines the data preparation.  
 Section 4.7 examines data understanding. Tasks of data understanding and 
data preparation are not discrete and significant drift occurs between the 
sections for the purpose of cohesively of narrative. Significant subsections in 
Section 4.7 include the crash count variable generation and assessment (4.7.1), 
and the preliminary data mining modelling (4.7.4). 
The CRISP-DM data mining process model, [27] orchestrated the workflow in 
the chapter and processes from Coppi’s Informational Paradigm [4] managed the 
integration of the results into the study’s Strategy of Analysis. 
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4.2 DATA OVERVIEW 
The state road authority provided datasets for roads and crashes from 2004 to 
2007. The primary sources of data were provided to give the following information: 
design, condition and state of the all 1 km road segments in the road network; details 
of the crashes; and access to the skid resistance and texture depth data. The data were 
provided in the following datasets:  annual road data snapshots, crash data, skid 
resistance data survey results and texture depth survey results (Table 4-1 Principal 
Data Sources (2004- 2007)). The tables were developed for generic use within the 
authority and were compiled from source tables within the road authority corporate 
database.   
Table 4-1 Principal Data Sources (2004- 2007)  




Identifies and details each reported 
crash 41k 
Excellent data quality 








Each 1km (or part) of homogeneous 
road segment, with roadway design, 
role, road surface, wear and damage and 
traffic. 
Poor data quality with 
substantial missing and 
inconsistent values 







100 metre aggregated value calculated 
from skid resistance survey 
measurements.  
Good quality data but 
only relates to a small 






100 metre aggregated value calculated 
from skid resistance survey 
Good quality data with 
wide road coverage 
 
The annual road data compilations which were generated to characterize one 
kilometre road segments from a series of transactional tables providing the road type, 
carriageway details, lane details, traffic, road surface type and age, wear, damage and 
so on. Because the road data were aggregated into the 1 kilometre interval, the values 
were estimates, that is the most common or average value for the interval, thus 
introducing an element of error into the models and results. 
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The data compilations were found to vary in quality from year to year, 
particularly in the road data fount in the road segment annual snapshots. Action 
using original source survey tables was used to resolve conflicts and clarify issues. A 
list of the transactional tables used is provided in Appendix 2. 
4.2.1 Road segment data 
The homogeneous 1 km (or half mile in the U.S.A) road segment is one of the 
primary units of information analysed by the road authority and is commonly found 
in crash research [1, 16], and used in this study.  Figure 4-1 presents a road segment 
and the data components use to describe a given road segment.   
The example shows the following units of roadway measurement:   
 the road section (14A) which may stretch for several hundred 
kilometres; the carriageways or discrete roadway (showing 
carriageways 1 and 2) carrying traffic in a single direction. 
 lanes, carrying a single line of traffic in one direction; 
 the 1 km road segment with a starting point (tdist_start) and ending 
point (tdist_end) measuring the total distance (TD) from the start of the 
road to the starting and ending points; with 8.0 and 9.0 in this case. 
 Where the road segment changes substantially e.g. in seal type or function, or 
is an incomplete length at the end of a road, the length of the road segment is 
truncated to a fraction of  the 1 kilometre, but less than 1% of roadway segments 
were less than 1 km. A carriageway has discrete lanes of one or more. Each of the 
carriageways in Figure 4-1 has a count of two lanes.   
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Figure 4-1 Road segment identifiers and crashes 
4.2.2 Roadway features 
The estimated roadway attributes for the 1 km road segments included the 
following: 
 Roadway design: road speed limit, road type (highway, urban arterial 
etc), carriageway type (single or dual), lane count. 
 Roadway geometry: general terrain (level, rolling, mountainous). 
 Road surface wear: rutting average.  
 Road surface damage: roughness average.  
 Traffic: AADT (Annualized Average Daily Traffic), traffic percent 
heavy. 
4.2.3 Crash data 
Crashes reported to the police were included in the dataset. Each crash was 
allocated a crash identifier. Figure 4-1 shows a crash site indicated with a cross 
showing the crash with the ID 20040033303. A snapshot of the table of crashes is 
shown at the bottom of the figure. The inclusion of certain values are at the 
discretion of the attending officer, and some values were designated as not 
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applicable where the officer interpreted that a given roadway feature was not related 
to the crash. 
The crash data included the following information:  
 The crash data, time day of the week 
 The location of the crash was expressed in both the road segment 
identification scheme described above in section 4.2.1, with addition of 
the geographical coordinates, district, region, and locality and road 
names. 
 Type of the crash: crash nature (angle, rear end, sideswipe, overturned, 
head on, hit fixed obstruction, etc). 
 Detailed crash description: this short text describes the sequence of 
events in the crash and offers inferences to the causes of the crash. 
 Detailed information about the roadway parameters at the crash site: 
this roadway information provided localized information specific to the 
crash site, and provided additional and higher value data relating to the 
crash than the data from the 1 km road segment. These roadway 
characteristics included:  
o Roadway features (roundabouts, t-junctions, bridges, 
intersections, etc and not applicable), 
o Traffic control (operating traffic lights, give way, no traffic 
control) 
o Roadway geometry including horizontal alignment (straight, 
curved – view obscured, curved –view open), vertical alignment 
(level grade, crest)  
o Roadway design:  Speed limit at the crash site,  Divided Road, 
Road Type (highway, urban arterial etc) , Carriageway Type 
(single or dual), Lane Count 
 Road conditions: visibility, raining, road surface wetness 
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4.2.4  Skid resistance 
Road surface friction or skid resistance, accepted as having the most significant 
relationship with crashes [8], was the roadway feature of interest. The objective of 
the thesis was to identify roads that had a skid resistance deficit resulting in elevated 
crash rates. Data collection, detailed in section 2.6, provided aggregated skid 
resistance values defined by the 100-metre roadway lane segments identifiers and the 
survey date. Because of the cost, risk to motorists and disruptions to traffic caused by 
the ROAR collection method [5], only a minor proportion of all road segments has 
skid resistance available. Over the period of the four-year data collection, only about 
25% of the road segments had skid resistance surveys available, and these roads 
provided data relating to approximately 40% of the crashes from the period. This 
poor availability of skid resistance data provided the motivation for development of 
the skid resistance / crash rate profiling method described in this thesis. Methods 
developed to optimise the usage of the skid values available are described in section  
4.2.5   Texture Depth 
Texture depth, the measurement of the macro texture or depth of large particles 
in the road, is significantly discussed in braking and road assessment procedures 
(section 2.6) and plays a role in theoretical calculation of skid resistance. Surveys 
were conducted annually on most road segments, and data was provided in 100-
meter sections for a given lane. 
4.2.6   Lane and carriageways types 
Statistical and data mining [22] studies found that the presence of different 
lanes and carriageways types in road segments influence the crash rate, thus lanes 
and carriageways data was sought from tables sourced from the authority’s corporate 
database (Appendix 3). 
Lanes types for each road segment were sourced from the attribute 
LANE_FUNCTION_LABEL of the table ROMAIN_RL_LANE_WIDTHS. The 
following lane types were found: At Grade Intersection Separate Left Turn, At Grade 
Intersection Separate Merging, Auxiliary Carriageway, Bi-directional Ramp, 
Bikeway/Pedestrian Walkway, Exit Ramp, Flyover Carriageway, On Ramp, Primary 
Through Road, Roundabout Connection, Service Road, Underpass, Underpass 
Roundabout. 
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Carriageway types for each road segment were sourced from the attribute 
CARRIAGEWAY_TYPE_LABEL in the table   
ROMAIN_RL_CARRIAGEWAY_CLASSES.  The following carriageway types were 
found: Auxiliary Lane, Bicycle Lane (Marked), Climbing/Overtaking Lane, 
Emergency Stopping Lane, High Occupancy Vehicle Lane, Left Turning Lane, 
Median Strip, Parking Lane, Right Turning Lane, Shoulder, Thru Traffic Lane.  
Lane and carriageway data were included into the data mining data file as 
individual attributes and were found to be significant.  
4.2.7   Precipitation 
Chang using a CART analysis of freeway accidents [22] found that 
precipitation was a key determinant in crash, thus rainfall information was sought. 
Australian rainfall data was sourced from the website of the Australian Bureau of 
Meteorology (BOM) [91]. While time resolution of the data at the daily interval had 
adequate resolution to associate with a crash, the site was localized to collection 
stations within a shire, thus associating the readings to at particular crash sites was 
not possible. To provide a generalized indicator of rainfall for a given road in the 
road authority’s district, a shire monthly average was collected. These averages were 
aggregated into shire rainfalls and subsequently into district monthly rainfalls. 
4.2.8 Managing data quality issues 
From the outset of the project, the road data was known to have quality issues, 
with better quality data being currently collected and available for future analysis. 
The strategy was to produce a proof of concept with the existing data, and improve 
the models and processes in future iterations with the superior data. 
 Our study coincided with the cessation of the ROAR skid resistance 
measurement type, [5], and the road authority adopting the SCRIM method [92], 
with the consequence that our analysis was limited to the end of the 2007 period. 
 Thus the most full and complete set of ROAR F60 skid resistance data was 
available for our analysis, but not from a road data quality viewpoint, with the road 
data having consistency and omission problems.  The 2009 road data was found to be 
relatively complete and was used as reference along with the 2004-2009 roadway 
survey files to resolve the problems.  
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The data quality had an impact on our modelling strategy. A modest 
relationship between road attributes and crash was initially sought, and progressively 
improved to produce a sequence of benchmark models with progressively greater 
ability to describe crashes from road  attributes.  The first benchmark quantified the 
probability of the likelihood of a road segment having crashes [93, 94], and the final 
benchmark, described in this thesis, predicting the road segment crash count. These 
benchmarks are reflected in the series of questions in the thesis decision-making 
process Figure 3-1 that address the assumptions and key model outcomes that 
collectively contribute towards resolving the thesis (Section 1.4.1). 
 The iterative improvement cycle was conducted through several hundred 
scientific hypothesis testing scenarios, with attributes added and removed (feature 
selection), attributes rescaled or discretized, testing different data mining algorithm 
types, and progressive testing model configuration parameters. A systematic 
representation of the work is not presented here because of the sheer volume, but the 
content is referenced to support the development of thesis argument. 
4.3 THE DATA MINING PROBLEM DEFINFITION 
The goal of the thesis (business problem) was to identify road segments that 
had a skid resistance deficit and consequently had raised crash rate. The CRISP-DM 
data mining process guide prescribes conversion of the business problem into a 
problem definition, which is subsequently mapped to a problem type.   
To assess the effect of skid resistance on crash rate, a crash rate measure was 
required, and thus a process was required for generating the crash rate for each road 
segment from the individual crashes along the roadway. Section 2.5.1 examines and 
evaluates the two common methods of measuring crash risk and, based on the 
performance and logic of the situation, the absolute crash count per kilometre 
measure was chosen over crash rate per traffic measure of crashes per million vehicle 
kilometres travelled [52]. 
Physically calculating a crash rate for the 1 km road segment was a routine task 
(Section 4.6), but justifying the process was more difficult for the following reasons. 
Crashes are not uniform over a section of roadway; and individual stages of a crash 
can be spread over of a couple of hundred metres where the local roadway features 
affect the likelihood of a crash occurring. The initial concern when constructing a 
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feature list from a combination of localized roadway features specific to any given 
crash, and the generalized values derived by aggregating values of the roadway over 
road segment distance, was that the generalized features may have only limited effect 
on any of the crash sites. Over a 1 km distance, variations can be experienced in 
values of the attributes, e.g. speed limit may change, the road may not be divided for 
the full length, the seal may change type, and wear or damage may vary. Thus, a 
method was needed to logically support the different scaling between the crash unit 
and the road unit. 
To overcome that problem, the simple and initial solutions ignore the localized 
crash roadway factors totally and only use the generalized factors to predict the road 
segment crash count. The preliminary data mining problem definition was described 
as: 
  
Table 4-2 Preliminary data mining problem definition 
However, the limited number of features available for the generalized 1 km 
road segments rendered the method unfavourable. Ignoring the rich collection of 
localized roadway features provided with each crash was not an option. 
Crash instances were provided with relevant road details missing from the road 
data. These features had the advantage of collection at the crash site, thus providing a 
higher probability of a direct relationship with the cause of crash, and a greater 
likelihood of contribution to the model. 
  The crash and road data were combined develop an alternative modelling 
paradigm. The crash-provided features provided the following: a precision view of 
the road at the crash site; the environmental conditions prevailing and crash factors at 
the crash site, while the generalized factors from the road table provided the 
background to the macro environment such as surface type, carriageways, lane count, 
traffic rates and so on.  Thus, the new data mining problem definition was worded to 
reflect this combination: 
To develop a model to predict the 1 km crash count 
using the road attributes. 
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Table 4-3 Selected data mining problem definition 
  The relationship between crashes and the road segment characteristics is 
shown in Figure 4-2.  Each crash is provided with its own road characteristics (Label 
A) and those inherited from the road (Label B), which when combined become an 
entity in the data table.  This entity provides the data for modelling and supports our 
technical data mining problem stated above. 
In this example, the 1 km road segment is seen to have accrued 8 crashes in 
the year, which would vary from year to year, and when measured using the unit of 
four year crash count used for modelling, the crash rate would be expected to be 
around 32 crashes per four years. 
Crash# 21217123 Straight Level Not divided RoundaboutSideswipe
Crash# 2123333 Straight Level Not divided Not applicableSideswipe
Crash# 212171912 curve Level Not divided RoundaboutSideswipe
Crash# 21217127 Straight Level Not divided RoundaboutRear end
Crash# 21217153 curve Level Not divided RoundaboutSideswipe
Crash# 26117159 Straight Level Not divided crossingSide swipe
Crash# 23217127 Straight Level Not divided crossingRear end
Crash# 21249123 Straight Level Not divided crossingHead on
[A:---Crash Data -------][-----point road data (best available)-----------]
Lane_count: 2
[B:---1 km road segment averages 
30-June 2005]
Avg Lane_count: 2.2
Seal type : Dense Graded Asphalt
Road type: Urban Arterial
Seal Age: 3 yrs
Roughness average: 22
Avg Texture Depth: 1.2
Divided Road: No
Avg Skid Resistance: 0.32
Minimum Skid Resistance: 0.28
Speed Limit : 80
Rutting  average: 5
Avg Daily Traffic(AADT): 10,722
Traffic % Heavy Vehicles:  11%
 
Figure 4-2 The crash rate and 1km road covariate relationship 
To develop a model to predict the one kilometre road crash segment 
crash count at a crash sites using both the optimal combination of specific 
road characteristics at the crash site and the general characteristics of the 
road segment.  
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At first glance this method appears to have a fatal flaw.  A road segment may 
have a number of characteristic sections, each with differing crash propensities: e.g. a 
crash with and without intersections with different traffic flow dynamics. Maiou [1] 
described a process of disambiguation to reach homogeny to avoid this situation in 
statistical analysis. We argue that for regression tree data mining this is not a critical 
problem because of the multivariate analytical capability. At the 1 km interval, the 
local factors combine to produce a characteristic risk for the whole road segment.  
For a vehicle travelling at 60 km/h, the distance is travelled in 1 minute or at 100 
km/h in 36 seconds. In traffic flow, a small perturbation can amplify and produce a 
wave of congestion kilometres away [95]. 
Selecting the ideal interval for features is a very difficult situation to assess. 
The intervals of values referenced in data mining problem definition were selected 
for availability and being commonly used in analysis by the road authority as an 
appropriate measure [14], and are supported by the wisdom from years of use.  
The data mining problem statement is critical to the success of any data mining 
process [27], and with this statement, variation of prediction are expected at different 
crash sites in the same road segment because of micro-variation. However, with the 
ability of the regression tree to unravel complexity, documentation of relationships 
from both the macro and micro roadway features is expected. 
Other schemes were considered, with finer road distance interval or crash 
density measure [39] and finer  construction of road characteristics on either side of 
the crash point. However, Fridstrom, 1995 [53] warns of the decreasing predictability 
of events as the interval reduces, and these measures have consigned for future 
investigation.   
Evidence from our results indicates that the crash related 1 km road segment 
model provides a satisfactory data environment, and that even with data quality 
issues, allows the crash-road relationship expression in a regression tree model. The 
Strategy of Analysis adequately demonstrates that the predictive outcome of the 
method responds to improvement in data (section 4.7.4.1), thus the current data 
intervals and categories are satisfactorily storing the information that can sway 
influence in the model, and provide a baseline for future development. 
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4.4 MAPPING THE PROBLEM TO A DATA MINING ALGORITHM 
The next stage maps the problem definition to a data mining problem type. The 
clue from the problem definition (Table 4-3) is the key term "predict", which CRISP-
DM, Appendix 2.5 [27] associates with being a prediction problem, where the 
algorithm predicts a number from a continuous data type.  
The following list of appropriate techniques is provided: 
 Regression analysis, 
 Regression trees, 
 Neural nets,  
 Nearest Neighbour,  
 Box-Jenkins methods,  
 Genetic algorithms. 
All of but the last two of these methods were trialled, and results shown in 
section 6.3 demonstrate that the regression tree algorithm provided superior results. 
Regression tree algorithms used included: Quinlan’s M5 [25], selected for its 
accuracy and understandable rules; REPTree selected for its speed, accuracy and 
alternative presentation of rules; and the SAS implementation of Friedman & 
Breiman’s CART [24].  
Examination of the results showed that regression tree algorithms produced 
superior results by firstly dividing the instances into like classes, and then producing 
regression formulae for each class. The range of formulae allowed prediction through 
the full range of values, not available to all other methods, superior accuracy, and 
insight into the role of the roadway features from the regression formulae. 
4.5 DM EXPERIMENT DESIGN 
The design of a prediction experiment has the following components: a 
numerical target attribute class [27], which in this study is the road segment crash 
count. A set of input variables or roadway and crash features, the feature set, 
composed of the set of instances from the training set TR (section 4.6.5)  was 
analysed by a data mining method or techniques [27] from the regression tree family 
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and the algorithm developed by the data mining method saved to file as the model. In 
this study, the training set is the set of crash / road instances having skid resistance 
values. 
The aim of the prediction is to find the numerical value of the target attribute 
for unseen objects [27], and the process is performed by applying the model to new 
data. In the study, the model is applied to the set of hypothesised instance in each 
skid resistance/crash rate profile (Section 3.5.2) for each instance in the data set DS 
(section 4.6.5).  
4.6 PRELIMINARY PRE-PROCESSING 
Data mining requires a two dimensional flat file composed of a list of instances 
and their respective values in attribute columns [2]. Firstly, each dataset was 
prepared and scaled to the data mining problem statement (Table 4-3). This operation 
was based on 1 km crash counts, and then each dataset joined to the crash dataset, 
with the crash dataset providing the master file for the data mining process. The other 
data sets provide the details of the crash, including the 1 km roadway details, the skid 
resistance, texture depth, lanes and carriageways and monthly precipitation at crash 
time. 
4.6.1 Issues with the data 
During the initial investigation into the data, a number of issues arose, 
particularly with skid resistance. 
4.6.1.1 Issues with skid resistance 
The first issue was to select a distance that related to the range characteristic of 
the crash types and subsequently aggregate the 100 metre values to generate an 
interval value appropriate to that distance. According to Witten, deciding how to 
scale an interval variable is a classic data mining problem [2], and a number of 
factors were considered when up-scaling the 100 metre skid resistance interval in 
preparation for data mining.  In a rear-end collision, where a car is travelling at 20 
metres per second, our estimate of the distances where skid resistance is significant 
in the crash may be 80 to 100 metres. Whereas in a case where a vehicle is out of 
control that may be braking intermittently, the value of the skid resistance may be 
longer, and if multiple vehicles are involved we propose that the distance may be 
several hundred metres. Making the skid resistance distance interval too small or too 
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large may affect its statistical resolving power. Investigation demonstrated that both 
the 100 metre average and the 1 km average produced similar results in the data 
mining model, and this would be the case where the standard deviation of the 
aggregated skid resistance surveys was low over the kilometre. Ideally, a range of 
intervals would have been tested, and in the next generation of testing, interval 
values of 100, 200, 500 and 1km would be produced and their performance in data 
mining compared.  
The second issue was the question of which skid resistance derivative to 
model. While averaged skid resistance over a kilometre was agreed upon, with the 
road authority, the authority’s written reports and procedures also focused on the 
measure of a minimum 10% of skid resistance values in a given interval [14]. Over 
the interval of 1 km, a single 100-metre survey value represents 10%. (Section 0) 
Thus, skid resistance values were developed for (1) 100 metre average, (2) 1km 
average, (3) 1 km standard deviation and (4) 1km minimum value. The aggregation 
process was performed using the SQL group-by query utilizing the road segment ID 
and the survey date. A sample SQL statement is shown in (12. Each had a particular 
meaning. Knowing the average kilometric value, the minimum value and the 
standard deviation of the road segment the value of the 100-metre segment on which 
to the crash occurred provided a comprehensive view of the skid resistance 
environment. Modelling was performed using various combinations of the values and 
further investigation is required.  
However, generally modelling used the 1 km average or the minimum 1km 
value only for ease of interpretation. 
The third problem was that skid resistance tests on the same survey were 
conducted over a number of days and the date needed to be aggregated to a single 
day.  
Most sites had skid resistance measured only once, with only 2% of road 
segments having multiple readings.  Of the readings, the following conditions 
applied: only 10 readings were a year or more apart; 13 readings were between a 
month and less than a year, and 220 were 3 days or less apart and 164 were only one 
day apart. A decision was made to classify readings that were greater than a few days 
apart to be considered as new survey. Thus, a nominal rating date was assigned to 
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aggregate surveys, with survey results from close rating dates at the same location 
placed in the same survey. 
The fourth problem was that the location of skid resistance data was lane 
specific, that is the identifier included the following attributes: [Road Segment Id, 
Carriageway Code, Lane Code, TDist Start], whereas the location crashes were only 
carriageway specific: [Road Segment Id, Carriageway Code, TDist Start]. A method 
was required to develop a strategy to deal with the problem.  
If surveys at the same location had the same nominal rating date but different 
lane designators, all readings were aggregated into a single reading.  Investigation 
into the difference between the skid resistance values between such lanes show that 
in the majority of the instances, the proportion of instances had little difference, and 
lay within 15%.  Results are shown in Figure 4-3. Suspicion is held that locations 
that exhibit a substantial difference would have been resurfaced, and combination 
causes data degradation. Further investigation could examine the individual instances 
where the difference was significant to find if this inference is correct. 
 
Figure 4-3  Chart of variation of F60 readings mostly between readings on the 
same road segment but different lanes  
The fifth complication was in joining the tables. More than a simple join was 
required to relate skid resistance to road annual snapshots and crashes because the 
[road segment id, date] relationship between skid resistance and these entities was 
over a period of time. The final problem with skid resistance data was the relatively 
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survey to crashes through their associated roadway location. The next section 
discusses these methods. 
4.6.2 Preparing the data sets 
 Prior to the joining of the data the following operations were performed on 
each of the following data sets: 
 Road Segment Annual Snapshots: the individual annual road snapshot 
files, constructed on data on the 30
th
 June  each year, from 2003 to 2007 
were combined into a single file and the file cleaned of empty and 
irrelevant data such as order numbers and so on. Unsealed roads were 
filtered out. A road segment identifier and road segment year identifier 
was generated, composed of the road segment, the carriageway, the 
starting point of the road segment, and in the case of the road segment 
year identifier the Year was added. Sample identifiers 10A_3_101 and 
10A_3_101_2006 show road section 10A, carriageway 3 with the 
segment starting 101 km into the road section. 2006 indicates that the 
snapshot was generated on most current data at 30 June 2006. The road 
segment length was calculated, with a small percentage showing 
lengths of less than one kilometre. The SQL command for the 
generation of the road segment id attribute is shown in equation 11. 
 
 
                   (11) 
 Crash count targets: Crash count targets were counted both annually 
and four yearly for each road segment using a simple SQL sum 
aggregation for the four year value, and a group by sum aggregation 
based on calendar year for the annual crash count value. The annual 
crash values were used to analyse crash count values for suitability of 
modelling and the four year crash values were used for developing 
models during the data mining process. Crashes ranged from 0 to 32 
crashes per year, and 0 to 100 crashes per 4 years. Crash site road 
INSERT INTO tblRoadAsset_AnnualSnapshots (ROAD_SEGMENT_ID) 
SELECT Select Road_Section_ID & "_" & Carriageway_Code & "_" & 
TDIST_START 
FROM tblRoadAsset_AnnualSnapshots 
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identifiers similar to those for road segments were generated for the 
location of the crash based on the financial year in which the crash 
occurred.   
 Skid Resistance: The 100 metre skid readings (F60) for each road 
segment were aggregated into a single 1 kilometric average identified 
by the road section, carriageway and starting distance and the survey 
date. The standard deviation of the readings was calculated and 
included. The crash readings did not have lane readings data and 
therefore lane information was not included in F60 calculations. The 
SQL command used to generate the average, standard deviation, and 
minimum 1 KM skid resistance values e.g. (AVG_FRICTION_AT_60) 
is shown in equation 12. 
 
(12) 
Texture depth: the 100 metre texture depth survey results were 
aggregated into 1 km road segment averages based on the road segment 
and the date of the survey. 
 Lanes and carriageways: A list of lanes and carriageways for each 
road segment was developed from 2009 lane and carriageway data in 
the absence of better data. Thus, those structures built after the date of 
the record would obviously not exist in reality, and would have 
introduced errors into the dataset; however, a high proportion of roads 
would have had accurate data.  The lane and carriageway data was 
added to see if it made a significant difference to the model outcomes, 
 SELECT  
 tblSKID_DATA.ROAD_SEGMENT_ID, tblSKID_DATA.NOMINAL_RATING_DATE,  
Count(*) AS SKID_COUNT,  
Avg(tblSKID_DATA.FRICTION_AT_60) AS AVG_FRICTION_AT_60, 
StDev(tblSKID_DATA.FRICTION_AT_60) AS STDEV_FRICTION_AT_60,  




GROUP BY tblSKID_DATA.ROAD_SEGMENT_ID, 
tblSKID_DATA.NOMINAL_RATING_DATE; 
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and even with when developed on the 2009 data these attributes were 
identified as significant variables.  Work needs to be done with historic 
lane and carriageway data to refine the allocations and reduce the error 
states. Because of the potential for error, the lane and carriageway data 
was not included in the final model and profile generation. 
 Precipitation: Rainfall data collected from Australian Bureau of 
Meteorology for 3 locations in selected Local Government Areas for 
months including the period and aggregated to regions. Accessible by 
crash by road and the region. 
4.6.3 Combining the data sets 
With the data components prepared, the files were generally combined with the 
crash dataset in the following way: 
 Texture Depth: each road segment record was populated with the a1 
km average texture depth record from a survey from the same road 
segment but the latest record prior to the road segment snapshot date. 
 Road Segment Annual Snapshots: each instance in the crash data table 
was populated with the appropriate road segment record. The value of 
the prior financial year, combined with the road segment id provided a 
key to access the road segment from the prior road segment annual 
snapshot. Crashes with respective dates 30 July 2006 and 17 Feb 2007 
would both access road segment records from the 30 June 2006 annual 
road snapshot. 
 Skid Resistance: each crash records sought to be linked to the 1 km 
aggregated skid resistance records through a match between the 
location, and crash date with skid resistance survey dates. Because skid 
resistance records prior to crashes were available for only 17% of 
crashes, selections were not limited to prior surveys, but also allowed 
those to be in the future, provided that the seal date ensured that the 
survey was conducted on the same seal. This manoeuvre allowed 
approximately 33% of crashes to be allocated skid resistance values. 
The age of the period between the crash and survey was recorded, 
however was found not to be a significant variable in data mining. The 
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distribution of the age of skid resistance readings allocated to crash 
sites is shown in Figure 4-4, with the standard deviation indicating that 
68% of the survey ages were within +or – of 1.45 years. 
 
 
Figure 4-4 Age of skid resistance values allocated to road crash locations 
 
4.6.4 Characteristics of the data mining file 
Of the 34 thousand kilometre long road segments, skid resistance values were 
available for 9866 segments, but the survey dates were staggered across time, from 
2000 to 2007, and thus were not relevant to a given road or crash site for the full time 
of the study period. Of the road segments with skid resistance, 4,362 had crashes and 
when joined with the crash instances yielded 16,750 crashes with skid resistance 
available. This crash data mining database had around one third of the crashes 
available for analysis as training data. As described above, crash records were 
included if the crash incident happened after a known skid resistance survey, or prior 
to a recent survey provided the seal intervention event was known. When instances 
with poor road data were removed, the number fell to 16,999 crash instances of 
39,615 for all sealed road crash with reasonable data quality.  
4.6.5 Designating roles for the data mining files  
The net figures for the data mining tables are shown in Table 4-4. Note that 
crashes with skid resistance have been designated with the code TR, indicating the 
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role as the data mining training set. The crash instances without skid resistance are 
designated as NS, indicating non-skid resistance records, and the total data set is 
designated with DS. The training set and non training set are shown in Figure 4-5. 
As stated above, the skid resistance survey results were relatively scarce; 
having been performed on only about 25% of the road segments either prior to or 
during the data-sampling period. When allocated to the crash locations, only 42.2% 
had skid resistance values available, either before or after the crash. Thus, the 
presence or absence of skid resistance effectively partitioned the crash location 
dataset into two discrete sections, the training set (TR) with skid resistance values, 
and the non-skid resistance set (NS). The whole dataset DS was the union of TR and 
NS shown by the formula  DS = TR U NS.  These notations were used in description 
of process, results and discussion throughout the thesis. The notations are shown in 
the diagram of the profiling method in Figure 3-3. 




Crash/road instances with skid resistance (TR) 16,699 42.2% 
Crash/road instance without skid resistance (NS) 22,916 57.8% 
All modelling crash-road instances (DS) 39,615 100% 
 
 
Figure 4-5 Data mining crash datasets based on the presence of skid resistance 
values 
4.6.6 The Attribute Set 
The road and crash attributes included in this phase of modelling attributes are 
listed in Table 4-5. Skid resistance values were measured at 1 km road segment 
values, with 4 year aggregated road segment crash count (d) as the dependent 
variable, and the covariates available for modelling shown in the set {a1..a45}. 
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Table 4-5 Contributing Attributes 
Id Variable Class Name Type Range/example 
d Dependent  Crash count (4 year) interval 1-100 
 Independent     
     
 Roadway identifier Road Segment Id ID 10A_01_42 
(road section, cway, start pt. 
a1  Region class Central, northern, etc 
a2 Roadway design Roadway type class Highway, main, etc 
a3  Crash Speed limit interval 10 to 110 
a4  Lane count interval 0 to 4.7 
a5  Crash Divided road class Yes/no 
a6  Has intersection  Yes/No 
a7  Carriageway Type  Single/Dual 
a8 Geometry Horizontal alignment class Straight, Curve- view open etc. 
a9  Vertical alignment class Level, grade, crest, dip 
a10  General terrain class Flat, rolling, mountainous 
a11 Roadway surface Avg Friction at 60_1km 
(skid resistance) 
interval 0.19 to 0.65 
ROAR Method [15] 
a12  Avg Friction at 60_100m interval As above 
a13  Min Friction at 60_1km interval AS above 
a14  STD Friction at 60_1km interval  
a15  Texture depth interval 0.4 to  15.0 
a16  Seal age interval 0 to 20 
a17  Seal type interval Spray seal, DGA, 
a18 Wear /damage Roughness avg interval 0 to 406 
a19  Rutting avg interval -2 to 29 
a20 Roadway features Roadway feature class Intersection, bridge, 
roundabout  etc. 
a21  Traffic Control class None, give way etc. 
a22 Demography & 
settlement 
Urban or rural class Urban/rural 
a23 traffic Average annualized daily 
traffic(AADT) 
interval 1 to 84,232 
a24  Percent heavy vehicle interval 0 -95 
 Crash Identifier Crash Number ID  e.g. 20883421 
  Road segment Id ID 10A_01_42 
  Road segment year Id ID 10A_01_42_2006 
a25 Crash details Crash date   
a26  Road Surface condition 
(also bWetRoadSurface) 
class Sealed_Wet/ Sealed Dry or 
true/false 
a27  Day of the Week class {sun..sat} 
a28  Time of Day class 0..24 
a29  Crash Nature class Head on, side swipe, etc. 
a30  Atmospheric class Clear, raining, foggy, smoke, 
dust. 
a31  Crash Severity  1-Fatal .. 5- 
a32  District monthly rainfall interval 23.76 (mm) 
a33 Carriageways CWY_AUXILIARY Boolean  {yes/no} 
a34  CWY_BIKE/PED Boolean  {yes/no} 
a35  CWY_INTERSECT Boolean  {yes/no} 





Boolean  {yes/no} 
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Id Variable Class Name Type Range/example 
a38  CWY_ROUNDABOUT Boolean  {yes/no} 
a39  CWY_RAMP Boolean  {yes/no} 
a40  CWY_SERVICE Boolean  {yes/no} 
a41 Lanes Lane-Auxiliary Boolean  {yes/no} 
a42  Lane-Bicycle Boolean  {yes/no} 
a43  Lane-Climb/Overtake Boolean  {yes/no} 
a44  Lane-EmergencyStop Boolean  {yes/no} 
a45  Lane-HighOccupancy Boolean  {yes/no} 
a46  Lane-LeftTurning Boolean  {yes/no} 
a47  Lane-MedianStrip Boolean  {yes/no} 
a48  Lane-Parking Boolean  {yes/no} 
a49  Lane-RightTurning Boolean  {yes/no} 
A50  Lane-Shoulder Boolean  {yes/no} 
A51  Lane-Primary_Thru Boolean  {yes/no} 
 
4.6.7 Verifying data quality 
The process of verifying data quality, detailed in Section 2.4 of the CRISP-DM 
data mining process guide [27], was an ongoing process during the study. Witten 
states that data problems are endemic in project data [2], however generally the 
datasets were in good condition except for the road data. 
4.6.7.1 Relational check 
 Relational errors including missing/erroneous values were sought by joining 
the tables in outer joins and seeking inconsistencies, and the process found crashes 
that did not have road segments. New road segments were generated, and values 
added by querying the primary source tables. Roads and their crashes that were 
found to be without data after the remediation process were deleted. 
4.6.7.2 Range and outlier check 
 A set of charts showing the visualizations the value range of each attributes 
was prepared using the Weka interface and results discussed with a domain data 
expert. The charts allowed a coverage check [27] to ensure that the expected range of 
values were present, and had the potential to identify outliers. Road surface texture 
depth was found to be reporting values up to 140, whereas the expected maximum 
valid value was 12, with the outliers attributed to anomalies during measurement. 
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Values above 12 were deleted. Recommendation was also made to combine a 
number of seal types under the spray seal category.  
4.6.7.3 Managing Missing values 
 The Weka interface, in reporting the percentage of missing values, showed 
that several classes of missing values existed.  
The most profound has cases of over 50% of values missing. Investigation 
showed that the reason was due to the roadway feature not being present in the 2006 
and 2007 datasets. The key attributes related to seal type were in this category, and 
the corporate tables were queried to update this missing data. Error detection was 
performed by applying the cross tabulation on the seal attribute using year as the 
categorizing factor. The resulting table showed the seal types for each year for each 
road segment in the following format [road_segment_id, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 
2007].  The table was queried to select roadway segments with missing or 
inconsistent values and these were manually assessed and updated. 
The need for imputation schemes highlights the requirement to reengineer the 
method with the more complete data now available, to reduce the potential for error. 
4.6.7.4 Compensating for the missing 2003 roadway data set 
Crash data was organized on the calendar year, whereas roadway data was 
organized on the financial year. Thus, when 2004 crashes were matched with 2004 
roadway data, 2003 roadway data was required for crash records up to 30 June 2004. 
The 2003 road data was unavailable. The options were to discard the crashes or 
create a 2003 data set with 2004 data. The latter option was taken. To improve the 
data quality, seal transactions were compared against the existing seal dates to 
identify and update roads that had been changed. The key attribute of AADT 
remained unchanged. Skid resistance was not problematic, because it was linked 
directly to the crashes based on the crash date and skid resistance survey date. 
4.6.7.5 Attribute Transformations 
Transforming interval values from their original distributions to standardized 
or normalized form is almost a mandatory process in data mining to equalize the 
effects of attributes and to meet the distribution assumptions required by the 
underlying statistical methods [2].  Our testing demonstrated that certain algorithms 
do not require transformations to occur. Algorithms in this class include the 
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clustering algorithm Expectation Maximization [2] and members of the family of 
regression tree algorithms including M5 [25] and REPTree [2].   
An investigation showed that even where the modelling metric, the correlation 
coefficient, showed that transformations had improvement the model predictive 
capability, when the model deployed on the training data, and the transformations 
reversed to obtain the original data, the results were identical to the non-transformed 
result. Thus, the apparent improvement was devoid of benefit. The following 
example illustrates the case. 
A log(crash count) target was tested with linear regression and while the 
transformed crash could provided a higher modelling correlation coefficient with the 
original target, once the antilog was applied to deploy the model to predict crashes, 
the correlation coefficient reverted to the original value,. Thus, no gain was 
appreciated over using the raw crash count target.  
Not having to perform transformation in data pre-processing is of tremendous 
advantage. When results are in their naturally exiting units, information is not 
obscured, and analyses within the knowledge domain are possible without further 
transformation. 
4.6.8 Data mining capability and the data set 
The capabilities of the data mining method were assessed to ensure that the 
method had the capacity to manage the number of attributes and instances in the data. 
Ross Quinlan, author of the key methods, the regression tree algorithm M5 and the 
classification tree algorithm C4.5, states that these methods can manage hundreds of 
attributes and millions of instances [25], which is in excess of the requirements of the 
study. The study requirement is to process a maximum of fifty attributes and thirty 
thousand instances during training, and deploying the model on 500 thousand 
instances. The M5 algorithms were operated on the High Performance Computing 
systems (HPC) at QUT. With the ability to order multiple processors and large 
amounts of memory, the system found no issues in managing the data. 
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4.7 DATA UNDERSTANDING 
4.7.1 Representing crash risk and assessing the crash risk variable 
As discussed earlier in section  2.2.8, the study takes the approach described by 
Abdel-Aty & Pande, (2007) [14], based on the premise that crashes are caused by 
bad decisions made by drivers in an environment resulting from surrounding traffic 
conditions and unforgiving geometric designs created by engineers.  Thus, the first 
role of the Strategy of Analysis was to demonstrate that roads maintained their crash 
rate over the years. To investigate the annual variation in crashes, and being aware of 
the increasing randomness with reducing interval size, the average crash count of 
each road segment was plotted against the annual crash count. Results in Figure 4-6 
show that roads maintain crash counts distributed around the average value, 
producing Poisson- like distributions. Thus, low crash roads maintain low crashes 
each year, and high crash roads maintain high crashes each year. This consistency of 
crash rate provides the evidence to make a case for investigating roadway features as 
a cause. 
 
Figure 4-6 Poisson distribution of annual road segment crash counts for crash count 
averages  
While the population count of road segments of each average dropped 
exponentially as the crash count increased, each average had sufficient data elements 
to maintain its "normal like" distribution through to the average count of 15. Above 
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15 crashes, the distributions became random, but the range remained capable of 
discrimination. A careful examination of the median confidence levels in the quartile 
box of each average shows only minor overlapping, ascertaining that the averages are 
generally significantly different. Further investigation was sought to quantify the 
significance of difference in crash count distribution by applying the analysis of 
variance (ANNOVA) method.  
P values were generally below 0.05, demonstrating that distributions were 
sufficiently different not to be caused by chance. Labels A, B and C show the 
quartile projections on to the annual crash count axis, showing quite distinct 
differences. 
The process for generating the road segments crash counts is outlined below. 
Absolute road segment crash count was selected as the target, per section 2.5.1 
because it performed better in modelling than the traffic moderated method of 
crashes/million vehicles kilometres travelled. Road segment crash counts were 
calculated from the sum of each individual crash contributing to the four-year totals 
for each road segment, shown equation 13: 
               ∑                                   (13) 
where: CrashCount_4yr = Cumulative road segment crashes, Total = Total number of 
crashes, i is the crash index. 
 
Crash counts ranged from 1 to 100 crashes for the four years, making the range 
of annual crash averages from 1 to 25 crashes, while annual totals ranged from 0 to 
32 crashes. Modelling was performed using the 4-year crash count.  
Distributions of the crash counts are shown in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8, with 
the range of annual average crash rate (crashes/km/yr) shown in ranges 1 and 8, and 
5 to 25.  Two charts are presented to show the magnitude of the upper crash rates, 
otherwise lost due to scaling of their low counts. Overlap occurs on crash counts 
5,6,7,8 and 9.  
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Figure 4-7 Distribution of crash counts of road segments with a calculated 
annual average crash count; range 0 to 8 average crashes per annum. 
 
 
Figure 4-8 Distribution of crash counts of road segments with a calculated 
annual average crash count; range 0 to 8 average crashes per annum. 
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The most important question asked of the data is “are the distributions 
statistically significant between the bars”. A series of experiments were conducted to 
compare the statistical significance of differences between three successive pairs. 
The distribution with an average crash count of 15 was compared to the distributions 
14, 13 and 12 respectively using the analysis of variance method (ANOVA). These 
were chosen as samples because they were in the higher crash range of greater 
interest and the confidence intervals had the greatest overlap and apparent similarity 
between 14 and 15. The resulting p-values show strong evidence and very strong 
evidence that the differences in distribution are not due to chance alone. Results are 
shown in Table 4-6. 
Table 4-6 Comparison of statistical difference between successive 







Certainty that differences in the 
averages are not  due to chance 
15  with 14 1 0.028 Strong evidence 
15  with 13 2 0.0 Very strong evidence 
15  with 12 3 0.0 Very strong evidence 
 
Further evidence was sought for the consistency of performance of the road 
segments, and the distribution of road segment crash count for the whole road 
network for each year was examined. Results in Figure 4-9, presenting crash rate 
distribution for years 2004 to 2007, shows that the distribution of crash count 
remains reasonably constant from year to year. 
 
Figure 4-9 Comparison of the distributions of crash counts from year to year. 
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In this chart, similarity can be seen between the yearly mean values, quartiles 
and even the majority of the outliers. To quantify the difference between the means, 
the analysis of variance tool (ANOVA) was used.    
Figure 4-10 shows the results of comparing the means of road segment crash 
count for each year.  
 
Figure 4-10 Screen shot of ANOVA testing results for similarity of crash count 
means between the years. 
The null hypothesis H0 is that all means are equal (µ1= µ2= µ3= µ4), and the 
alternative hypothesis H1 is that all means are not equal.  With a p-value of 0.37 
which below 0.1 but above 0, there is reasonable evidence against H0, that is to 
support the proposition that that all means are equal. While we are trying to establish 
equality, examination of the overlap of the confidence intervals shows a similarity, 
with no strong trend of change between the years. 
Comparing the scale of change on means with the dimension of the quartiles, 
and the quartiles showing significant difference, the outcome from this section is that 
road segments maintain their crash rate from year to year to a statistically significant 
degree and are suitable for modelling. This answer provides the affirmative outcome 
for our first assumption to be tested. 
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In summary, evidence from this section provides an answer, that beyond mere 
chance; roads maintain a consistency of crash rate from year to year. In addition, the 
average crash count has been shown to have distributions of annual crash counts 
that are dissimilar to the degree of using average crash count as a discriminating unit 
of measure.  Thus the question 1(a) posed in the Strategy of Analysis is answered in 
the affirmative. 
4.7.2 Assessment of the relationship between skid resistance and the crash 
count variable using statistical methods 
This section uses a statistical approach to test for a change in crash rate with 
increasing skid resistance.  All crash locations, using the crash rate of the parent road 
segment are divided into skid resistance categories according to their skid resistance.  
Assessment was performed visually with a box plot and statistically with the 
ANOVA.  Five skid resistance (F60) ranges were arbitrarily selected to populate the 
independent x-axis using the following cut of thresholds:   0.25, 0.35, 0.45 and 0.55. 
The annual average crash count distribution is plotted for each skid resistance range. 
The results are shown in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12.  
 
 
Figure 4-11 Differences in crash rate for above and below skid resistance of 
0.40 (roads with and without crashes) showing outliers 
Both Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 show a progressive decrease in road segment 
crash rate in both the outliers, and means with an increase in the skid resistance. Note 
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that the outliers have been removed in Figure 4-12 to upscale the lower section of the 
chart to facilitate visual comparison. 
 
Figure 4-12 Differences in crash rate for above over five skid resistance bands 
(roads with and without crashes) - without outliers. 
These charts clearly show a trend of a drop in crash rate with an increase in 
skid resistance.  
Table 4-7 shows the common statistics for both the roads with and without 
crash. Examination shows the similar drop in crash rate with an increase in skid 
resistance. 
Table 4-7 Crash rate statistics of road sets categorized by skid resistance 
Crash rates for the set of roads with and without crashes 
ID F60 range min Q1 Median Q3 Max Instances(n) 
A1 < 0.25 0 0 1 1.66 26 122 
A2 0.25 -<.35 0 0 1 2 22.5 1584 
A3 0.35- 0.45 0 0 1 1 15.95 4615 
A4 0.45- <0.55 0 0 0 1 6.78 3066 
A5 > 0.55 0 0 0 0 2 325 
 
The trend of decreasing crash rate with increasing skid resistance was confirmed   
Results from the ANOVA comparing the means of the same five classes of 
progressively increasing skid resistance (F60) support the argument that an 
increase in skid resistance decreases the probability of crash. The null hypothesis 
(H0) proposed that all skid resistance groups will have equivalent crash 
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averages, allowing for the standard error, where as the alternative hypothesis 
(H0) proposes that all means are not equal, as shown in equation 14. 
 
H0: the mean crash rates for all classes of skid resistance are equal:  
 ( µ1= µ2= µ3= µ4= µ5). 
H1: the mean values are not all equal.            (14) 
 
Results of the ANOVA are shown in Figure 4-13. 
Results shown in Figure 4-13  indicate a  P value of 0, and correlation 
coefficient result of 7.24% (0.074) , thus strongly rejecting the null hypothesis that 
average crash counts with progressively higher skid resistance ranges are  
equivalent.  The mean value shown by * and range of confidence intervals (CIs) 
shown by the brackets demonstrate a reduction in average crash rate with an increase 
in skid resistance range. 
 
Figure 4-13 Screenshot of ANOVA comparing crash averages of road segment 
crash rates for five skid resistance categories 
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In summary, this brief statistical analysis provides evidence that crash rate is 
related to skid resistance, but with the extended range of values in each distribution 
indicating a complex relationship. Thus, the tests indicate that skid resistance 
covariate is influential, having the power to lower the distribution of crash rate with 
increasing value. Thus, question 1b from the Strategy of Analysis relating to the 
presence of evidence to support the relationship between skid resistance and crash 
rate is answered in the affirmative. 
4.7.3 Road wear and elevated crash rate in road sections with intersections 
The following section examines our data for the known trend of the net 
reduction of road surface friction experienced in road segments with roadway 
features requiring accelerative manoeuvres [75]. We specifically investigate for a 
skid resistance drop in road segments with intersections. This proposition was 
investigated to better understand the data, and additionally shows the benefit of our 
method in road asset management support, in that the method can help in processing 
the large number of road segments involved in subsequent assessment. 
Kudrna et. al. [75] noted a high rate of wear in road segments experiencing 
high levels of acceleration, i.e. traffic with changing speed and direction. They noted 
a lowering of skid resistance in roadway adjacent to features such as traffic lights, 
intersections, t-junctions roundabouts and so on.  They described a relationship 
between abnormally low skid resistance found in these sections and an “exponential” 
increase in crash rate, and subsequently proposed a causative relationship.  
These patterns of low skid resistance in acceleratory active zones were sought 
in our study’s crash rate/skid resistance data set for intersections alone, and the 
results summarized in Figure 4-14 show that patterns in our data do match the 
generalization. 
 Figure 4-14 was generated from road segments of the 2004-2007 data mining 
data that had both crashes and skid resistance survey data. Of the approximate 34 
thousand road segments in the network, 9.8 thousand had skid resistance data, and of 
those, 4.4 thousand hosted crashes and provide the instances for the analysis. The 
base skid resistance measure is 100 metres, calculated from the average of a number 
of survey readings within the distance. Each 1 kilometre road segment generally has 
10 readings (20 for dual lane), thus the value highlighted shows the average skid 
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resistance of a 100 metre strip of roadway with the lowest value in the 1 km road 
segment. 
 The figure shows the distribution of the  minimum skid resistance value of a 
one km road segment in a series of box plots, each pair representing  a road type  
with and without intersections {0,1}. The green lines on the chart show the official 
skid resistance demand levels of normal (0.25), intermediate (0.3) and high (0.35), as 
described in the road demand categories table (Table 2-4) on Page 43. 
Figure 4-14 shows a significant difference in minimum skid resistance between 
road sections with intersection and no intersection for almost all road classes, with 
the difference showing significant change around  0.05  units of Friction at 60 ( 
F60).  The median minimum skid resistance for highways, for example, drops from 
0.0.37 to 0.33, and this range intersects with the range of critical thresholds of skid 
resistance values at which Piyatrapoomi, in a probabilistic study of Queensland 
national highway, has shown that a highway’s crash rate becomes elevated [16,74]. 
 
Figure 4-14 the range of minimum skid resistance is generally shown to be 
lower in road segments with intersections than non-intersection road segment. 
On Figure 4-14, the described change in median minimum skid resistance 
(between intersection and non-intersection roads) is shown as a red gradient for 
highways and main roads.  
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Kudrna’s group argues that this drop in skid restante is exacerbated by the fact 
that roads with intersections require the higher skid resistance value rather than a 
lower one [75],  and Queensland’s Road Demand Categories shows an increase in 
the investigatory F60 value from normal demand at 0.25 to intermediate at 0.30 for 
intersections  (Table 2-4).  Examination of the whole distribution of skid resistance 
for highways with intersections shows that a substantial proportion of roads, labelled 
A on Figure 4-14, has a minimum skid resistance value that falls below the 
recommended investigatory level.  
In comparison, highways without intersections show a distribution with a 
higher range of minimum F60 values, and a much smaller proportion of roads (label 
B) below the normal investigatory level of 0.25. 
While these distributions show the data patterns described by Kudrna [75], the 
results emanate from observational data, and such results should only be used to 
direct further investigation. In addition the patterns are derived from kilometric 
averages, thus further investigation is required to examine placements of the low skid 
resistance subsections within the road segment for their expected proximity to 
intersections; a requirement for the road surface wear hypothesis to be applicable 
with this data. Further, many of these cases would have been assessed. Thus broad 
generalizations should not be made from these patterns. 
However, this investigation demonstrates that our data showed similar 
characteristics to other roadway datasets, and provided a level of confidence in both 
the data and our data handling methods.  
4.7.4 Road wear and elevated crash rate in road sections with intersections 
To explore research question 1c “Can data mining models represent the 
relationship between roads having crashes and roadway features” sought by the 
Strategy of Analysis, the following data mining investigations were conducted. 
While these are data mining techniques, they are used in the context of data 
understanding, thus included in this section.  The two case studies have been 
presented [84], [93] and a relevant synopses included to shed light on understanding 
of the data. 
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4.7.4.1 Predicting probability of a road having crash using the skid resistance 
variable only 
From the road segment data set, the subset of roadway instances with skid 
resistance values was selected. A new derived variable having crashes, was 
populated with selection of the binary values of (1, 0) for having crashed and not 
having crashes respectively. The formula for the calculation was (If crash count > 0 
then having_crashes = 1, else having crashes = 0).  The aim of the investigation was 
show the relationship between road segment skid resistance and the probability the 
road segment having crash skid resistance [84]. 
This result could have been calculated without data mining, but DM was 
utilized to provide the baseline statistics for a subsequent series of data mining 
activities. 
The SAS modified CART modelling algorithm was selected, and configured 
into regression tree mode with the targe being numerical, and with the road segment 
skid resistance (F60) as the only variable. Two tests were performed. In the first, the 
tree was configured to allow three levels, and thus a maximum of 8 nodes to produce 
a generalized model, whereas in the second model the tree was allowed to grow to 4 
levels giving a possible of 16 nodes.   
Table 4-8 Results of skid resistance vs. crash for generalized and detailed 
models 























of crash  
0.190 <0.219 0.205 0.56  0.190 <0.219 0.205 0.56 
0.219 <0.342 0.281 0.77  0.219 <0.342 0.281 0.77 
0.342 <0.371 0.357 0.68  0.342 <0.370 0.356 0.66 
0.371 <0.405 0.388 0.61  0.370 <0.371 0.371 0.87 
0.405 <0.428 0.417 0.49  0.371 <0.372 0.372 0.34 
0.428 <0.468 0.448 0.35  0.372 <0.405 0.389 0.61 
0.468 <0.492 0.480 0.25  0.405 <0.406 0.406 0.63 
0.492 <0.700 0.596 0.13  0.406 <0.428 0.417 0.45 
     0.428 <0.469 0.449 0.35 
     0.468 <0.469 0.469 0.41 
     0.469 <0.475 0.472 0.22 
     0.475 <0.478 0.477 0.39 
     0.478 <0.492 0.485 0.22 
     0.492 <0.528 0.510 0.16 
     0.528 <0.700 0.614 0.08 
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The results are summarised in Table 4-8. Each column represents the average 
values in a leaf node, with a range of skid resistance from a lower to upper value and 
we calculated the mean skid resistance mean from the items in that node 
The node reported the average value of the instances in the node, and because 
the values were either 0 or 1, that average provided an indicator of the number that 
had crash vs. the total number in the node, and thus allowing probability of a road 
segment in that set having crash.  
Figure 4-15  plots data from the table and shows the relationship between skid 
resistance and crash probability for the two models, with the generalized model 
showing a decrease in crash probability with an increase in skid resistance (with the 
exception of the first point) and the generalized model showing fluctuations above 
and below that trend line. Further, models with greater levels and more data points 























Generalized and detailed models: probability vs avg_F60
 
Figure 4-15 Crash probability vs. skid resistance  
The model coefficient of determination (r-squared) is reported at 0.1945, and 
while this appears poor, this value represents the ability of the model to correctly 
classify all instances in the model; however, examination of ranges tells a different 
story. In the lower range of skid resistance between 0.2 and 0.3, the model is 
correctly able to place up to 80 % of the instances by assuming the road segments 
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will have a crash, thus providing information lift. Likewise, in the upper section of 
the skid resistance between 0.5 and 0.6 the model is able to correctly classify 
between 90% of the road instances as non-crash, thus providing substantial lift.  In 
the central range of skid resistance of around 0.4,  only 50% of the instances are 
correctly resolved, making the resolution no better than chance and thus has no lift. 
Considering that the majority of instances are in this middle section, the correlation 
coefficient is dramatically reduced, however it does reflect the ability of this simple 
model to predict at the extremes. 
The results of this experiment support the statistical analysis above, and 
demonstrates that a relationship between skid resistance and crash probability does 
exist, however is it not a simple relationship., and requires the power of data mining 
to resolve it. 
Both the statistical methods and data mining methods affirmative support the 
proposition that our dataset supports a relationship between skid resistance and road 
segment crash count, thus affirming out second assumption 
4.7.4.2 Goodness of model in predicting road segment having crashes with the 
family of roadway covariates 
A second set of data mining models were developed using the same data, 
predictive tree and classification tree methods as the model above as a template [93]. 
Models were developed by successively adding a group of covariates at a time in the 
model and assessing the effect, with the expectation that the coefficient of 
determination (r-squared) would show that the predictive powers of the model 
increased with the addition of covariates. If the predictive powers did increase, this 
would provide very strong evidence of the goodness of model. 
The SAS implementation of CART [24] was first configured with the data set 
above, using the numerical target {1,0} representing the road segment had crash or 
did not have crash. A second set of models using CART were configured with a 
categorical target {has crash, non crash}. Attributes were progressively added to the 
two experiments and results recorded. The addition of covariates and the 
progressively increasing metrics indicating improvement in the models metrics are 
shown in Table 4-9.   
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Table 4-9 Goodness of model in predicting road segment having crashes with 
subsequent addition of covariates 
 Predictive model 
(interval target {0/1)) 
Classification model 
(categorical target {has crash/non crash}) 
Predictive model 
Variables added 
























involved in splitting 




54  0.20 0.2965  68%  72%  Avg_F60  
 Intersection  41  0.21 0.2985  69%  71%  Avg_F60  
intersection 
Seal type,  
Seal age  
Text Depth  
93  0.50 0.22  93%  64%  Seal type 
Avg_F60  
Seal Age 
Road type  
Speed limit,  
Lane count 
92  0.60 0.166  94%  74%  Speed limit 
Seal type 
Texture depth 































AADT 101  0.70 0.1067  87%  91%  AADT  
Speed limit  
Pavement width 
 
The results show that addition of variables to the skid resistance model 
generally produced models with higher predictive accuracy.  The skid resistance 
model alone showed an r-squared value of 0.20 whereas a complete variable set 
produced a model with high coefficient of determination (r-squared) of 0.70.  The 
classification tree showed improvement but not as dramatic, because classification 
makes a guess which is either 100% right or 100% wrong, based on the probability 
of correctness, and a probability of 0.51 will be classified as true, thus not reflecting 
the real uncertainty involved. Whereas, the predicted numerical value does reflect the 
error of the prediction, therefore is a more accurate indicator of the goodness of the 
model and the corresponding role of the covariates.  
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Figure 4-16  The ROC chart showing the improvement of a skid resistance/crash 
model with the progressive addition of road variables 
The effectiveness, of adding covariates, is demonstrates in the ROC chart in 
Figure 4-16, showing an increase in ability to classify instances with an increase in 
coverage of covariates. 
An extension to this method was performed , where instead of using the values 
{1,0} to represent had crash  and did not have crash, target was changed to reflect 
crash prone  and non-crash prone roads [94].  If a road had a crash count above the 
threshold of 4 crashes per four years (one crash per year consistently), the road was 
considered to be crash prone.  
Predictive DM results presented in the paper show an improvement in the r-
squared value of 0.70 returned by model predicting the presence of crashes (has-
crash) to 0.76 for the model predicting the difference between roads that are, and are 
not, crash prone.  
These results indicate that when low crash roads are partitioned with non-crash 
roads rather than roads with crashes, the model is better able to predict the class of 
the instances, thus showing that the low crash roads have covariates similar to non-
crash roads. The results indicate that the crash prone threshold where crash roads are 
considered to be non-crash lies between 4 and 8 crashes per four years, depending on 
the roadway. . Crash proneness is a significant concept in this thesis, and partially 
explains the loss of predictive ability of the crash count model [52] when applied to 
road segments with a low crash rate. 
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 These three models demonstrate that data mining models, in particular 
prediction and classification trees, are capable of extracting models from the data to 
describe crash status of roads. 
4.8 SUMMARY 
This chapter provides detail of the process of data understanding and data pre-
processing, and in addition, the preliminary data mining modelling. These processes 
are integrated into the Strategy of Analysis to contribute to answering the first 
research question about the suitability of this study for data mining.  Development of 
the road segment crash count measure is documented, and investigation shows that 
road segments maintain a consistency of crash count over time, thus providing the 
first prerequisite to allow meaningful analyse the road crash. Statistical studies show 
evidence to support the relationship between skid resistance and crash rate, and data 
mining have been shown capable of representing the relationship between roads 
having crashes and roadway features. Sectional details are shown below: 
 Section 4.2 examines the road and crash data provided, and the data quality 
issues. In particular, the characteristics and the problem associated with skid 
resistance attribute including the large proportion of missing values is examined 
in detail. 
 Section 4.3 examines the process and outcome of defining the data mining 
problem, showing the need to predict road segment crash count. 
 Section  4.4 maps the data mining problem to a data mining algorithm, with a 
list of predictive algorithms recommended in CRISP-DM [27] 
 Section 4.5 examines the predictive data mining experiment design, showing a 
crash count target and road, traffic and crash covariates. 
 Section 4.6 details the data pre-processing culminating in the table of variables 
shown in Table 4-5. 
 Section 4.7 examines the data understanding processes. The section develops 
and assesses the crash count variable, shows a relationship between the crash 
count and skid resistance, and documents development a preliminary data 
mining model to demonstrate that data mining was a suitable method of 
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analysis. This section addresses all three research sub-questions in questions 1. 
The tasks are accomplished in the following sub-sections: 
o Section 4.7.1 examines and assesses methods of representing crash risk 
and selects the absolute crash count method over the traffic moderated 
method. The characteristics of the variable are examined and the annual 
crash count variable found to be discriminatory between units. 
Investigation affirmed the first research question 1.a: Do road segments 
maintain a characteristic road crash rate over time, i.e. from year to year? 
in the affirmative. 
o Section 4.7.2 sought and found a relationship between skid resistance and 
the new crash rate using statistical methods, thus affirming the second 
research question 1.b: does a relationship exist between skid resistance 
and crash rate? 
o Section 4.7.3 investigates road wear and elevated crash rate in road 
sections with intersections to demonstrate that our data showed similar 
properties to other roadway datasets. This provided a level of confidence 
in both the data and handling methods.  
o Section 4.7.4 successfully displays the preliminary data mining activities, 
and affirms question 1.c: Can data mining models represent the 
relationship between roads having crashes and roadway features?. 
Thus in this chapter all parts of the first research question regarding the 
suitability of the problem for data mining, have been answered in the affirmative, 
paving the way for the more demanding task of data mining with crash count. 
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Chapter 5: Configuring the Data Mining 
Models for predicting Crash Count 
The data mining models presented in the previous chapter shows the ability of 
data mining models to predict the probability that a given road segment will have 
crashes, however the following stages engage in the significantly more demanding  
modelling method of predicting crash count [52]. 
While this section is primarily concerned with investigating the configuration 
of a decision tree algorithm, and the most effective set of variables (covariates) to 
include in the model, the section also investigates and extends the general modelling 
principles used. The chapter also includes: (1) the methods of partitioning the data 
into training and testing subsets and defining the deployment dataset [96]; (2) choice 
of the REPTree regression tree algorithm [97] for prototyping; (3) DM algorithm 
configuration methods used to compare and assess modelling outcomes and (4) 
model assessment methods. 
The Strategy of Analysis poses the following research question regarding 
suitability and deployment of the model: 
 Can a data mining models reasonably predict road segment crash count 
when fitted with roadway, traffic and condition variables? 
 Does the crash rate model developed on the training set apply well to the 
whole dataset? 
5.1 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION 
This chapter has the following sections; 
 5.2 examines the result of the recommended first data mining model of the 
decision stump; 
 5.3 examines selection and configuration of the  data mining model;  
 5.4 examines feature (covariate) selection;  
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 5.5 examines attribute transformations;  
 5.6 examines minimum subset modelling, and specifically answers the 
question about the model applying consistently across the data set;  
 5.8 examines fine tuning of the modelling parameters;  
 5.9 examines the effect of missing skid resistance values on the deployment 
performance;  
 5.11 examines a sample tree and discussed skid resistance/crash rate trends. 
Preparatory work describing the suitability of the crash count variable was 
performed in Section 4.7.1 in the data pre-processing section previous chapter.   
5.2 DECISION STUMP: THE FIRST DATA MINING STEP 
Witten & Frank stated a project should always begin by analysing the data with 
a decision stump, because on occasions a single attribute can often provide 
classification accuracy higher than a multivariate model involving an algorithm using 
many variables [2]. The result of applying the Weka decision stump to the 24 
attribute crash count model is shown in Table 5-1. This result demonstrates that 
describing the training data using a single attribute rule with the Annualized Average 
Daily Traffic volumes (AADT), the rule is able to adequately describe over 49% of 
the instances. 
This test establishes the baseline, and multivariate data mining model should 
achieve higher accuracy, and routinely predicted crash count with accuracy from 
70% to 95% far outstripping the decision stump. The multivariate models provide 
complex rules involving multiple attributes, more useful for making decisions and 
enhancing understanding. 
Table 5-1 Decision stump method outcome 
 
Decision Stump Rule 
AADT <= 9872.0 : 5.741462823928312 
AADT > 9872.0 : 20.187325820913607 
AADT is missing : 7.297872340425532 
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5.3 SELECTING AND CONFIGURING THE DATA MINING MODEL 
A range of predictive data mining methods were investigated analysing the 
heterogeneous road crash data available to the project, with a short list of methods 
extracted from Appendix 2 in CRISP-DM [27]. 
 Results from the investigation in section 6.2 show that regression tree 
algorithm provide the highest correlation coefficient and was able to model the full 
range of crash counts found in the data.  The stand-out feature of regression trees is 
the ability to pre-classify the instances into classes, and then perform analysis on 
each class and produce averages or regression formulae. The other methods, except 
multilayer perception, attempted to provide a singular analysis with awkward 
exceptions and inclusions to cope with the classes.  
Since the crash count target was interval in type, other methods able to pre-
classify the data such as classification trees, random forests and Bayesian methods 
used by road researchers [11, 42] were unable to be available for use. 
Regression tree methods investigated included Salford’s CART [24], SAS’s 
modified CART, and from Weka stable the following; REPTree [97], M5 Tree and 
M5 Rules [25]. All except M5 Tree and M5 Rules were discounted as the primary 
method of analysis because the apparent unavailability of ability to produce unbuilt 
trees with regression formulae at the leaves. Generally, these methods provided built 
trees, with an average value at the leaf. The unbuilt functionality was required to 
provide the analysis to identify the relationship between the roadway covariates and 
crash rate, a recently highlighted requirement of crash research [8].  
While M5 Tree has the functionality to tag the instance with the calculated 
value, unfortunately it does not the ability to additionally tag the class number as 
well. Having this information allows powerful post-modelling analysis. The SAS 
solution does provide this feature. A programming solution for M5 is being sought. 
M5 Rules provides an additional step in the modelling process not generally 
available to other regression tree methods. The initial tree is analysed and the set of 
rules distilled from the tree, often aggregating stages from the tree. Consequently, 
M5 rules are generally very compact, with fewer rules being able to provide 
equivalent or superior performance. 
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One of the disadvantages of M5 is the execution time for model generation. 
Model time can routinely take from one or two hours and up to several days, whereas 
REPTree performs at lightning speed. Being hundreds of times faster, REPTree can 
perform the same tasks in range of times from a few seconds to minutes, producing 
models of equivalent accuracy, but with much larger trees. In addition, both REPTree 
and M5 Rules both provide a pruning function used to fine tune the model to the data 
and produce models of similar accuracy. 
Thus in this investigatory environment of Chapter 5, REPTree was utilized, 
where, the speed was sought to rapidly create and assess the hundreds of models 
tested.  
The learning from modelling with REPTree was found applicable to M5. In 
Chapter 6, M5 Rules was utilized as the algorithm of choice to produce the final 
results, and take advantage of the compact and accurate rules for both human and 
machine deployment. 
5.3.1 Preparing for modelling of road segment crash count 
A stated above, the regression/classification tree algorithm  REPTree was used 
to perform the preliminary modelling because of its speed of execution, quality of 
results, its configurability and ease of understanding of its tree output.  The Roadway 
features and crash conditions attributes described above  were used to provide the 
model input variables, and the goodness of model judged by the whole of dataset 
correlation between the actual crash of a road segment and the predicted value, using 
the measure  correlation coefficient (r) and often referring to the coefficient of 
determination (r squared).  R 0f 0.8 is equivalent to r squared of 0.64, or predicting 
64% of instances to a reasonable level. 
The models were trained and tested on the road and crash condition data of 
16,699 crash sites, which had skid resistance values, with the objective of predicting 
the crash count of the 1 km road segment on which the crash occurred. This 
collection is referred to as the training set (TR) shown in Figure 5-1. 
 The model was deployed on the whole available dataset, i.e. road sites of 
sealed road crashes. This dataset with a total 39,615 instances is referred to as the 
deployment set (DS) and is composed of both the instance with skid resistance (TR) 
and without skid resistance (NS) shown in Figure 5-1, where DS=TR+NS. 
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Figure 5-1 Composition of Deployment Dataset 
Each attribute combination was tested over a sequence of tree configurations 
that produced progressively more generalized models to overcome the model over-
fitting problem.  The configuration parameter used to configure each trial in a test 
was the minimum total weight of instances in a leaf (minWeight) that prevented huge 
trees being generated by requiring a minimum weight of instances in the leaf nodes. 
The range of minWeight values tested with each model included 2,4,8,16,32,64,128, 
256,512 and 1024. 
Results showed that with default minWeight value of 2, tree sizes of between 
1500 and 3000 nodes were generated, while with the value 32 smaller tree were 
grown with only a couple of hundred nodes. Only minimal reduction in correlation 
coefficient was experienced with the smaller tree when the model was applied to the 
deployment set (DS), and with the largest models, the accuracy began to decline. 
Witten & Frank [2] describe the art of selecting tree size. At the extreme, a 
perfect model can be obtained with the same number of rules as the instance count, 
but the model has no value. The goal is to produce rules that generalize the patterns 
hidden in the data.  
Model configuration needs to balance the increase in rule representation as the 
tree size is reduced with the loss of predictive accuracy.  Thus, the immediate 
objective was to select a model with the minimum number of rules while maintaining 
predictive accuracy with the dataset on which the model was deployed. 
The results of the tree size versus predictive accuracy pattern from the tests are 
shown in Figure 5-2. As the tree size increases with a reduction of minimum, total 
weight of instances in a leaf (minWeight), the predictive correlation coefficient 
increases until it reaches a plateau at label A. Further increase in tree size produces 
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only modest predictive accuracy (label B), and with the larger trees (C and beyond) 
the predictive accuracy declines as model over-fitting begins to take effect. 
 
 
Figure 5-2 Tree Size vs. predictive accuracy 
 
Figure 5-3 Effect of the split count or weight of instances (minWeight) on the 
predictive accuracy (Correlation coefficient) measured in model deployment. 
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Figure 5-3 presents an alternative view of the same tests, with the relationship 
between the predictive accuracy of the model in deployment and the minWeight 
configuration value shown.  Label A  and B on Figure 5-2 and  Figure 5-3 represent 
the same point,  with the range A to B and  showing the optimal  minWeight and 
consequent tree size values for the best models. The combination of trends shows the 
minWeight value of 8 and 16 produces the near-optimal model with the smaller trees 
than the default value of 4. 
In the following sections, the tests for these charts are documented.  
Understanding of the role of the weight of instances (minWeight) configuration 
parameter in model generation is essential in evaluating the significance of the 
models.   
5.3.2 Data management for modelling 
The instances with skid resistance values were randomly partitioned into 
training and testing subsets as shown in Figure 5-4.  Models were created using the 
validation method of the 67%/33% data split. This method was selected because 
results were the most pessimistic and gave a more realistic view of how the model 
would perform when applied to the new data during deployment. 
 
Figure 5-4 Training and testing data partitioning for single attribute testing 
 
In the training/testing dataset with a total of 16,999 instances the training 
testing components were divided to the ratio described above, with the instance 
counts shown in Table 5-2 
Table 5-2 Training and testing instances counts 
 Total Instance Count Utilized Proportion of Total 
Training 16699 11132 0.666626744 
Testing 16699 5567 0.333373256 
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5.3.3 Modelling case study with the REPTree regression tree algorithm 
The REPTree algorithm partitions the instances into groups based on a series of 
binary decisions made on a selection of one of the model's input values that best 
partition the remaining instances on a tree branch to maximise the difference in the 
target (crash count) value between the partitioned sets. The divide and conquer 
process forms a tree structure which can be represented in either a text-based tree or 
a tree diagram.  
The model created for this illustration is using the AADT attribute only to 
predict crash count. Both tree representations show three leaf nodes, and on the text 
based tree, with the calculated target value (the average value for road segment crash 
count) highlighted.   
The tree represented in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 shows the following:  
 for the lowest range the average crash count for roads at or below  
9,872 vehicles per day (AADT) is 5.76 crashes per year; 
 In the mid range AADT range from above 9872 to below 16,418 the 
crash rate also rises to on average 16.75 crashes per year. 
 For higher traffic rates the average value increases to 22.7 crashes per 
year per road segment. 
 
Figure 5-5 Textual Tree Diagram 
 
AADT < 9872 : 5.76 (5538.23/42.01) [2813.3/41.68] 
AADT >= 9872 
|   AADT < 16418 : 16.75 (2498.46/110.14) [1230.73/125.25] 
|   AADT >= 16418 : 22.7 (3095.31/382.28) [1522.97/384.73] 
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Figure 5-6 Tree Diagram 
 
Figure 5-7 Components of the REPTree textual tree diagram 
Examination of Figure 5-7 shows the meaning of the components on the text 
based tree diagram: 
A: The condition that selects the rule 
B: The resulting numerical (interval) value derived from the average of all 
instances in the rule 
C: Resulting statistics for the training set (number of instances / instances 
poorly classified) 
D: Resulting statistics for the testing set (number of instances / instances poorly 
classified) 
E: A leaf node that provides a rule 
F: An internal node spawning children nodes 
G: The instance count in the training and testing statistics 
H: The count of instances poorly classified in the training and testing statistics 
 
Note that the rules when applied need to be executed in sequence, as instances 
are removed from the pool as they are identified by a rule.  The fourth element in the 
tree AADT < 16418 would produce a different average to the existing 16.75 if 
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applied without first removing the 5583 training instances below the AADT level of 
9872 specified in the first rule. 
Examination of the rule instance count statistic (G) in Figure 5-7 shows an 
unexpected anomaly: the value has a decimal component not expected of a number 
representing an instance count. However when the numbers are summed the totals 
make whole numbers and the summed numbers for testing and training make 
proportions in the expected ration of two thirds to one third. Testing on larger trees 
has shown that this statistic maintains its integrity, thus these figures can be accepted 
with a degree of confidence. 
Table 5-3 Unexpected decimal values in testing and training count statistics 
 
Table 5-4 Ratio of training to testing calculated from the model statistics 
 
Total Number Used Proportions 
Train 16,699 11,132 0.666627 
Test 16,699 5,567 0.333373 
 
Unfortunately, the same confidence cannot be held for measure H, i.e. the 
number of instances poorly classified.  In larger trees these number sometimes 
exceed the number of instances in the class. 
However, REPTree was chosen at the prototyping method because of its sheer 
speed with almost momentary execution times, and the comprehensibility of its tree 
diagrams. 
5.3.4 Assessing the model 
The correlation coefficient for the actual crash vs. the predicted crash from the 






AADT < 9872 : 5.76 (5538.23/42.01) [2813.3/41.68] 5538.23 2813.3 
AADT >= 9872   
|   AADT < 16418 : 16.75 (2498.46/110.14) [1230.73/125.25] 2498.46 1230.73 
|   AADT >= 16418 : 22.7 (3095.31/382.28) [1522.97/384.73] 3095.31 1522.97 
Total Count 11132 5567 
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Table 5-5 Modelling statistics highlighting the correlation coefficient achieved 
from highly generalized univariate model predicting road segment crash count using 
AADT. 
 
The correlation coefficient is a whole of model measure, i.e. aggregated from 
the degree of correctness of all predictions. In this setting, it shows the correlation 
between the actual crash count value and the predicted value. Section 2.11.1 (Page 
54) describes the correlation coefficient (r) measuring goodness of fit, and the 
corresponding coefficient of determination (r
2
) inferring the proportion of instance of 
the instances. Thus in this case AADT with an r-value of 0.5 would have a 
corresponding an r
2
 value of 0.25, indicating that only 25% of instance had been well 
classified. 
 When evaluating statistical regression models with a lower correlation, 
additional information is sought through looking for trends in the set of all errors 
called residuals to find trends in the errors. 
Data mining has a number of methods to perform similar examination, and in 
this case, the errors rate in each of the AADT rules were examined and compared. 
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Error rate for each rule was calculated for both the training and testing results 
(Shown as C and G in Figure 5-7) by calculating the proportion of instances poorly 
classified (H / G in Figure 5-7). 
Results are shown in Table 5-6 and Figure 5-8. 
Table 5-6 Rule Error Rates of rules in the highly generalized model predicting 




Figure 5-8 Rule Error Rates of rules in the highly generalized model predicting 
road segment crash count using AADT 
Firstly, the results in Table 5-6 suggests the trend that crash rate increases as 
AADT increases. However further investigation has shown this trend to be 
misleading, and indicates the limitation of a highly generalized tree. Better models 
show that the behaviour in the highest AADT range in more complex. 
Secondly, the table and Figure 28 show two further important trends.  As 
expected, the error rates in the testing statistics are almost twice that in the training 
Rule (AADT range) 
Predicted 
crash rate  value 
%Training 
Errors %Testing Errors 
Less than 9872 5.76 0.758546 1.481534 
9872 to <16418 16.75 4.408316 10.17689 
16418 and greater 22.7 12.34836 25.26248 
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statistics with the rules having error rates of 0.7% vs.1.4%, 4.4 vs. 10.2 and 12.2 vs. 
25.3 respectively and finally the error rate increases as with the increase in AADT. 
While this is a wildly generalized model, generated only to show the operation 
and format of the REPTree rules, it does demonstrate that with models with a low or 
lower correlation coefficient may contain valuable information about a subset of 
instances.  In this model, Rule 1 representing half of all road segments is 99% 
accurate. It states that road segments with AADT value of less than 9872 have a four 
year crash count of 5.76. This is a significant fact derived from the model. 
However the last rule in the model stating that roads with AADT of 16418 
have a crash rate of 22.7 crashes over four years and greater does not produce useful 
information. Firstly, this number is not representative of the range of crashes ranging 
from 1 to 100 crashes over the four-year period, and thus the model cannot 
effectively predict these high crash instances. This inability is reflected in the high 
error rates of 12 and 25% error rates in rule in the training and testing results 
respectively. 
This limitation of the low rule model shows the requirement to have more rules 
to cater for the high range of crash counts. 
Table 5-7 Modelling results for AADT: minWeight vs. correlation coefficient  
 
 






AADT 2 2577 0.9148 0.6349 
AADT 4 1475 0.884 0.6345 
AADT 8 569 0.82 0.6251 
AADT 16 251 0.733 0.5744 
AADT 32 113 0.718 0.551 
AADT 64 65 0.698 0.5462 
AADT 128 29 0.6765 0.5339 
AADT 256 25 0.6426 0.5349 
AADT 512 17 0.604 0.5352 
AADT 1024 11 0.526 0.5257 
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To examine this hypothesis, a series of models with covariates AADT vs. 
Crash Count were generated with the size of the tree ranging from a generalized 11 
nodes tree through to a highly specific model with 2577 nodes.  Results are shown in 
Table 5-7 
The individual models were differentiated using the minWeight configuration 
parameter described above. The level of model generalization was selected by 
specifying the weight of instances required in a given node. To allow free branching, 
a low weight was specified. To restrict branching, a high weight was specified. The 
minWeight parameter ranged from 2 to 1024, and the effect on the tree size and the 
model's testing/ training correlation coefficient shown in Table 5-7.The correlation 
coefficient value of AADT ranges from 0.9148 to 0.562.  This trend is shown in the 
AADT plot labelled A in Figure 5-14. At first glances, AADT appears to near-
perfectly predict the road segment crash count in a model configured with a 
minWeight value of 2.   
This model has a problem. Also shown in shown in Table 5-7, when the model 
is deployed to the whole dataset the predictive accuracy drops from 0.9149 to 
0.6349.   
This indicates that when the model is applied more widely to the unknown 
data, AADT can only accurately describe at a maximum only 64% of the instance. 
Interestingly, as the model is increasingly generalized by increasing minWeight 
through 4 and 8, (shown in  Figure 5-15 :A) the predictive accuracy of AADT 
remains constant at 63%, then trails off as the model becomes more generalized. This 
result is shown in Figure 5-9 
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.  
Figure 5-9 Comparing AADT/Crash Count model correlations of Testing vs. 
Deployment 
The reason for the loss in predictive can be understood by examining the tree 
size value in Table 5-7.  The AADT model configured with the minWeight value of 
2 produces a tree size of 2,577 rules (approximately 1300 leaf nodes), which on a 
training set of 11 thousand  instances allows each node to be based on an extremely 
small sample size, on average of less than 10 instances. This is a classic example of 
over-fitting. The model can describe all of the irregularities in the training set, 
however when the model is deployed, those irregularities do not exist, and thus 
predictive accuracy suffers. The rules in  Figure 5-10 demonstrates the narrowness of 
the bands and the paucity of participative instances, with the Sample A having an 
AADT band of 736 AADT units placed in the AADT range at 51,388, and trained on 
only 18 instances. Values vary markedly up and down in adjacent bands.  
  
Figure 5-10 Overfitted rule example in AADT vs. Crash Count model with 
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A wider band with a single value is just as effective, with the model configured 
with minWeight of 8 and having only 22% of the rules, yet producing a similar 
correlation coefficient of 0.6251. 
A more generalized AADT/Crash Count tree constructed with the minWeight 
value of 128 produces a tree size of 29 nodes (Table 5-8).  The highlighted crash 
counts show that this model is also too general to identify the high crash roads with 
crash counts of 100, with this model only able to model as high as 37 crash counts 
per 4 years.  The model does show that crash count is not proportional to AADT, 
with the maximum crash value of 37.27 positioned at AADT value of 20154, while 
the highest AADT range of 50,409 and above the crash rate drops to an average of 
9.47 crashes per 4 years. 
To assist understanding of the rules, a contour chart of the distribution of 
crashes per road segment was generated.  The chart (Figure 5-11) shows the 
distribution of road segments on the axes of skid resistance and traffic rate (AADT), 
with each road segment shown as a point. Many road segments however have 
multiple crashes, and to represent the depth of crashes, contour lines have been 
employed. The distribution of the points shows that most crashes occur below the 
AADT level of 10,000 vehicles per day, but the contour lines show that these road 
segments, though densely arranged, have only few crashes. These roads with traffic 
generally outside of the contour line showing minimum crash count, and thus have 
fewer than five crashes on any road segment. Judged by density in the x-y plane, 
these low crash roads are normally distributed across the skid resistance x axis, 
probably following the density of roads by skid resistance. 
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Table 5-8 Generalized univariate REPTree with AADT predicting Crash Count, 
configured with the minWeight parameter of 128 
  As described earlier, many road studies assume a linear relationship between 
the traffic rate (AADT) and crash count in their calculation of crash rate [51], and 
strive to obtain the relationship by homogenizing the roadway covariates under 
analysis, however even with homogenous data this relationship is tenuous [1, 54]. In 




AADT < 9872 
|   AADT < 6105 
|   |   AADT < 3992 : 2.72 (2661.06/6.19) [1328.88/6.68] 
|   |   AADT >= 3992 
|   |   |   AADT < 4580 : 4.84 (402.95/16.06) [215.86/21.23] 
|   |   |   AADT >= 4580 : 5.9 (775.59/20.49) [395.5/21.89] 
|   AADT >= 6105 
|   |   AADT < 8577.5 
|   |   |   AADT < 7858 : 10.84 (781.65/76.17) [396.55/85.31] 
|   |   |   AADT >= 7858 : 8.32 (296.91/29.55) [151.11/30.26] 
|   |   AADT >= 8577.5 : 11.48 (620.07/92.09) [325.4/71.99] 
AADT >= 9872 
|   AADT < 16418 
|   |   AADT < 14686.5 
|   |   |   AADT < 10414 : 13.86 (193.9/79.08) [101.38/87.94] 
|   |   |   AADT >= 10414 : 17.61 (1792.55/123.42) [882.72/141.98] 
|   |   AADT >= 14686.5 : 14.83 (512.01/65.51) [246.63/71.79] 
|   AADT >= 16418 
|   |   AADT < 25929 
|   |   |   AADT < 20154.5 
|   |   |   |   AADT < 17478 : 20.2 (324.17/140.85) [134.3/119.6] 
|   |   |   |   AADT >= 17478 : 25.02 (560.49/279.83) [271.98/313.3] 
|   |   |   AADT >= 20154.5 : 37.27 (709.95/779.03) [378.04/750.61] 
|   |   AADT >= 25929 
|   |   |   AADT < 39672.5 : 17.34 (943.24/123.42) [482.69/116] 
|   |   |   AADT >= 39672.5 
|   |   |   |   AADT < 50409.5 : 13.37 (313.07/146.27) [144.22/169.94] 
|   |   |   |   AADT >= 50409.5 : 9.47 (244.39/14.28) [111.73/13.57] 
 
Size of the tree : 29 
 
Correlation Coefficient = 0.5339 
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shown in contours in Figure 5-11, any overall linearity between traffic rate and skid 
resistance is not present, with the highest crash rate per road segment at around a low 
20,000 vehicles per day. 
  The contours highlight regions of high crash, with the regions of crash count 
above 23, 31 and 67 highlighted. Of interest is the region of highest crash discussed 
above, with a crash count of 100 crashes over the 4 year period. This is located 
below skid resistance of 0.2 and slightly above the AADT value of 20,000 vehicles 
per day. Luckily, the clusters of these high crash roads are few in number. 
 
Figure 5-11 Distribution of crashes and crash counts by skid resistance vs. 
AADT (dry road surface) 
The non-linearity of the relationship and the significance of skid resistance/ 
AADT make this a classic problem for solution by regression tree. This point is 
illustrated by comparison of a univariate AADT model with a much more effective 
multivariate AADT, skid resistance model.  The AADT univariate model 
representation (Figure 5-12) diagrammatically shows the unavoidable selection a 
large range of crash values within the range of AADT values attempting to predict 
the maximum crash region. The much more effective the combination of AADT and 
skid resistance in the multivariate model (Figure 5-13) is better able to define the 
high crash region and limit the values to the high crash region. Details are given 
below. 
The distribution chart was included to show the collection of instances in a 
given rule in models under discussion. In Figure 5-12 the rectangle shows the 
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collection of instances of a rule from the generalized AADT vs. Crash model 
(AADD vs. Crash Count, minWeight = 128 in Table 5-8). The rule including the 
high crash point is highlighted in the table.  The red rectangle shows that instances 
were selected by AADT values between 20,154 and 25,929.  However as well as 
including the high crash count points, the collection has a proportion of low crash 
points as well, thus when the average crash count is calculated the value is relatively 
low in comparison to the high crash count of 100. 
 
 
Figure 5-12 Coverage of maximum crash count rule from the AADT vs. Crash 
Count model (minWeight=128) 
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AADT < 9872 
|   AADT < 6105 
|   |   AADT < 3992 : 2.72 (2661.06/6.19) [1328.88/6.68] 
|   |   AADT >= 3992 
|   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.41 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.3 : 8.48 (186.22/26.36) [105.91/30.9] 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.3 : 5.93 (580.93/19.54) [292.76/21.33] 
|   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.41 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.45 : 4.22 (194.33/13.81) [93.16/11.78] 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.45 : 3.08 (217.06/3.71) [119.53/4.49] 
|   AADT >= 6105 
|   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.34 
|   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.26 : 17.96 (139.22/138) [76.61/149.54] 
|   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.26 : 12.31 (650.81/78.08) [322.81/66.88] 
|   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.34 
|   |   |   AADT < 8805 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.4 : 9.18 (373.94/41.16) [182.98/42.88] 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.4 : 4.93 (260.15/13.92) [159.34/16.61] 
|   |   |   AADT >= 8805 : 10.61 (274.5/75.93) [131.31/61.2] 
AADT >= 9872 
|   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.38 
|   |   AADT < 17478 
|   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.29 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.28 : 17.61 (520.39/71.36) [233.34/72.94] 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.28 : 25.77 (206/203.32) [99/291.99] 
|   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.29 
|   |   |   |   AADT < 16567 : 16.58 (1309.39/77.38) [683.65/83.64] 
|   |   |   |   AADT >= 16567 : 21.72 (131.04/205.25) [54.07/162.93] 
|   |   AADT >= 17478 
|   |   |   AADT < 25929 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.28 : 48.42 (272.93/983.5) [137.03/1005.74] 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.28 
|   |   |   |   |   AADT < 20400 : 24.5 (322.38/195.02) [167.44/197.38] 
|   |   |   |   |   AADT >= 20400 : 37.1 (358.65/537.8) [195.72/588.1] 
|   |   |   AADT >= 25929 : 19.84 (595.35/172.56) [301.86/160.3] 
|   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.38 
|   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m < 0.41 : 17.09 (690.56/204.86) [333.54/225.6] 
|   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m >= 0.41 
|   |   |   AADT < 40437 : 13.31 (873.84/84.11) [405.92/73.38] 
|   |   |   AADT >= 40437 : 9.54 (313.24/33.68) [142.12/28.51] 
 
Size of the tree : 41 
Correlation Coefficient = 0.5883 
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A mechanism was required to isolate the high crash points into their own 
collection. 
With the objective of isolating the high crash points in their own collection, a 
new model was generated with skid resistance and added to AADT to make a 
multivariate model.  The resulting tree, showing the splitting decisions and the 
classes at the leaf nodes with their average values, is shown in Table 5-9. 
The rule set containing the high crash instances is highlighted, and the average 
crash count of the rule emphasised in red.   
The AADT and Skid Resistance rule conditions were mapped onto the chart 
(Figure 5-13), represented by the red rectangles intersect. The defined area 
effectively reduces the area to include a higher proportion of the high crash count 
roads. Thus when the average crash count is calculated there is information gain. The 
average crash count has risen from 37.27 in the single AADT model to 48.42 by 
excluding low rash roads and improved the correlation coefficient from 0.58 to 0.70. 
 
Figure 5-13 Coverage of maximum crash count rule from the AADT, Skid 
Resistance vs. Crash Count model (minWeight=128) 
By reducing the minWeight parameter and allowing larger trees with more 
rules reduces the rectangle size and allows the calculated crash count average to 
converge on the target value of 100. However another problem remains.  Even with 
the largest tree, with only two variables the correlation coefficient is limited to 0.7. A 
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true multivariate model operating in multi-dimensional space with as few as 14 
attributes can return a correlation coefficient of over 0.9. 
In summary, the regression tree using multivariate road, crash and traffic data 
provides a suitable method to predict crash count. When using the REPTree 
algorithm, the tree depth needs to be controlled to find a balance between a large 
complex tree that causes loss of predictive capability in deployment, and a 
generalized tree that also loses predictive ability and the capability to predict through 
the whole range of values, in particular high values. Slid resistance has been shown 
to be a significant covariate in predicting crash count. 
A detailed summary of the section is provided at the aggregated chapter 
summary in section 6.10. 
5.4 FEATURE SELECTION 
The modelling section described above demonstrates how the regression tree 
method can combine two input variables (attributes) to produces a set of rules, which 
group instances with similar attribute values and calculate a target value for each 
rule.   However, REPTree and other regression tree algorithms such as Quinlan's M5 
have the capability of managing hundreds of input variables (attributes) and millions 
of instances [25], and define the properties of pockets of like instances in multi-
dimensional space.  
The project has collated and assessed 51 variables shown Table 4-5 
Contributing Attributes. The objective of this section was to assess and select the 
variables available for model construction.  
While the model can benefit from many covariates, adding irrelevant or 
distracting variables to a dataset often confuses machine-learning systems [2]. Witten 
et.al. describe the reduction in performance of tree, rule and instance-based learners 
caused by the inclusion of irrelevant attributes at 5 to 10% loss, and describes the 
effect on Bayesian learners of addition of redundant attributes as "heavy" [27]. 
This section performs the following steps to identify the best attributes and 
remove those detrimental to the predictive capability of the model through the 
following stages: 
 Testing the individual attributes to understand their properties. 
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 Manually adding and removing variables from the model. 
 Applying the automated features selection method. 
 Refining the feature sets through usage. 
Feature sets were selected based the following criteria: 
 Having high predictive accuracy (correlation coefficient (r)). 
 Having high predictive accuracy with the fewest rules (to find the most 
generalized model with the capability to perform). 
 Having the ability to predict the full range of crashes when the model 
was deployed. 
The processes and results are discussed below. 
5.4.1 Testing and understanding individual variables 
The first step was to test each of the attributes individually by modelling across 
the tree size using the parameter minWeight parameter (minimum total weight of 
instances / leaf) as the experimental independent variable of the test.  The results are 
shown in Figure 5-14.  The variable results were judged at the optimal minWeight 
value of 8.   
The first finding from Figure 5-14 was that the effect of categorical variables 
were not affected by the tree size controlled by the minWeight parameter. However, 
interval variables were affected and lost their resolving power as minWeight 
increased and progressively pruned the tree to produces more general models. 
minWeight of 8 was shown to be the optimal value.  
Examination of Figure 5-14 was the most influential interval attributes were 
the averaged daily traffic rates (AADT) and 1 km skid resistance averages. The 
AADT model alone was able to predict crash rates by up to 80% in training (Figure 
4-14) and a more realistic 64% when the model was deployed (Figure 5-15). This is a 
very strong performance by a variable and its significant role is demonstrated by its 
role as the root splitting criterion in the regression trees shown in Table 5-9 and 
Table 5-19.  
Skid resistance alone showed a training correlation coefficient of 0.7.   
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Between the correlation coefficient of 0.6 and 0.25, other significant interval 
variables are represented, including speed limit, lane count, percentage of heavy 
traffic, texture depth, seal age, horizontal alignment, roughness and traffic control.  
The most influential categorical variables were seal type, traffic control, 
roadway feature, has intersection, divided road / carriageway type, roadway type 
horizontal alignment and emergency stopping zone. The least influential is, 
unexpectedly, wet road surface. 
 
Figure 5-14 Individual predictive capability of variables (training correlation 
coefficient) 
5.4.2 Multivariate models  
The strength of regression tree data mining is in the ability to process 
heterogeneous multivariate with many covariates.  
In the second step, feature sets were developed and tested in series of models. 
Feature selection strategies included a bottom-up strategy, successively adding more 
attributes, and a top down strategy, which takes attributes from the full feature set. 
Results of the deployment of the models are shown in Figure 5-15. 
The preliminary bottom up strategy, with the two most significant variables 
AADT and skid resistance, was examined in detail in section 5.3.3 produced a 
correlation coefficient of 70% in the deployment. However, these results are obtained 
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with very large trees with excessive overfitting. When the minWeight is set to the 
optimal value of 8, the AADT and skid resistance feature set is still able to produce a 
model deployment correlation coefficient of 0.65.   
Adding seal type and seal age further increased the correlation coefficient of 
the model to over 0.73. With further additions, a collection of 14 variables produces 
the highest performing feature sets, named the influential 14 attribute set.  Almost as 
effective was the product of the top-down strategy, 47 attribute set All minus region. 
 
Figure 5-15 Predictive accuracy (correlation coefficient in deployment) of from 
single attribute models to the full attribute set. Optimal value at minWeight of 8 
















5.4.3 Manual selection of attributes  
Through a process of trial and error, individual attributes were trialled with the 
Influential 14 set producing the influential 15 datasets shown in Figure 5-15 with the 
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inclusion of region.  This new feature set performed poorly, showing a 5% decrease 
in performance 
Using the top-down method, the starting point was a dataset compiled from all 
variables available at the time, named All Variables 48 attributes. Little improvement 
in model accuracy was gained, and in fact, this final model with all attributes 
experienced a reduction in performance, with the purple curve on Figure 5-15, 
labelled C, showing a reduction in the correlation coefficient of about 4% in the 
critical range of the minWeight parameter from 2 through to 16. 
Once again, the Region attribute was found to have a negative impact on the 
predictive performance, and its removal leads to the evolution of data set All 
minusRegion-47attribute. Examination of Figure 5-15 shows that this data set 
performs very close to the Influential 14 set over the full range of minWeight from 2 
to 128.  
The fact that a 14 attribute dataset can rival a 47 attribute dataset in predictive 
performance, shows that the data mining algorithm will produce a result regardless of 
the number of attributes, provided sufficient information is available. However, the 
models with richer attribute sets tend to produce slightly fewer and richer rules and 
these rules can provide insight into the role that each attribute plays. Thus with a 
larger selection of quality attributes, there is a more precise placement of instances in 
multidimensional space making a superior environment for analysis. 
Further analysis needs to be conducted on the Region attribute, which has been 
tagged of importance by the participating road asset managers.  Many issues such 
small or non-existent sample size in the training data caused by the geographical 
placement of skid resistance tests impact on the variable's interaction with the 
models. Plus Region is an data identifier, and detrimental dependency relationships 
exist between Region and other variables such as AADT, rainfall, road design and so 
on, and these variables should be allowed to make their own contribution to the 
model unimpeded by Region. 
5.4.4 Automated Feature Selection 
In the second stage of feature selection tests were performed using automated 
methods of feature selection.  
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This most successful group of attributes, Influential 14 discussed above (Table 
5-10) was derived by aggregating the top performing attributes from a series of tests 
with attributes 1 to 24 shown in Table 4-5 using the automatic attribute selection 
methods described in section. These methods included the correlation-based feature 
set called CfsSubsetEval [81]; the principal components analysis method [78]; the 
relief method of repeated sampling and comparison of the nearest instance [82]; and 
the wrapper method WrapperSubsetEval [83].  The resulting feature set demonstrated 
that a small set of attributes could produce a successful model, showing the highest 
performance of any group of attributes, outperforming all other combinations.  In this 
tranche of modelling described above, the road domain partners were interested the 
Rainfall attribute. Removal of CARRIAGEWAY TYPE was found not to affect the 
performance of the model, and Rainfall was inserted but failed to be an active 
variable. 
In a second tranche of automated feature selection focused on reducing the full 
set of attributes. The algorithm selected was the WrapperSubsetEval [83], which 
allows the data mining algorithm of choice, i.e. REPTree, to be embedded in the 
search session, thus producing an attribute set appropriate to the data mining 
algorithm in use in the project. 
The set of 48 attributes shown in Table 5-11 were used as input in the feature 
selection process.  Similar to other tests, the sequence of trials was conducted by 
progressively increasing value of the parameter minimum total weight of instances / 
leaf (minWeight).  The results of the tests were added to Table 5-11.  The 
participating attributes are tagged with the number one. (1).  
Table 5-11  Feature Selection: Attributes chosen using WrapperSubsetEval 
Modelling parameter 
(minWeight) 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 
Attribute Count 16 17 14 14 20 15 8 
Deployed Correlation coeff (r) 0.777 0.783 0.779 0.775 0.744 0.775 0.732 
Tree Size 3018 1533 871 520 249 182 92 
CRASH_TIME 
       Region 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CRASH_NATURE 
       CRASH_SEVERITY(max) 
       WET_ROAD-SURFACE 
       Rainfall(Regional_Monthly) 
       ATMOSPHERIC 
    
1 
  CRASH_SPEED_LIMIT 
    
1 1 1 
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Modelling parameter 
(minWeight) 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 
TRAFFIC_CONTROL 
       ROADWAY_FEATURE 
       HAS_INTERSECTION(S) 
      
1 
HORIZONTAL_ALIGNMENT 
       VERTICAL_ALIGNMENT 
       DIVIDED-ROAD 
       CWAY_TYPE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
LANE_COUNT 
    
1 






    
1 
  SEAL_TYPE 1 
   
1 1 1 
SEAL_AGE 
    
1 
  Text_Depth_SPTD_OWP 
    
1 1 
 AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km 1 1 1 1 1 
  STD_FRICTION_AT_60_1km 
    
1 
  AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_100m 
       MIN_FRICTION_AT_60_1km 1 1 1 1 1 
  ROUGHNESS_AVERAGE 
       RUTTING_AVERAGE 
  
1 1 1 1 
 AADT 1 1 
 
1 1 1 1 
TRAFFIC_PERCENT_HEAVY 
     
1 
 CWY_AUXILIARY 
       CWY_BIKE/PED 1 1 1 
    CWY_INTERSECT 1 






     CWY_ROUNDABOUT 1 
      CWY_RAMP 1 1 
 
1 
   CWY_SERVICE 1 1 1 
    Lane-Auxiliary 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 Lane-Bicycle 
       Lane-Climb/Overtake 
 
1 1 
    Lane-EmergencyStop 
 
1 1 1 1 
  Lane-HighOccupancy 




1 1 1 1 1 
 Lane-MedianStrip 1 




1 1 1 1 1 








   Lane-Primary_Thru 
        
The frequency of occurrence of active attributes is shown in Table 5-12. 
. 
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Table 5-12  Frequency of appearance of each attribute in the set of the wrapper 




































The Region and Carriageway Type attributes were present in all selections, 
followed by AADT and Auxiliary Lane identified in 6 of the 7 tests.  The attributes 
of greatest interest to this project, the average and minimum Skid resistance 
attributes were present in 5 of the 7 models. This correlates with skid resistance 
behaviour in Figure 5-14, where its predictive correlation declines as the model 
became more generalized.  
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These attribute sets and their corresponding minWeight parameter listed in 
Table 5-11 were used to construct a series of models, one for each minWeight value. 
The results are shown in Table 5-13. 
Table 5-13 Result of modelling with attribute collections derived from the 
WrapperSubsetEval method for feature selection 
minimum total weight of 
instances / leaf (minWeight)  
Attribute 





2 16 3018 0.9378 0.7779 
4 17 1533 0.9729 0.7828 
8 14 871 0.9559 0.7793 
16 14 520 0.9304 0.7753 
32 20 239 0.8845 0.7449 
64 15 182 0.8204 0.7316 
128 8 92 0.8073 0.6943 
 
Both the testing/training and deployment correlation coefficients showing the 
predictive accuracy of the models are show in Figure 5-16. The chart shows that the 
training/testing correlation coefficient varied between 0.97 and 0.81 with the peak at 
minWeight of 4.  More relevant, the deployment correlation coefficient flat-lined just 
below 0.80 until the minWeight of 16 and then trailed off to 0.69.  The optimal value 
is at minimum total weight/leaf of 8. 
 
Figure 5-16 Result of modelling with attribute collections derived from the 
WrapperSubsetEval method for feature selection 



























minimum total weight of instances / leaf (minNum),  
Train/Testing Result
Deployment Result
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The most generalized model with high deployment correlation, were the 
models generated with minWeight configurations of 8 and 16 fit.  With models below 
minWeight of 8, the tree size explodes in size, rules lose their richness and the 
models are prone to overfitting.  Above minWeight of 32, the models lose their 
ability to predict the high cash count values.  However, minWeight of 32, while 
having a slightly lower deployment was noted for consideration because it has a 
richer selection of the primary road design including attributes including: the speed 
limit at the crash site, the average lane count, the seal type and seal age and the 
rutting average. 
5.4.5 Refining automated feature selection 
In the next step in Stage 2, the following changes were made: 
1. some of the attributes that did not interact in the models above were removed; 
2. the known Region attribute that caused model degradation was removed; 
3. the better quality attribute  Divided Road  (divided road at the crash site) was 
used to replace the 1 km average Carriageway Type (both show similar 
predictive capability in Figure 5-14); 
4. a single skid resistance  attribute was selected  (AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km); 
5. the General Terrain attribute was included. 
The process for the automated wrapper selection using the REPTree algorithm 
was repeated with the new attribute set.  The attribute set produced by the wrapper 
for each minWeight value is shown in Table 5-14 
The attribute sets for each of the minWeight values was evaluated by producing 
a model for each using the REPTree algorithm. Similar to prior tests, the minWeight 
parameter was used to generate successively more general models, and the 
correlation coefficient (r) used for comparison.  Results in Table 5-15 show the 
minWeight value, attribute count, tree size and correlation coefficient values on 
training/testing and deployment. The chart in Figure 5-17 compares the results of this 
test using the child dataset with the prior parent test, which modelled the whole 
dataset. 
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Table 5-14 Feature Selection: WrapperSubsetEval with refined attribute set 
minWeight Parameter 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 
Number of attributes  18 10 11 12 10 14 11 
Correlation Coeff. (Deployed) 0.798 0.778 0.738 0.740 0.733 0.759 0.705 
Tree Size 2490 1227 
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Table 5-15 Result of modelling with attribute collections derived from the 
WrapperSubsetEval method for feature selection, refined attribute set. 
Leaf Weight 






2 19 2490 0.9704 0.7983 
4 11 1227 0.9438 0.7779 
8 11 unknown 0.8695 0.7382 
16 13 318 0.8669 0.7403 
32 11 205 0.8666 0.7328 
64 15 124 7597 0.7597 
128 12 89 7563 0.7052 
 
 
Figure 5-17 Result of modelling with attribute collections derived from the 
WrapperSubsetEval method for feature selection, refined attribute set 
This preliminary assessment casts doubt on the value of the individually 
selected variable lists through the use of the WrapperSubsetEval method with this 
dataset. 
However, when the attributes selected from all of the WrapperSubsetEval trials 
shown in Table 5-14 were combined into a single attribute set, a better performing 
dataset was produced.  Trend line C in shows a smooth transition with best or 
equivalent correlation in the minWeight range of 2 to 32, and a notable unusual 
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Figure 5-18 Performance of the aggregated attribute collection derived from 
the Refined WrapperSubsetEval process in comparison to modelling results of 
individual minWeight collections 
5.4.6 Conclusions from feature selection 
The feature selection tests above show that regardless of the attributes 
included, the results are reasonably similar, and in fact the fourteen attribute set 
Influential 14 (F in Figure 5-22) has the capability equal to the best performing 
model.  The advantage of the rich attribute set B (all attributes minus region B in 
Figure 40)  is a  miniscule performance gains obtained in the more generalized 
models; e.g. of minWeight 32. However, the richer datasets produced models with 
slightly fewer but richer rules. Thus, the preferred settings were richer attribute sets 
with the parameter minWeight configured to 8. 
5.4.7 Model generalization vs. capability to predict range of target values 
The additional model selection criterion was the ability of models to predict the 
full range of values found in the dataset. 
Corresponding with the decline of predictive accuracy of REPTree models as 
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models were found to lose their ability to predict across the full range of values. 
They progressively lost capability to predict range at both the upper and lower limits, 
but in particular the upper range.   
In this dataset, the range of values extends from 1 to 100 crashes per four 
years.  Results in Table 5-16show that for all models, the ability of the model to 
predict across the full range at the upper limit from 100 to between 82 and 86, above 
minWeight of 8. With a model with minWeight of 64, the models are unable to 
predict far beyond 20. 
Table 5-16 Model generalization vs. ability to predict range of values 
 
48 attribute model 30 attribute model 40 attribute model 
minWeight min max min max min max 
2 1 100 1 100 1 100 
4 1 100 1.21 100 1 100 
8 1 100 1.21 100 1 100 
16 1 86.138 1.21 82.63 1 81.047 
32 2.38 86.138 1.21 82.63 1.23 81.047 
64 1.67 20.041 1.45 20.365 1.45 23.667 
128 1.67 20.041 1.54 20.365 1.45 23.667 
 
The chart in Figure 5-19 shows these trends, with the optimal model situated 
between minWeight ranges of 8 and 16, yet to be experimentally derived, shown 
between labels A and B. 
 
Figure 5-19 model generalization vs. ability to predict range of target values 
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5.5 ATTRIBUTE TRANSFORMATIONS 
The transformations of normalization and standardization applied to interval 
input variables to improve model quality.  Tests were performed with standardization 
and normalization applied. Result showed no improvement in correlation coefficient 
in comparison with models having the untransformed variables.  Thus, all attributes 
were modelled with their naturally occurring transformations. 
The technique of log linear modelling is commonly used, performed by 
modelling the log of the dependent variable to improve the performance of the linear 
regression algorithm on the dataset 
The details of a trial are detailed below. The target crash count was 
transformed with log e of the crash count: e.g. Log_e (CC4).    When modelling was 
performed on the transformed target, the result showed a correlation coefficient 
improvement from 0.64 to 0.73. However when the antilog was applied to the set of 
original and predicted values, the correlation coefficient (actual vs. predicted) 
reverted to the original 0.64.  Thus, the process Alog_e (Predicted (Log_e (CC4))) 
showed no net gain. 
5.6 MINIMUM SUB-SET MODELLING 
Building models on a range of subsets of training data gives insight into the 
minimum percentage of instances required to build a successful model. This shows 
the minimum proportion of randomly selected instances required for a data subset to 
be representative of all conditions found in the parent dataset.  
This information was useful in having confidence in accepting the default two 
thirds/one third validation method used extensively in modelling. 
To gather the statistics, models were trained on a range of percentage of the 
16,699 instances with skid resistance (TR) and the models deployed on the whole 
dataset (DP) with and without skid resistance.  Sample proportions included the 
following percentages: 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 100%. 
The results are shown in Figure 5-20.  As little as 10% of the data (A) is 
required to produce a correlation coefficient value (r) above 0.75, which is only 
marginally lower than using 60% of the data (B) or all of the data. 
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Figure 5-20 Proportion of data required for successful model deployment 
(correlation coefficient of testing) 
Thus when using the percentage split validation method, configured to the 
default 66/33% split, both of the training and testing samples randomly derived from 
the instances with skid resistance will have sufficient redundancy of information to 
produce a trustworthy result. 
 Examination of Figure 5-20 allows comparison of the accuracy of the models 
having the full set of 48 attributes with the model minus the Region attribute (the 
administrative regions of the road authority).  The comparison shows that as the 
percentage of instances becomes lower, the model with Region becomes less 
efficient, losing predictive accuracy of up to 7%  at 10% sample size (A). The initial 
but untested hypothesis for the model degradation in the models is that the Region 
attribute has a number of data dependencies, i.e. certain road types, traffic profiles 
(AADT), rainfall and so on.  Thus by including Region information redundancy is 
added to the model. 
5.7 FURTHER ASSESSING MINIMUM SUBSET MODELLING USING 
THE MODEL SEED PARAMETER 
This section reports of performing a test similar to the minimum subset 
modelling in section 5.7, and predicts crash count using the 47 attribute data set.  
However adding the seed parameter into the test design provides a refinement for 
fine tuning the selection of the minimum subset proportion. The test was performed 
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with proportion of training data from the set 10%, 25%, 50%, 100%. Five seed 
values were selected including 1,2,5,7,9  The resulting correlation coefficients for 
model training with 10x validation  are shown on Figure 5-21. 
 
Figure 5-21 Proportion of data required for successful model deployment, 
tested by seed parameter (correlation coefficient of training) 
Results show that at a lowest proportion of training data, i.e. 10%, the 
correlation coefficients of the models for the various seeds are dispersed over a large 
range of values between 0.69 and 0.82, making a difference of 0.13 having a median 
of 0.77.  With 25% of the data, the range is transposed upwards and the dispersion 
reduced to between 0.82 through to 0.85, making a difference of 0.03 with a median 
of 0.84. Further increase in proportion only marginally reduces the difference in the 
readings but increases the median correlation coefficient to 0.94. 
The outcome of the test is that workable results can be obtained with as little as 
25% of the data, producing a set of correlation coefficient results with median of 
0.77. Having the full 100% does provide a better fit with the median r-value of 0.94 
achieved, at least in training.  
Deploying the model gives a lower result. Results from the comparative study 
above shown in Figure 5-20, produced by applying the model on test data indicate 
that the optimistic training results of the full data set may not be realized when the 
model is deployed. The best result from applying the model on testing data was r-
value of 0.77, roughly equivalent to other model deployment results. 
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Thus models trained on the lower proportion of data, from 25% upwards, may 
be just effective as models created on the whole data set. Further investigation is 
required. 
From a DM methodology point of view, addition of a series of seeds as an 
experimental variable provides a method to test the threshold at which a stable model 
is achieved. This method may have applications in other model quality tasks such as 
feature selection.  These processes are managed internally in the M5 algorithm [25] 
used for training and deployment in the profile, and no seed parameter is available. 
5.8 FINALIZING SELECTION OF MODELLING PARAMETERS 
Three main considerations for developing the optimal model were (1) selecting 
the suitable feature set; (2) selecting the optimal level of generalization of the model, 
and (3) knowing that with the selected raining / testing ratio of two thirds/ one third 
that the one third of data is representative the full data set. 
With regards to the proportion of the testing set, Figure 5-20 shows that a 
sample size of as low as 10% is representative, thus the 33.3.% testing size is 
suitable. 
The tests above showed that rich datasets provided highly performing results 
once redundant and detrimental variables are removed. The datasets were capable of 
producing modelling results with a high correlation coefficient and the capability to 
predict the full range of target values, provided the minWeight parameter lay between 
the range of 8 and 16. 
Thus models most suitable (labelled B, C or E on Figure 5-22) are: 
 B: All Attributes with the Region attribute removed(47 attributes*), 
 C: All variables identified during the first stage of feature selection (40 
attributes*) 
 E: All variables identified during the refinement stage of feature selection (29 
attributes) 
By selecting the configuration parameter of minimum total weight of instances 
/ leaf (minWeight) of at least 8, the problem of huge trees with loss of rule richness 
and the potential overfitting is avoided. Selecting of a minWeight value of no more 
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than 16 or 32 contains the problem of loss of ability to predict higher values in the 
crash range. These trends are highlighted as C, D and E in Figure 5-22. 
 
 
Figure 5-22 Comparing the predictive performance of all attributes 
5.9 RESULT OF RANDOMIZING THE VARIABLES 
Salford’s implementation of the Monte Carlo [98] method, using the CART 
algorithm configured for numerical prediction, examines whether the natural model 
performs better than models where the attributes have been scrambled.  This is a 
powerful tool seeking to show that attributes in the correct order actually store more 
information than vectors with random combinations of the same set of values.  
Examination of Figure 5-23 shows the series of progressively larger trees using 
the original data in plot labelled MCT_Init, while plots MCT_2 through to MCT_5 
show plots each with a different combination of randomized values for each attribute. 
The results show that the original data set has a much lower relative error 
ranging between 0.28 and 0.39, when compared to the randomized samples. In the 
randomized samples, the relative error ranges between 1.1 and 1.65. 
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This test provides strong evidence of the capability of the road data and the 
methodology to be used to predict crash count. 
 
Figure 5-23 Comparison of tests with original and randomized values within 
instances 
5.10 ASCERTAINING THE MAGNITUDE OF MODEL PERFORMANCE 
LOSS DUE TO MISSING SKID RESISTANCE VALUES 
In this project, almost 60% of the crash locations analysed had roads segments 
where skid resistance surveys have not been conducted, resulting in a substantial 
partition of instances having a null skid resistance value. 
Having the presence of null values was the source of problem in assessing 
model goodness on non-skid resistance partition of data. Estimating the effect of the 
null values was required to assess the results when the model had to be applied over 
the whole data set to facilitate a whole or roadway network analysis. Compounding 
this difficulty, a probable but unknown level of heterogeneity existed between the 
road segment partitions (with and without skid resistance) and could affect the 
results. 
In an initial test, models were trained on the two partitions (1) with, and (2) 
without skid resistance. The model performances were assessed by comparing the  
correlation coefficients. Results showed only a 2% drop in the correlation coefficient 
in the absence of skid resistance values, which at first glance may appear to indicate 
that skid resistance is an insignificant variable.   
Successive investigation showed that is not the case, and that in fact crash rate 
is highly dependent on the value of the skid resistance. Thus, the method of 
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comparing training sets with and without the variable is of little value, and in fact, 
was misleading. 
As part of the Strategy of Analysis, a multi-stage approach was developed. 
Firstly clustering was used to examine the heterogeneity between the partitions, and 
then an estimate was made on the performance due to loss of skid resistance values. 
The estimate was added to the non-skid resistance partition model deployment results 
to estimate their likely deployment result should skid resistance be available. The 
difference between the deployment of the model on the training partition, and the 
newly calculated non-skid resistance partition provided an estimate of the 
performance loss due to heterogeneity. Further, investigation proceeded at the 
instance level, testing the change in predicted crash count by changing the skid 
resistance in semi-randomly selected instanced.   
The following sections provide the details of this strategy, and show 
unequivocally that skid resistance has a very strong inverse relationship with crash 
count. 
5.10.1 Assessing the level of homogeny between the skid resistance partition and 
the non-skid resistance partition 
Firstly, to assess the level of similarity between the skid resistance and non-
skid resistance partitions in the data, a cluster analysis was performed. Using the 
expectation maximization (EM) method [2], clusters were derived from the whole 
data set, where the skid resistance covariate was removed. A set of  clusters were 
identified.  Both the skid resistance and non-skid resistance partitions had significant 
populations of instances from each cluster but the proportions were differed. Prior 
investigation in other domains has showed that the comparative predictive capability 
of the population from each cluster differs, sometimes substantially when models 
from the populations of the various clusters are applied to the predictive model in 
question.  Logic dictates that these clusters would have a high probability of 
demonstrating varying levels of predictive ability as well. 
Thus with the differing proportions in the cluster groups between the two 
partitions,  a model trained on the skid resistance partition could be expected to 
experience some loss of deployment accuracy when tested on the non-skid resistance 
partition.  
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The following sections use differences in model deployment between the 
partitions to quantify the overall loss. 
5.10.2 Estimating the predictive accuracy of the model in deployment 
Prior results in section 5.4 showed that, with optimal models trained on the 
partition with skid resistance (TR), the magnitude of the loss in correlation in the 
order of around 12% when the model is deployed on the whole dataset (DS). The 
objective of this section is to measure the effect of the predictive loss caused by the 
missing skid resistance values trained on (TR), from that quantify the predictive loss 
due to heterogeneity between the training set and the whole data set, and revise the 
deployment over the whole data set. 
Firstly, to assess the effect of the loss of skid resistance, a model was trained 
on the partition of data with skid resistance (TR) and deployed in itself, but with the 
skid distance values set to null (TR’).  A summary of results from section 
1705.10.2.1 shows that for the optimal model (minWeight of 8), a training r-value of 
0.9084 is realized, and subsequent testing, a value of 0.823 when the model deployed 
on the modified training data with skid resistance removed (TR’).   
Thus, a predictive drop of 0.0854 or 9.4% loss is appreciated by removing the 
skid resistance values. This was named the skid resistance factor. 
Secondly, in section 5.10.2.2, the model above trained on the partition with 
skid resistance (TR) was deployed on the partition without skid resistance (NS), 
showing the correlation coefficient (r-value) of 0.6128. Adding the skid resistance 
factor of 0.0854 to the prediction gives a rough estimation of the deployment r-value 
of the non-skid resistance partition, which if resistance values were available would 
have the value of 0.6982. 
Knowing this value enables an estimation of the difference in performance due 
to heterogeneity between the partition with skid resistance (TR) and the non-skid 
resistance partition (NS). For the optimal model (minWeight of 8), the difference 
between the deployment of the model on the estimated non-skid resistance partition 
(NS) if skid resistance values were available is (0.6982) and compared to the whole 
data set (D) at (0.7824), thus the difference in correlation coefficient due to 
heterogeneity between the partitions is 0.0842 or 11%.  
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Considering that in the calculation above, the whole data set (D) contains the 
non-skid resistance instances, a more valid comparison would be between the 
deployment of the model on its own dataset (TR), which would lose a few percentage 
points below 0.9084. The estimated value for the non-skid resistance data (NS) if it 
had skid resistance values (0.6982), so that a loss of value due to heterogeneity could 
be estimated at around double the 11% figure: possible to be over 20%. However, 
these values for the assessment of the effect of heterogeneity are questionable, since 
all clusters that exist in the training set also exits in the non-skid resistance set, and 
thus all rules should be present to make the required predictions.  
Considering the predictive accuracy of the model over the whole network, with 
the 60% of instances having missing skid resistance values, the known correlation 
coefficient (r-value) is 0.78. If the skid resistance values were known, approximately 
60% of instances would increase their correlation coefficient on average by 0.085, 
making a net sum of 0.51 to the deployment. Thus, the estimated correlation 
coefficient would be close to 0.83 and a revised loss of predictive ability due to 
heterogeneity of approximately 9%. 
In summary, these whole of model estimations, while of questionable 
assumption and accuracy, do show that the effect of loss of skid resistance over the 
whole model was substantial and significant, and are much greater than the initial 
method of comparison, comparing models with and without skid resistance, 
suggested. Details of these tests are provided in sections 5.10.2.1, 5.10.2.2, with 
detailed instance modelling in section 5.10.3. 
5.10.2.1 Estimating the effect of loss of skid resistance values on model 
deployment accuracy  
The approach taken was to train the model as normal on the training/testing set 
(TR) with skid resistance included and subsequently  prepare  a new deployment 
dataset (TR') from the training set itself by remove all skid resistance values by 
changing them to null. Then test the model on TR'. This test conforms to hypothesis 
testing, with the experimental variable being skid resistance variable with actual 
values vs. and null values, correlation coefficient as the result, and all other factors 
were kept constant. Thus, the reduction in deployment correlation coefficient can be 
attributed to the introduced null skid resistance values. 
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Stages of the method were: 
(1) Train and test the model using the percentage split validation method with 
the 42% of instances with skid resistance (TR).The the resulting correlation was 
derived from testing the model on 33% of the discrete instances randomly chosen 
from the skid resistance dataset. 
(2) In the training set (all instances with skid resistance); set the skid resistance 
values to null. Make this the deployment set (TR') 
(3) Deploy the model on TR'. Results are shown as B curve of interest on 
Figure 43. 
(4) Calculate the difference and percentage difference between the training and 
deployment correlation coefficient: shown as columns 4 and 5 in Table 5-7. 
(5) Name this series the skid resistance factor. 
The trials were conducted using the normal series of the minWeight 
configuration shown in Table 5-17 and Figure 5-24. 
Table 5-17 Comparison correlation coefficient of models on training data (67% 











when the model was 
applied to the modified  
training set  with Skid 
Resistance values set to 













2 0.9238 0.8391 0.0847 -9.2% 
4 0.917 0.8307 0.0863 -9.4% 
8 0.9084 0.823 0.0854 -9.4% 
16 0.8517 0.8108 0.0409 -4.8% 
32 0.8074 0.7969 0.0105 -1.3% 
64 0.8053 0.7882 0.0171 -2.1% 
128 0.5459 0.5382 0.0077 -1.4% 
 
The results plotted  in Figure 5-24 show that as the models are generalized with 
increasing values of the minWeight configuration values between 2 to 8, the 
difference between the normal model and the model with null skid resistance values 
(the skid resistance factor) remains relatively constant at above a 9% reduction.  
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Beyond the minWeight value of 8, the results converge. At the minWeight value of 
32, the curves meet and follow a similar trajectory. 
Thus the skid resistance factor is represented by the tuple (0.084, 0.086, 0.085, 
0.040, 0.01, 0.017, 0.007) and the values are indexed by the minWeight values of 2, 
4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and128 respectively. 
 
Figure 5-24 Estimation loss of prediction with null skid resistance 
 
Three significant outcomes from the test are: 
 Discovery of the magnitude of the loss of correlation coefficient due to 
the removal of skid resistance values in the dataset, i.e. the skid 
resistance factor shows a loss of 9% and above. 
 Discovery of the role the minWeight parameter in obtaining the optimal 
tree size.  At the value of 8, the minWeight parameter produced models 
that optimize the predictive effect of the skid resistance variable. This is 
extremely important. 
 The predictive effect of skid resistance is lost once the trees become too 
generalized, i.e. beyond the minWeight value of 8.  
 Below minWeight of 8, unnecessarily large trees are developed, leading 
to increased difficulty of interpretation and slight loss of predictive 
capability in model deployment. 
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The reason for skid resistance's predictive loss is clearly demonstrated by 
examination of the positioning of skid resistance in the tree diagram in Table 5-19.  
Nodes determined by a skid resistance split are at least five layers deep in the 
tree, shown by four of the five-skid resistance (AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km) 
variable splits, i.e. those labelled B to E.  
Therefore, as the depth of the tree contracts with the increase in minWeight, 
and the subsequent tree depth drops below 5, the skid resistance rules are lost from 
the tree.  This mechanism explains why the smaller trees lose their ability to predict 
high crashes where skid resistance is significant.  Earlier investigations in this study 
[94] show that low skid resistance is covariant with high crash rates. This model 
shows that as the skid resistance rules are lost from the model, the ability of the 
model to predict the high crashes is also lost.  These models provide further evidence 
that the skid resistance / high crash rate relationship is more significant than 
covariance, and points to a cause/effect relationship.  
5.10.2.2 Estimating how well data without skid resistance will perform when 
provided with the correct (but unknown) value once deployed in the 
skid resistance/crash rate profile 
The results from the section above investigating the loss of predictive accuracy 
value caused by null skid resistance values were applied in this section. The newly 
derived series of values (the skid resistance factor) were added to the deployment 
correlation coefficients of the non-skid resistance component of the deployment set 
(NS).  Adding the appropriate value from the series provides an estimate of how well 
these problem instances with null skid resistance values are likely to perform in the 
crash/skid resistance profiles when provided with the correct skid resistance value. 
Table 5-18 Estimated performance of non-skid resistance data when provided 
correct skid resistance values in the crash rate/skid resistance profiling process  
 Min 
Num 







 Estimated NonF60 
(NS) with substituted 
F60 values  
Whole Dataset 
D ployment  
(DS) 
2 2014 0.9238 0.5879 0.0847 0.6726 0.7848 
4 1175 0.917 0.6037 0.0863 0.6900 0.7845 
8 778 0.9084 0.6128 0.0854 0.6982 0.7824 
16 426 0.8517 0.6112 0.0409 0.6521 0.773 
32 190 0.8047 0.6061 0.0105 0.6166 0.7435 
64 103 0.5049 0.5706 0.0171 0.5877 0.7109 
128 25 0.5399 0.5136 0.0077 0.5213 0.5252 
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Results in Table 5-18 show the estimated correlation when the appropriate 
value was added to the deployment result of the non-skid resistance values instances 
NonF60 (NS) dataset.  This substitution will occur automatically in the crash/skid 
resistance profiling process.  
The results are plotted in Figure 5-25.  Curve NS shows the base correlation 
coefficient for model deployment on the data without skid resistance values. The area 
above NS (C) represents the skid resistance factor values, which when added to NS 
gives the estimated correlation coefficient curve (D) should the correct skid 
resistance value be provided. The area (B) between the estimate curve (D) and the 
deployment correlation coefficient of all data (DS) represents an estimate of the 
correlation degradation caused by a differences in data between the training set (TR) 
and the non-skid resistance dataset (NS). 
As discussed above, the provision of the correct skid resistance values is 
estimated to improve the model fit by about 9%. 
Comparison between the training models using data with skid resistance and 
without resistance data accounts for an estimated predictive loss of around 8%. 
 
Figure 5-25 Estimated difference of correlation due to data differences and 
heterogeneity between the data partitions with and without skid resistance 
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5.10.3 Assessment of the role of skid resistance on crash at the instances level 
AS discussed in section 5.10, examination of the change in model statistics, 
while valuable, gives only a very broad view of the effect of skid resistance, with no 
insights into the actions of individual instances. 
Thus, investigation was made of the behaviour of individual instances, using a 
novel method of changing the skid resistance values and recording the predicted 
crash count to assess the significance of the variable. 
Figure 5-26 shows the distribution of actual crash count and the predicted crash 
count of all instances where the model trained on skid resistance subset (TR) is  
deployment on the whole dataset (DS).  The points are drawn in either a coloured X 
or a grey M.  M indicates an instance with a valid skid resistance value and X 
indicates an instance where the skid resistance value is null. 
The figure shows that instances that have skid resistance values (X) are 
distributed tightly around the y = x line (marked as C). Their tight aggregation 
appears as a green smudge on the chart following the red line.   
 
Figure 5-26 Crash count deployment scatter plot showing actual crash count vs. 
predicted crash count of instances with skid resistance (X) and null skid resistance 
value (M) 
However attributes with missing skid resistance values (M) are spread widely 
in areas adjacent to the y = x line and occupy the regions marked as A and B.   The 
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worst cases instances have variance up to 40 crashes of error above the predicted 
value (labelled E) and 40 crashes of error below. While dispersed, the instances with 
null skid resistance values still position closely around the predicted value to a 
moderate degree, demonstrated by the correlation coefficient of 0.8.  
Prior results in Section 5.10.2.1 demonstrated that rendering the skid resistance 
value to null caused a general reduction in the overall crash rate prediction accuracy. 
Conversely, the hypothesis should be true that by replacing the null value with 
accurate estimates of skid resistance values, the resulting prediction would become 
more accurate. In this situation, the recalculated crash rate would improve with a 
convergence between the actual and calculated crash counts and a rising of the 
correlation coefficient. 
The difficulty lay in the problem that no method was available to estimate the 
accurate skid resistance values. However, this was not an issue of great consequence 
because the objective was to demonstrate that the model encapsulated a significant 
relationship between skid resistance and crash rate. To test this question a selection 
of randomly selected instances were tested with a range of skid resistance values to 
examine the change of crash rate. 
 Each selected instances was replicated, with each of the replicate populated 
allocated with one of a set of increasing skid resistance values to provide the 
environment to test the crash count with an increase in skid resistance. 
The test is described in section 6.4, and the results show a very strong inverse 
relationship does exists between skid resistance and crash rate. The strength of this 
relationship is demonstrated where the  predicted crash rate values can traverse the 
full range of crash rates from low to high with a corresponding set of skid resistance 
values from high to low.   
With the regression tree family of algorithms being classified as a parametric 
method, the input variables can be expressed as a k-dimensional vector I,  where  I = 
(a1, a2,- ,a(F60), - , ak), where I is the instance and ai  is an attribute, and skid resistance 
θ(F60) is one of them. Skid resistance (F60) has been shown to be significant. 
This test showed that, regardless of the heterogeneity between the training data 
with skid resistance and the partition without skid resistance, application of the 
model was effective in the non-skid resistance partition. 
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5.10.4 Lessons learning regarding comparing the effect of a covariate in 
modelling 
The section 5.10 examined three ways of assessing the effect of a covariate. 
Firstly is demonstrates that the method of assessing the effect of a covariate by 
comparing the results of performing training with and without the covariate can 
produce only a small difference in correlation coefficient, and can be misleading.  
 A more effective method is to perform training with the covariate, then render 
the values of the covariate to null, and subsequently deploy the model on the new set. 
With this data, the second method showed a much greater difference in the predictive 
accuracy between the two data partitions. 
Further, much can be learned from the behaviour of the covariate when 
investigated at the instance level. By selecting and replicating a subset of instances 
and providing a set of sample covariate values across the expected range, a profile is 
created for each original variable. On applying the model, predictions will be made 
according to the new covariate value. Analysis of relationship of the sample 
covariate values with the predicted target value will give a very strong indicator of 
the presence of absence of a relationship, and thus the significance of the variable. 
5.11 A SAMPLE CRASH COUNT TREE 
The tree presented in Table 5-19 has been selected for human perusal rather 
than machine deployment, and has been designed with a limited number of nodes to 
favour the human understanding at loss of accuracy, thus with the bias towards 
generality. The key configuration parameter of minimum total weight of instances / 
leaf (minWeight) was set to 92 rather than the optimal value of 16, to reduce the tree 
size, and consequently sacrifices the model accuracy in favour of comprehensibility.   
5.11.1 Limitations of this tree 
The maximum road crash count that a road segment accrued in the four-year 
data collection period was 100 crashes. The highest crash count predicted by the 
model is 79.47 of the possible 100. This inability to predict to the maximum value is 
a consequence of limitation on tree size. The rule identifying the high crash region is 
defined by both AADT and skid resistance and shown on the tree as label A.  
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 Other high crash areas are labelled B to E and low skid resistance plays a role 
in all but one of them.  
The method of tree deployment and instruction on interpretation of the 
statistics are provided in the section entitled Modelling case study with the REPTree 
regression tree algorithm 
Note that in the node statistic, the number of non-performing instance found in the 
rule, are not trustworthy, and in some rules exceeds the number of instances.  In the 
example in Sample Rule   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Bridge, Causeway : 2.85 (92.41/5.37) 
[41.69/3.13] 
( 15, the node is selected by a final split based on roadway features. The crash rate is 
a low 2.85 crashes per four years. In the data allocated to training, 92 road segments 
were reported with that condition, and only 5 are poorly classified. Statistics for the 
training set indicate that of the 41 roads identified, only 3 are poorly classified.  The 
two locations of the statistic in the rules are shown in the training and testing 
reporting results in brackets, with the offending testing values emboldened red in 
equation 15. 
Sample Rule   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Bridge, Causeway : 2.85 (92.41/5.37) [41.69/3.13] 
( 15) 
5.11.2 Conclusions about the role of skid resistance in crashes 
The significant attributes identified in are AADT, Roadway feature, crash 
speed, lane count, divided road, average friction at 60 (skid resistance) and traffic 
percent heavy.  
In relative importance, AADT plays the most significant part by partitioning 
roads into groups of above and below the threshold of 9872 vehicles per day. These 
partitions were further divided by roadway features and crash speed in the group 
below 9972 vehicles per day.  With the class of instances with or above 9972 
vehicles per day, the primary partitioning attributes are skid resistance, speed limit, 
lane count, divided road, and seal type.  Thus, skid resistance is shown to be more 
significant on roads with daily traffic rates above 10 thousand vehicles per day. This 
relationship is examined in detail in the section 4.4.2.  
The relevant fact is that this threshold of 10k vehicles per day is just above the 
crash prone threshold [94], where roads below the threshold of 8 crashes per four-
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year period begin to have more in common with roads without crashes. The really 
interesting fact is this the crash count method shows that  low-crash roads cannot be 
predicted accurately by crash rate models, particularly below 5 crashes per 4 years.   
While the low crash count values, i.e. between 1 and 8, are below the resolving 
power of the mode, and this accounts for a significant proportion of the loss of 
relative predictive accuracy, the resolving power of the model itself decreases with 
the approach to this minimum value range. Examination of Figure 6-5 shows a wider 
distribution of predicted crash count in the lowest crash region.  
We infer that in this region, the roadway features of these low crash roads do 
not strongly contribute to crashes as the background crash rate. At the background 
crash rate, sought by the roadway engineer, the non-road factors such as the driver 
behaviour and error, plus vehicle design/condition are currently accepted to be the 
primary contributors.  
  Thus, we infer, that in the lower range, the predictive capability of the model 
fitted with roadway features is impaired because the features do not significant 
contribute to the crashes. This combined effect of the model resolution and non-
causation effect are shown in the loss of predictive ability in the low crash regions, 
aptly demonstrated in Figure 6-15. 
Examination of Figure 5-11 shows that the crashes occurring on low crash road 
segments make up the greatest proportion of crashes, and occur on roads with the 
lowest traffic rates (AATD) below 10 thousand vehicles per day. This value 
corresponds to the root branch of the tree shown Figure 5-19, where the splitting 
value of the root node shows an AADT value of 9872, a value generally partitioning 
the tree into high crash (crash prone) and low crash roads. 
Examination of the density of the crashes in Figure 5-11 show the crashes are 
distributed normally across the full skid resistance range at the lowest level of 
AATD, whereas as the AADT rate begins to increase, the crash distribution begins to 
shows a negative skew, which is quite pronounced once the traffic rate reaches 10k 
vehicles per day. The chart derived directly from the data correlates well with the 
regression tree structure, with rules structured around label A defining the area of 
highest crash between AADT values of 9872 and 21275 vehicles per day with a skid 
resistance value less than 0.23. 
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AADT < 9872 
|   AADT < 6105 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Not Applicable 
|   |   |   CRASH_SPEED_LIMIT < 85 
|   |   |   |   AADT < 3983.5 : 3.61 (465.87/9.17) [232.72/10.57] 
|   |   |   |   AADT >= 3983.5 : 6.05 (317.96/14.64) [159.22/18.74] 
|   |   |   CRASH_SPEED_LIMIT >= 85 
|   |   |   |   AADT < 1476.5 : 1.55 (556.49/1) [313.96/1.32] 
|   |   |   |   AADT >= 1476.5 : 2.76 (1581.76/4.04) [757.42/4.6] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = T junction : 4.23 (455.83/14.48) [236.07/13.81] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Roundabout : 11.16 (39.69/42.59) [20.34/45.32] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Cross : 6.95 (277.86/23.6) [148.14/25.89] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Bridge, Causeway : 2.85 (92.41/5.37) [41.69/3.13] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Merge Lane : 2.84 (6.34/1.78) [6.34/3.15] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Median Opening : 16.05 (17/82.22) [5/62.19] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Interchange : 8.75 (1.03/40.22) [0.34/2.78] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Multiple Road : 5.13 (6.34/12.53) [1/1.72] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Railway Crossing : 3.5 (21/3.19) [15/3.56] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Bikeway : 3.59 (0/0) [0/0] 
|   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Y junction : 10.33 (0/0) [3/126.59] 
|   AADT >= 6105 
|   |   CRASH_SPEED_LIMIT < 85 
|   |   |   LANE_COUNT < 2.16 : 11.87 (1021.48/56.19) [534.37/54.31] 
|   |   |   LANE_COUNT >= 2.16 : 19.68 (178.61/166.41) [83.73/170.16] 
|   |   CRASH_SPEED_LIMIT >= 85 : 4.94 (498.55/14.1) [254.95/18.23] 
AADT >= 9872 
|   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km < 0.23 : 79.47 (98/1254.38) [39/954.79]      (A) 
|   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km >= 0.23 
|   |   CRASH_SPEED_LIMIT < 65 
|   |   |   LANE_COUNT < 3.46 
|   |   |   |   AADT < 21275 
|   |   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km < 0.25 : 28.95 (99.92/178.34) [46.17/172.48]        (B) 
|   |   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km >= 0.25 
|   |   |   |   |   |   DIVIDED-ROAD = FALSE : 15.85 (431.5/76.08) [207.07/107.33] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   DIVIDED-ROAD = TRUE 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km < 0.4 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   AADT < 16418 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Not Applicable : 17.87 (346.93/64.78) [159.26/63.76] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = T junction : 16.61 (167.75/68.4) [94/91.71] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Roundabout : 17.6 (97.18/57.3) [46.31/45.2] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Cross : 21.66 (276.29/66.25) [134.62/78.58] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Bridge, Causeway : 14.59 (2.19/32.78) [1.86/169.31] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Merge Lane : 5.27 (1.28/8.41) [0.86/29.8] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Median Opening : 18.68 (20.31/153.58) [6/80.18] 
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|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Interchange : 14.19 (3.28/173.21) [0/0] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Multiple Road : 24.35 (1.28/68.66) [1/237.21] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Railway Crossing : 29 (0/0) [1/106.39] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Bikeway : 18.74 (0/0) [0/0] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   ROADWAY_FEATURE = Y junction : 18.74 (0/0) [0/0] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   AADT >= 16418 : 22.4 (239.43/82.04) [129.31/70.38] 
|   |   |   |   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km >= 0.4 : 26.23 (139.08/168.49) [75.75/189.17] 
|   |   |   |   AADT >= 21275 
|   |   |   |   |   AADT < 23340.5 : 41.01 (170.97/253.94) [76.19/288.42]      (C) 
|   |   |   |   |   AADT >= 23340.5 : 25.58 (223.14/99.04) [115.85/105.2] 
|   |   |   LANE_COUNT >= 3.46 
|   |   |   |   TRAFFIC_PERCENT_HEAVY < 3.7 : 59.19 (151.12/409.73) [90.72/381.19]   (D) 
|   |   |   |   TRAFFIC_PERCENT_HEAVY >= 3.7 : 30.71 (206.93/191.29) [107.58/182.5] 
|   |   CRASH_SPEED_LIMIT >= 65 
|   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km < 0.37 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km < 0.37 
|   |   |   |   |   SEAL_TYPE = Spray Seal : 15.68 (200.13/76.09) [115.41/91.22] 
|   |   |   |   |   SEAL_TYPE = Dense Graded Asphalt : 17.12 (743.67/83.02) [354.41/80.69] 
|   |   |   |   |   SEAL_TYPE = Cement Concrete : 7.28 (58.86/11.79) [25.27/8.93] 
|   |   |   |   |   SEAL_TYPE = Gap Graded Asphalt : 17.87 (32.76/44.95) [19.15/75.9] 
|   |   |   |   |   SEAL_TYPE = Open Graded Asphalt : 8.17 (31.73/26.04) [21.14/18.12] 
|   |   |   |   |   SEAL_TYPE = Slurry Surfacing : 10.08 (39.41/10.92) [22.19/14.44] 
|   |   |   |   |   SEAL_TYPE = Geotextile Seal : 15.82 (0/0) [0/0] 
|   |   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km >= 0.37 : 27.31 (161.5/389.48) [97.51/390.85]   (E) 
|   |   |   AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km >= 0.37 
|   |   |   |   ROAD_TYPE_SLN = Secondary : 3.84 (5.03/2.4) [0.01/31.06] 
|   |   |   |   ROAD_TYPE_SLN = Main : 10.94 (111.79/42.03) [58.2/46.24] 
|   |   |   |   ROAD_TYPE_SLN = Highway : 9.1 (921.73/28.77) [437.44/29.78] 
|   |   |   |   ROAD_TYPE_SLN = Unclassified : 10.96 (0/0) [0/0] 
|   |   |   |   ROAD_TYPE_SLN = Developmental : 1.03 (0.51/0.49) [0.5/0.1] 
|   |   |   |   ROAD_TYPE_SLN = Urban Arterial : 13.96 (604.04/32.99) [266.92/28.93] 
|   |   |   |   ROAD_TYPE_SLN = Urban Sub-Arterial : 6.24 (6.04/5.25) [3.01/3.35] 
 
Size of the tree : 77 
Deployment Correlation Coefficient:  0.713 
 
5.12 SUMMARY 
This chapter has examined the selection and configuration of data mining, 
feature (covariate) selection, attribute transformations, minimum subset modelling, 
fine-tuning of the modelling parameters and examined the effect of missing skid 
resistance values on the deployment performance. The chapter clearly demonstrates 
that road segment crash count can be predicted using a regression tree configured 
with road, crash and traffic covariates, thus answering research questions 2 in the 
affirmative, regarding  data mining and the road crash data being able to predict road 
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segment crash. Skid resistance is shown to have a very strong relationship with crash, 
providing the level of confidence required to proceed with developing the final 
models and their deployment in the skid resistance/crash rate profile.  In addition, a 
sample tree is examined to determine skid resistance/crash rate trends. The summary 
of the findings of the chapter are listed below: 
 The multivariate regression tree model is an appropriate data mining method for 
analysis of the heterogeneous road crash data set (Section 5.3.3),  
 Both REPTree [97] and M5 are found to be a suitable algorithm for the road 
crash data set  in section 5.3, however REPTree models are executed in seconds 
rather than hours or days, thus making it more suitable than M5 for use in this 
exploratory chapter. 
 The optimal multivariate model depends on limiting tree growth to the best 
level.  Largest trees may lose predictive ability in deployment with overly 
complex trees thus overfitting of the model. While small trees lose predictive 
ability (Figure 5-3) as their growth potential is limited and leaf nodes store a 
wider range of instances for calculation of results. 
 One of the most effective parameters for controlling tree growth in the REPTree 
algorithm is the minimum total weight of instances in a leaf (minWeight), with 
the relationship between the correlation coefficient and minWeight shown in 
Figure 5-3. The parameter to 2 produces a model with slight overfitting and 
performance loss in deployment. A high performance plateau exists between 
values between 4 and 8. Of these, the higher value of 8 with fewer rules was 
preferred because of the reduction in complexity and improved 
comprehensibility.  Above the value of 8, subsequent deployment performance 
is becoming progressively less accurate (Figure 5-22).  
 A systematic feature selection study was conducted to determine the most 
effective attribute lists (section 5.4). Three approaches were taken. Firstly, 
manual testing of the individual attributes in section 5.4.1 was used to gain 
understanding about their behaviour and lead the identification of the most 
active variables. Secondly, a manual testing process of inclusions and exclusions 
of attributes was performed (Section 5.4.3), and finally the automated feature 
selection process (5.4.4 & 5.4.5), the WrapperSubsetEval [83] was used. The 
automated process required configuration with the algorithm used in analysis, 
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i.e., REPTree. The highest performing feature sets were derived using a 
combination of results from a range of automatic methods that were manually 
compiled, and included set of 14 variables. A feature set with all 47 variables of 
after the removal of the Region attribute performed about 3% better on 
deployment (r-value) than with feature sets selected by the automated method. 
The automatic selection process was affected by the value of the minWeight 
property of the model under investigation, with models with a low minWeight 
parameter value slightly biased towards variables of interval type, whereas 
generalized models with high minWeight parameter values were slightly biased 
towards selection of categorical variables.  
 In a REPTree model, individual attribute testing showed that categorical 
variables are generally not affected by the minWeight parameter setting and 
return the same correlation coefficient throughout the range, whereas the 
interval variable are sensitive and their contribution rapidly drops off as the 
minWeight parameter value increases (Section 5.4.1).  
 The minWeight parameter reduces the tree size by specifying the minimum total 
weight of instances in a leaf. Logic dictates that by increasing the number of 
instances required at a leaf, the capability of the leaf to represent high values is 
forced downwards by the greater range of values stored in the leaf, e.g. by 
reducing the average of a small group of high value instances with instances of 
lower value (Section 5.3.3).  For example, a model created with the REPTree 
algorithm and the road crash data begins to lose its capability to predict high 
crash roads once the minWeight parameter exceeds a value of 8. A model 
configured at 8 can predict the full range of crashes up to 100, while with a 
value of 16, the model can only predict up to 68 crashes per 4 years (Figure 
5-19). This loss of predictive ability is caused because high crash roads 
generally have a substantial skid resistance variable with a high average values, 
however in model configurations above the minWeight value above 8, these 
leaves are subsumed into other lower value leaves and are lost from the tree. 
 The regression tree algorithm M5 [25] utilized in Chapter 6, uses a process 
similar to the REPTree method.  In models configured to create built models, the 
values of the set of instances at the leaf values are evaluated to provide average 
values. The process is identical, whereas in non-built model trees where 
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regression rules reside in the leaf nodes, the high skid resistance rules are lost 
from the tree. 
 Mathematical Transformations of the interval target or covariates made 
absolutely no difference to the predictive ability of the model () with either the 
REPTree and M5 algorithms. 
 A Monte Carlo simulation using Salford CART and the road, traffic, crash 
covariates showed substantial “lift” in prediction, measured by relative error 
(Section 2.11.2.2) in the true model. In this process, a model using the natural 
values of the instances was compared to models where the values in the 
instances had been scrambled. This method provided very strong evidence of the 
presence of information encapsulated in the model (Figure 5-23). 
 The section 5.10 examined three ways of assessing the significance of a 
covariate and devised methods to examining the level of heterogeneity between 
two data partitions, one of which has the all values of a key covariate missing. 
  Firstly, investigation in section 5.10 demonstrated that the method of assessing 
the effect of a covariate by comparing the results of performing training with 
and without the covariate can produce only a small difference in correlation 
coefficient, and can be highly misleading.  
  A more effective method devised in section 5.10.2.1 was performed firstly by 
training the model with the covariate, then rendering the values in the training 
set of the covariate to null, and subsequently deploying the model on the new 
set. With this data, the second method showed a much greater difference in the 
predictive accuracy between the two data partitions. This method was used to 
ascertain the effect of the loss of predictive capability (r-value) of the model 
when trained on the data partition with skid resistance values was deployed on 
the partition with null skid resistance.  
 Subsequently in section 5.10.2.2, this value was used to make an estimate of the 
more significant question of the loss of predictive capability due to 
heterogeneity between the partitions. To support the finding that the level of 
heterogeneity was small, a clustering method was devised. Section 5.10.1 
describes how clusters were defined for the full data set, and subsequent filtering 
showed that both partitions had significant populations of each cluster, but with 
the heterogeneity expressed in differing proportions of instances in each cluster. 
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 To show unequivocally that a substantial relationship existed between the skid 
resistance covariate and crash rate and lay to rest the doubt caused by dispute in 
a proportion of the literature, a novel investigation was performed in section 
5.10.3 at the instance level. By selecting and replicating a subset of instances 
and providing a set of sample covariate values across the expected range, a 
profile was created for each original variable. On applying the model, crash rate 
predictions showed a very strong inverse relationship between skid resistance 
and crash rate, and thus showing the significance of the variable. 
 These methods showed the significance of the variable, and qualified the level 
of homogeneity/heterogeneity between the data partitions. 
 In section 5.6, as part of data understanding, an estimate was made of the 
proportion of training data required for successful deployment, showing that 
around 20% was required. 
 In section 5.7 the proportion of training data required was further examined 
using the seed parameter to judge the stability of the mode. Using multiple 
models with different seeds may have application that is more general. The 
capability of the method to determine the level that a particular configuration 
caused convergence and stability of the correlation coefficients of the model is a 
significant method for application applicable to most projects. Thus, this seed 
configuration method could become a standard model stability indicator. 
 Section 5.11 performs analysis on a REPTree tree and examines shows skid 
resistance to be a significant variable in predicting high crash rates, showing that 
low skid is a factor in high crash rate. 
_________________________________________________________  
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Chapter 6: Results from comparative data 
mining, model configuration and model 
deployment 
This chapter firstly performs a comparative data mining algorithm assessment 
to select the optimal DM algorithm for developing a model for deployment in the 
skid resistance/crash rate profile. Configuration and model performance of the 
selected M5 algorithm are investigated. Examination is then made of the deployment, 
examining the result of applying the model in the profile; firstly by examining 
individual profiles and subsequently assessing the results from the whole road 
network. 
The chapter resolves thesis question 4 and 5 (section 1.4.1). Question 4, 
regarding the goodness of skid resistance/crash rate profile method, is assessed by 
examination of the profiles and comparing the inductively derived results to 
stochastic outcomes from other studies. Question 5, regarding perceived deficiencies 
in the data mining process guide CRISP-DM [27], is assessed by effectiveness of the 
project workflow and project results. 
In prior sections, the REPTree regression tree algorithm [97] was utilized 
because of its speed and short time of model development (section 5.3). In this 
chapter, the algorithm M5 Rules [25] replaces the REPTree in modelling, because 
the results of algorithmic comparative study show equivalent predictive performance, 
but M5 provides more compact trees and leaf-node regression rules. The rules are 
suitable for both human analysis and machine deployment. The DM methods 
developed and applied in REPTree in Chapter 5 transfer quite well to M5. Note that 
the tree pre-pruning parameter, minimum total weight of instances in a leaf 
(minWeight), is functionally replaced by the minimum number of instances for a split 
(minNum). The MinNum value of 32 provides the operational equivalent of optimal 
minWeight value of 8 derived in chapter 5. 
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6.1 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION 
Section 6.2 examines a range of candidate algorithms capable for making 
numeric predictions. Each was configured similarly to the REPTree model with a 
selection of the covariates listed in Table 4-3. Results in Figure 6-2 show that bagged 
M5 Rules was among the best performers.  
Section 6.3 examines the model deployment, where the model demonstrated a 
less than stellar correlation coefficient (r) of 0.8 (r-sq 0.64). To clarify the model 
goodness, this section makes estimates of the real deployment correlation coefficient, 
if skid resistance values were available. 
Section 6.4 investigates to clarify further the goodness of the model when 
applied to the instances with null skid resistance values. An instance-level 
investigation was conducted by applying the model on semi randomly selected 
instances with a range of skid resistance values to ascertain the effect of skid 
resistance on crash rate within this set of instances (Figure 6-3, Figure 6-4). 
Section 6.5 reports on testing of the selected M5 model find the optimal 
configuration (Figure 6-5). 
Section 6.6 describes execution of the model within the profile and examines 
the results, including the distribution of actual crash count vs. predicted crash count 
Figure 6-6, and details from a single road segment profile (Figure 6-7). 
Section 6.7 examines the goodness of the profiles, seeking a coherence among 
views that can contribute to the continuing evaluation of the method in the Strategy 
of Analysis, used to assess the trustworthiness of the method and results. The sub-
sections are listed below. 
Section 6.7.1 assesses the general form of the crash curve derived from the 
profile using a set of quality indicators (Figure 6-8). 
Section 6.7.2 examines the profile types found in the whole data set (Figure 
6-10). 
Section 6.7.3 performs a series of quality check on the profiles collectively. 
These examinations include the following. Examination of the transformation of the 
current distribution of skid resistance for the roadway system to the new predicted 
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optimal low-risk skid resistance distribution (Figure 6-11). Examination is conducted 
of the overall improvement in crash rate by road segment crash count (Figure 6-12).  
Examination is conducted of the incremental improvements with progressive 
increase in the crash threshold (Figure 6-13, Figure 6-14, Figure 6-15).  Examination 
is conducted of the shift in distribution of crash count from the situation at data 
collection time in comparison to the predicted optimal state (Figure 6-16). 
Section 6.8 provides examines the effectiveness of guidance in higher level 
thinking while using data mining process guide CRISP-DM [27] as the primary 
management method. The section proposed that integration of the Informational 
Paradigm [4] would provide the information management layer that would help 
manage the higher thought processes required for quality knowledge discovery. 
Section 6.9 examines a preliminary method for developing confidence intervals 
data miming (Figure 6-17). 
6.2 RESULTS FROM COMPARATIVE ALGORITHM TESTING 
The first stage involved testing a range of algorithms capable of making 
numeric predictions to find the highest performing algorithm. The criteria for 
selecting a method were (1) high predictive capability when deployed on the whole 
network and (2) capability of prediction through the full range of crash values (1-
100).  The families tested including support vector machines, multilayer perceptron, 
nearest neighbour, regression and regression trees. The most successful was the 
regression trees family, which created superior models capable of prediction 
throughout the full range of values, with the benefit of having human readable rules.  
Results in Table 6-1 show the correlation coefficients (r) for both training and 
deployment over the whole network, ordered on the deployment coefficeint, and the 
capability of predicting between the ranges of 1 to 100 crashes in training shown in 
the columns  Min P.V. (minimum predicted value) and Max P.V. (maximum 
predicted value). The minus values in Min P.V. indicate a value outside of range, 
which are any values below 0. 
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LeastMedSq 0.5972 0.612 -1.2 21.85 
Lazy.Kstar 0.9774 0.67 1 100 
Decision Table 0.9598 0.674 -4.26 98.7 
Linear Regression 0.7332 0.6851 -20.5 53.9 
Lazy.Ibk 0.8991 0.6859 1 100 
Support Vector Machine 0.68 0.7 -8.4 42.9 
M5 Rules 0.9226 0.7023 -15.82 97.67 
M5P 0.9556 0.7055 -0.46 86.9 
MultiLayer Perceptron 0.9221 0.712 -53.9 104.8 
Dagged M5 rules 0.8849 0.7705 -0.46 87 
Dagged REPTree 0.8553 0.775 2.2 88.6 
REPTree 0.9238 0.7848 1.01 100 
Bagged M5 Rules 0.9569 0.8043 -4.26 98.7 
Bagged REPTree 0.962 0.8136 1.27 100 
Figure 6-1 Change in predicted crash count with increasing values of skid 
resistance vs. true crash count 
 
 
Figure 6-2 Crash range predicting ability of tested algorithms 
 
The deployment correlation coefficient (r) ranged from 0.612 to 0.816 with the 
highest returns posted by bagged M5 and REPTree as shown in Table 6-1and Figure 
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6-2. Multilayer perceptron was found to produce excessive outliers. Of the models, 
Bagged M5 Rules was selected over Bagged REPTree because of the errors that 
REPTree produces in reporting instance counts in the rule set. Even so, as mentioned 
before, the correlation coefficient (r) of 0.8 (r-sq of 0.64) was not stellar, and thus 
further work was required to ascertain the degradation of the effects of missing skid 
resistance values in the road crash locations (D) in deployment. 
6.3 INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF NULL SKID RESISTANCE 
VALUES ON THE DEPLOYMENT ACCURACY 
To ascertain the effect of the missing skid resistance values in the data on 
deployment of model M on all the crash locations (D), a model (M1) was trained 
with the same attributes except the skid resistance attributes using data (D1). In 
training, M1 returned a correlation coefficient of 0.92, marginally below the model 
with skid resistance (0.95) showing a small difference due the absence of skid 
resistance in modelling.  In deployment, results from the model with non-skid 
resistance returned a correlation coefficient of 0.805 (r-sq 0.648), slightly above the 
skid resistance model deployed in the dataset degraded by the high proportion of skid 
resistance null values.  
Section 5.10.2 showed that this method understates that results, and using the 
method of deploying the model on the training data with the skid resistance set to 
null, calculation using the results from REPTree showed a performance drop of 
almost 9%. REPTree and M5 show similar results.   
Given that the deployment data set D is composed of the training set TR and 
the instances with null skid resistance values NS, where NS is approximately 60% of 
the instances, a rise of 9% in NS would lead to a total deployment correlation 
coefficient of approximately 85% over the whole of data set D. These estimates 
allow some loss for heterogeneity between NS and TR.  
The more important question not answered by this test is how the change in 
skid resistance affects crash rate, and how the nulls impact on behaviours of 
predictions in the profiles data set (DP’) on the instances replicated with a range of 
F60 values. These questions are addressed in the next section. 
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6.4 FURTHER ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF THE CHANGE IN SKID 
RESISTANCE ON CRASH PREDICTION WITH TEST VALUES 
A test was devised to ascertain the direct effect of the changes in skid 
resistance on individual instances and thus determine the improvement of the 
deployment of the model M on all crash locations in the network. 
 A small group of instances selected instances were replicated three times, and 
each replicate tested with one of three following skid resistance values: a low value 
of 0.20, a mid value of 0.34 and a high value of 0.50. The rationale is discussed in 
section 5.10.3. 
The process selected a semi-random dataset of 53 instances from the training 
dataset (TR), sorted on crash count, to ensure that a representation of all crash rates 
was present.  The selected instances were replicated making three sets, and the skid 
resistance values listed above, 0.2, 0.34 and 0.5 were inserted, one in each replicate. 
Modelling with this set was a shift into new territory, because the standard model 
statistics no longer applied since the value of a significant variable in each instance 
had been changed. 
 
Figure 6-3 Effect of change in skid resistance in the change of predicted crash 
count displayed by crash count 
The model (M) was deployed.  Results of the changes in crash count with an 
increase in the values of skid resistance are shown in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4. The 
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results show that crash rate is very dependent upon the skid resistance value, 
changing dramatically in many cases. The results provide evidence for the strong 
inverse relationship between skid resistance and crash rate, with the magnitude 
depending on the class of roadway.   
Interesting patterns have emerged. Examination of Figure 6-3 shows that roads, 
which have below 5 crashes per four years, are not overly sensitive to change in skid 
resistance, and this experiment provides further evidence for the concept of non-
crash prone roads [94].  Figure 6-3 shows that examples of these non-sensitive roads 
extend up from the low crash range mentioned above through to almost half way 
through the crash range, reaching up to around 40 crashes per 4 years. The second 
class of roads present on the figure are the very skid resistance sensitive roads, and 
many show the propensity to rise to the maximum crash rate when given a low skid 
resistance value.   
The crash change plots in Figure 6-3 obscure an unexpected pattern; that with 
some of the road instances the predicted change is a rise in crash count within an 
incremental increase in skid resistance. This phenomenon can be detected by 
examination of Figure 6-4, showing the change in crash rate with change in skid 
resistance. 
 
Figure 6-4 Change in predicted crash count with progressively increasing 
values of skid resistance, for F60 values of 0.2, 0.34, 0.5 
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These plots provide an excellent guide to the likely behaviours road segments 
in profiling method. As mentioned above, the road segment experience either a drop 
in crash rate (label A), show no response to skid resistance (label C), or in a minor 
proportion, actually increase in value (label B). In the last case, the cause is 
suspected to be errors in the extrapolation process, possibly due to an incomplete 
covariate set, or a class of roadway not represented in the model. Hence, the 
erroneous skid resistance/crash profiles. The understanding the erroneous predictions 
provides a direction for future work.  
As stated above, some of the predicted crash show an extreme transition from 
high crash count to low crash count with the increase in skid resistance, e.g. from  
100 crashes to below 10 crashes per four years in some cases. Many show a 
significant reduction of gradient above the skid resistance value of 0.34, indicating 
that the sought low crash threshold will be below this value for some roads, and 
above this value for others. 
Focus returns to the unanswered question in Section 6.3, about the effect of the 
missing skid resistance value on deployment correlation coefficient. The current 
experiment shows that under the influence of the unknown but correct skid resistance 
value, the instances with null skid resistance values have the potential to move to 
their rightful predicted position, for a much higher correlation coefficient (r)  value 
than 0.80 (R-sq 0.64), but we can never know for certain. Thus on Figure 5-26, the 
predicted crash value of  road segments without skid resistance (the greyed out M 
symbols) would be shift to a more appropriate places if the skid resistance was 
known, thus decreasing the spread of the predicted values from the expected and 
subsequently increasing the correlation coefficient (r) of deployment of the model. 
6.5 CONFIGURING THE CANDIDATE MODEL 
Applying learning gained from REPTree in from Chapter 5, the bagged M5 
Rules model (M) configuration of minNum of 32 provided the highest predictive 
accuracy with the non-skid resistance training set, and was selected for deployment 
in the crash profiles model. The testing procedure and results are provided below. 
As per Chapter 5, configuration testing was performed using the rule splitting 
criteria minimum number of instances for a split (minNum) to find the optimal level 
of generalization for the model. Testing was performed on the complete road crash 
location dataset (D1), selected to remove the effect of the missing skid resistance 
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values in deployment. The whole dataset was included in deployment, because, as 
stated above, the whole dataset (D) was used building the skid resistance profile 
(DP).  
Default settings other than minNum were used for the M5 algorithm to produce 
a model tree with a regression rule at each leaf, with smoothing and pruning selected. 
The parameter build Regression Tree is used to activate evaluation of the regression 
formulae and produce an average number at each node rather than a regression 
formula. When set to false, the regression formulae remain at the leaf nodes. The 
parameter unpruned when set to false will automatic allow tree branch pruning, and 
unsmoothed when set to false will activate the unsmoothing processes to emulate the 
raw data when it has received prior smoothing treatment. 
The independent variable in this experiment sets the number of instances 
required to trigger a decision and split in the tree, minimum Number of Instances 
(minNum) with the initial value set to 4. This produced an over-fitted model with 
slight degradation in deployment. To find the optimal value, the parameter was 
progressively doubled and models built and tested, until a severely under-fitting 
model was produced at the value of 1024.  
Table 6-2 Training and testing of the whole dataset 







Testing Result All 
instances: D1  (r) 
4 0.9471 136 0.7371 
8 0.9497 154 0.8079 
16 0.9437 119 0.7371 
32 0.9337 111 0.8039 
64 0.9220 80 0.7474 
128 0.9039 55 0.7710 
256 0.8699 36 0.6937 
512 0.8257 18 0.7183 
1024 0.7415 8 0.6861 
 
Results are shown in Table 6-2, with an increase in the independent split count 
showing a progressive reduction in rules (and classes). In deployment, the most 
general tree, with the best deployment performance, has the configuration of split 
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count of 32 providing a deployment correlation coefficient (r) of 0.80 (r-sq 0.64) 
with 111 rules. This model was used for generating the preliminary profile (D). 
Based on this result, a model (M) was built on the training data with skid 
resistance (TR) with default parameters, except the minimum Number of Instances 
was set to 32.  Figure 6-5 shows the plot of the crash rate vs. the predicted crash rate, 
produced by the model (M). The plot of all points shows a reasonable ability of the 
model to predict crashes within an acceptable variation, capable of discrimination 
particularly in the higher crash ranges of greater interest.  Further examination of the 
vertical distributions of each prediction is required to ascertain the presence of a 
Poisson distribution, with a region of highest density generally positioned centrally. 
The presence of the distribution would  make the variance less than it first appears on 
the chart.  
 
Figure 6-5 The predictive capability of bagged M5 Rules 
A detailed analysis of this distribution is provided in section 5.11.2. 
6.6 SKID RESISTANCE/ CRASH PROFILE RESULTS 
The selected model (M) was applied to the skid resistance/crash profile dataset 
(DP), to predict crash values for each replicated instance. Process followed those 
described in Section 3.5.2.1 and illustrated in Figure 3-3. 
 As stated in section 3.5.1 (Page 71) new methods were needed to assess the 
profile because the standard correlation coefficient and other metrics used in the 
evaluation of regression results were no longer relevant to the model because the 
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value of the skid resistance covariate had been changed in each instance. The 
Strategy of Analysis for the profile is also outlined in that section.  The first of the 
new quality indicators was a plot of all points showing the crash values compared to 
the predicted crash values (Figure 6-6) maps the changes in crash count experienced 
by all road segments, caused by their corresponding change in skid resistance. 
 
 
Figure 6-6 Actual crash vs. predicted crash from the populated profile (DP’) 
 
 Quality was judged by the capability of the model to produce a full range of 
values in the predictions without producing outliers. Figure 6-6 shows upper 
predictions of 101.5 in comparison to the maximum crash rate of 100 crashes per 
four years, and the lower predicted rate is -17.05 compared to the low crash rate of 1 
crash per four years. 
As noted in Section 6.4, the crash rate in many roadway sections is very 
dependent on the skid resistance value. Thus, some roads will experience a large 
change in change of crash count with a change in skid resistance. 
 Testing with over-fitted models produced excessive outliers in the profile, 
while under-fitted models failed to produce profiles with the full range of crashes 
expected. 
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With examination of the profile in Figure 6-6, some generalizations can be 
made about the resulting change in crash with change in skid resistance, and a 
number of foci of interest are highlighted by the labels A to D on the figure: 
 A: a high proportion of data ranges do not have high crash counts, showing the 
existence of roads with lower skid resistance sensitivity.  
 B: in the region of low crashes, fewer crash counts have extremely high predicted 
crash count rates compared to road segments with higher crash counts. 
 C: even in the higher range of crash count, not all crash ranges have extreme 
crash counts.  
 D: the naturally high crash count instances respond well to an increase in skid 
resistance with a correspondingly significant drop in crash rate. 
These generalizations are in line with prior findings and domain knowledge. 
The fact that some roads exhibit reduced sensitivity (A,B) is in agreement with the 
concept of non-crash prone roads which have characteristics similar to non crash 
roads [94], and that low skid resistance has the best shown association with crash rate 
[8]. In addition, the road segment with the highest crash rate, marked D, clearly 
demonstrates that an increase in skid resistance will cause the crash rate to drop 
substantially. 
6.6.1 Examination of a sample road segment profile 
Examination of the set of skid resistance/crash count values for a given crash 
location from the profile dataset (DP’) shows that the profiling process does operate 
as stated. Table 6-3 and the corresponding plot in Figure 6-3 show that with an 
increase in skid resistance (F60) a substantial decrease in the four-year crash count 
values (CC) occurs. 
Table 6-3 Profile values of a sample crash site showing the  4 year crash count 
vs. the skid resistance. 
F60 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 
cc 92 91 36 33 34 15 13 11 9 8 6 
 
The plot shows the skid resistance/crash count curve, which illustrates the 
expected strong inverse skid resistance crash count relationship sought.   
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Rule A
Rule B Rule C
Rule D
 
Figure 6-7 Crash count vs. skid resistance plot showing the rules that contribute to 
calculation of crash count 
 
Table 6-4 Rule A used to calculate the first two points in Figure 6-7. 
 
 
The skid resistance/crash rate curve shown in Figure 6-3 is annotated with 
labels showing the rules involved in the regression tree exrapolation process at the 
progressive skid resitance stages points. Examination of Rule A (Table 6-4) which is 
present in the high crash portion of the curve, shows a very high contribution of skid 
resistance with a coefficient of -45.7. Its effect on crash rate is shown to be 
Rule A  
IF 
    LANE_COUNT > 3.455 
AADT > 19087 
    AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km <= 0.235 
THEN 
CrashCount_4Yr_Total =  
    + 10.3118 * LANE_COUNT  
    - 3.0363 * ROAD_TYPE_SLN=Urban Sub-Arterial,Main, Urban Arterial  
    - 8.6276 * SEAL_TYPE=Cement Concrete,Slurry Surfacing, Open 
Graded  Asphalt,Gap Graded Asphalt, Dense Graded Asphalt  
     - 4.5662 * SEAL_AGE  
      + 3.851 * Text_Depth_SPTD_OWP  
      - 45.7967 * AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km  
      + 97.9101 [105 instances/inaccurate for 21.5% ] 
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significant. With a skid resistance value having a starting value 0.15 and 
progressively increasing, its effect will incrementally reduce the crash rate by 
subtracting less from the stated constant of 97.9 with each increase. This drop in 
crash rate is shown for Rule A, and resolves as a negative gradient on the curve for 
the skid resitance values between 0.15 and 0.2. Successive rules show this 
characteristic negative gradient, demostrating in this representation that an increase 
in skid resistance results in a decrease in the crash rate. 
 As stated in Chapter 3, the profile has the properties of a hypothesis testing 
experiment, with all variables controlled except the experimtal variable of skid 
resistance. Thus the modelled change in crash with change in skid resistance 
provides strong evidence of a causative relationship between the dependent and 
experimental variable.  
 
6.7 PROCESS OF ASSESSING THE PROFILING METHOD  
As described in section 3.5.1, the assessment sought expected skid 
resistance/crash rate pattern described in section 6.6 in the behaviour of the profile 
and sought consensus of/among observed patterns in the data with statistical 
experiments and data mining results orchestrated through the Strategy of Analysis.  
The profile does deliver the expected plot with close correlation between the 
inductively developed curve and the actual skid resistance/crash count point. 
Statistics generated from scanning all profiles contribute evidence to build 
confidence in the method. These comparisons and methods are discussed in the 
sections below. 
6.7.1 Quality indicators from individual profile 
A prototype software application deploying the model was developed to 
demonstrate its value to road asset managers, and sample profiles were used in this 
assessment. The screenshot shown in Figure 6-8 shows a road profile generated by 
the application. The skid resistance/ crash rate curve is drawn in the application by 
using the model in the same method discussed here. The M5 Rules algorithm was 
used, and not the preferred bagged M5 Rules model, because the code for the 
bagging envelope had not been integrated into the software at publication.  
Laneway and carriageway covariates were included in an effort to make the 
model more inclusive of the roadway environment. 
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 In addition, M5 algorithm was configured differently, setting the parameter 
build Regression Tree to true. This setting produced a model with a stored average 
crash value at each leaf nodes calculated from the crash counts of participating 
instances of the class rather than having a formula. The built model produces a flat 
plateau section on the skid resistance/crash rate curve over the skid resistance range 
that a given rule is active. The zero gradients is caused by the rule providing the 
same average value stored in the leaf for each incremental skid resistance value, 
rather than having a rule to evaluate the effect on crash rate with each incremental 
change in skid resistance. 
 
Figure 6-8 Predicted crash rate curve as crash location  
 For example, in Figure 6-8 the gradient is found to be flat between the skid 
resistance values of 0.1 to 0.35 because the built rule is delivering the same average 
value of 20.2 crashes, regardless of the incremental skid resistance value.  Only when 
a new rule was instantiated by the model in response to the change of skid resistance 
at 0.4 did the crash value changes to the new average value 14.8 crashes, a value held 
by the new rule in its leaf node.   
This result is in comparison to the sloping gradients of an unbuilt model, using 
a regression formula at each leaf node to calculate the crash rate on the fly for each 
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new skid resistance increment. Thus, a sloping curve would be produced between the 
skid resistance values of 0.1 to 0.5, showing gradients similar to the example in 
Figure 6-7. 
 The stylized built curves have the advantage of not having the complexity of 
the intra-rule gradient to distract the viewer. In addition, the plateaus in built curves 
provide ease of coding for recognizing rule change and placement of the profile 
performance indicators used for automatically assessing the profiles (section 3.5.3) 
and subsequently selecting the risky road segments for investigation. 
The curve in Figure 6-8 shows the expected pattern of a profile, with the 
highest average crash (20 crashes/4yrs) at the lowest skid resistance F60 values 
between 0.15 and 0.35. The curve then shows the expected sharp drop of crash count 
at the skid resistance threshold of 0.4, somewhat similar to Piyatrapoomi’s 
probabilistic profiles (Figure 2-4), at which road segments become safer. The curve 
subsequently reaches the low crash rate of  9 crashes/4-yr at the low skid resistance 
threshold at F60 of 0.45 and remains at this level until the end of the curve of F60 at 
0.65.   
The actual crash rate of 22 crashes per four years is a product of the skid 
resistance value of 0.325, with closeness to the crash prone threshold. Thus, a small 
change in skid resistance from 0.325 to 0.45 more than halves the crash rate to 9, and 
almost places the road into the target non-crash prone zone. Because the actual crash 
rate was significantly higher than the possible low crash value, this road segment 
would be tagged for investigation. 
The profile shows a level of consistency between the predicted curve and the 
real-world scenarios shown in Piyatrapoomi [16], and the real crash rate/skid 
resistance point almost on the curve showing a high correspondence between the 
inductively generated curve and reality. This pattern is repeated in the profiles shown 
in Figure 6-9.  




Figure 6-9 Sample Profiles 
To conclude the assessment of individual profiles, Coppi’s Informational 
Paradigm required external validation. Currently real-life testing of the skid 
resistance/ crash predictions is not an option, and so other forms of validation were 
sought. Referring again to Piyatrapoomi’s probabilistic skid resistance/crash profiles 
[8] provide a stochastic point of comparison. Strong comfort is taken from the fact 
that Piyatrapoomi’s profiles show a curve similar to that found in Figure 6-8. 
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6.7.2 Evaluating the attribute profile types 
The following section examines four types of profiles.  
 
Figure 6-10 Profile Types 
 
Most confidence is held for the type A and type B profiles, where the crash rate 
line follows the expected trend discussed in the last section, showing a successive 
increase in skid resistance with a corresponding sharp drop in skid resistance at a 
given threshold.    
Type C profiles show no change in crash rate, suggesting two scenarios. In 
very low crash roads, such as the example with a predicted four-year crash rate of 
1.8, the flat crash line is an accurate portrayal of the situation. The rule, which would 
not include the skid resistance variable because at low crash rate it is not a discerning 
factor in the splitting criteria, thus the crash flat line chart, is produced for the full 
range of skid resistance. 
  However concerning the other scenario involving high crash predictions, the 
roads were skid resistance reactive, but because of an absence of skid resistance 
surveys on that road type, rules were not available to model the change. Should that 
be the case the distribution of the set of crash rates should be relatively wide because 
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a significant variable was missing from the tree, but without knowing the rule used to 
predict an instance there is no way to tell. The lack of knowledge about this situation 
is a consequence of not knowing the instance/rule relationship, a function not 
available in M5. Other algorithms such as SAS''s modified CART method do provide 
this feature, but not the ability to build unbuilt trees with the formulae required to 
understand the role of the variables in the classes.  
Discerning between type C profiles which are genuinely not skid resistance 
reactive and those that are missing skid resistance surveys is a topic for future 
research, however roads with extremely low crash rates are likely to belong to class 
C 
The final profile, type D, where the profile is nonsensical can be classified into 
the following:  
 In low crash rates scenario,  the high relative error rate produces 
unstable profiles 
 In cases where a crash rate shows a substantial peak in the range, the 
cause could be due to an under fitted rule or where an essential attribute 
is missing from the dataset and a class mismatch occurs across the 
extrapolation.  
 In the scenario where there are insufficient training instances to 
generate a representative rule or outliers unduly influence the crash 
rate. 
To analyse the profiles further, the code for the M5 algorithm needs to modify to 
annotate each instance with the class id along with the currently provided predicted 
value. Post analysis using the instances and classes could be performed. 
Our concern about the current algorithm is its failure to produce range control 
of the perditions. This means that current rules can be utilized to make predictions 
beyond the range defined within their training data. The mechanism for unlimited 
and un-signalled extrapolation is demonstrated by the example below. 
The skid resistance expression AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km => 0.235, being 
part of the selection condition of a hypothetical rule,  provides no boundary for its 
operation and in regression tree extrapolation could be executed for skid resistance 
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values of 0.25 through to 0.65, unless another rule interceded.  Thus, more precise 
rule reflecting the range of the training range would prevent or signal the conditions 
above with an exit condition as well as an entry condition would help prevent the 
extended extrapolation condition.  
With a condition shown in the following expression, 
AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km => 0.235 or AVG_FRICTION_AT_60_1km <= 0.42, 
the curve could change from solid to dot once the state of extrapolation was 
encountered. 
In addition, if the class identifiers were available, the training points could be 
plotted on the chart, surrounding the curve. Knowing the regions of extrapolation and 
the distribution of the training points would provide the analyst with a much more 
complete information environment for decision-making. 
6.7.3 Quality indicators from the profiles collectively 
To assess the predictions collectively, an algorithm was used to scan for two 
known profile error states. The results showed a high level of consistency, with only 
around 5% of profiles being highly inconsistent with the curve Figure 7. The analysis 
shows predictions progressively become more erratic with low crash roads, as the 
crash count successively drops below 8 c/4yr towards the minimum of 1 c/4yr, with 
this phenomenon thought to be a consequence of both the crash count dropping 
beyond the resolving power of the model and the natural unpredictability of low 
crash roads. 
Since the model is improving the crash rate by generally increasing the skid 
resistance, the range and distribution of skid resistance optimized roads would be 
expected to be above the existing range, and be normally distributed. This is shown 
to be true. The actual and predicted ranges are shown in Figure 6-11. The range of 
skid resistance for normal roads ranges from 0.19 to 0.65 in a near normal 
distribution, and in the predicted optimal low crash model, the skid resistance ranged 
from 0.45 to 0.6 in a skewed normal distribution. This pattern indicates that the 
method is operating in a reasonable and expected way.  
Figure 6-12 shows a comparison of the optimized and non-optimized crash 
roads and shows a substantial lowering of the crash rates in the optimized model 
once the observed crash count is above 8 crashes/4yr. 
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Figure 6-11 Comparison of the road segment skid resistance values compared 
to the predicted values for optimal crash rates 
The Piyatrapoomi low crash threshold range of skid resistance values is lower 
than ours, showing values between of 0.32 and 0.45. In comparison, the predicted 
values from this study range higher between 0.45 and 0.6. This difference  could be 
that Piyatrapoomi’s analysis was on low volume roads, with traffic rates of below 
AADT of 10k vehicles. At this traffic rate, roads generally show lower crash rates 
(section 5.11.2), and this is the range in which our method does not perform. 
However, Piyatrapoomi’s range supports the predictions of this study, because the 
predictions are made for higher risk roads. 
 An additional comparison is with Cairney’s before and after resealing studies 
showing crash rate drops of 23% for dry and 68% for wet crashes [3], in range with 
the predicted improvements shown in section 6.7. 
6.7.4 Improvements of crash rates over the whole network 
The example above discusses the interactive interrogation of an individual 
profile, however to assess the effectiveness of the methodology overall, the analytical 
process was applied all instances in the crash-road table to calculate the possible 
improvements over the whole road network. Figure 6-12 compares the existing crash 
rates in the straight curve with the distribution of crash rates if all road segments 
have skid resistance values upgraded to their predicted optimal value. 
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Figure 6-12 Comparison of optimized crash count and non optimized crash 
count  
For the data collection period (2004 to 2007), 41,977 crashes were recorded, 
hosted on only 11,142 (32%) of the total 35,055 road segments in the network. 
As discussed earlier, evidence strongly suggests the existence of crash prone 
roads, and the results were presented in crash proneness groups.  The improvement in 
crash rate for each road segment, aggregated for the network, with aggregates shown 
in Table 6-5, were calculated in the following way. 
 The crash rates were summed and stored in column C.  
 The predicted minimum crash counts were summed and stored in column D; 
 The average crash rate per road segment (CCa) and the predicted average lowest 
crash rate achievable per road segment (CCp) were calculated and allocated to 
columns F & G respectively; 
Improvement for each crash-proneness sample stored in Column I  was 
calculated using the formula  in Crash %improvement=(CCa-CCp)/CCp*100                    (16) 
where: CCa  is the  actual average  crash rate per road segment  
CCp  is the road segment predicted crash count 
 : 
Crash %improvement=(CCa-CCp)/CCp*100                    (16) 
where: CCa  is the  actual average  crash rate per road segment  
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CCp  is the road segment predicted crash count 
The formula calculates the average reduction of crashes per road segment for a 
set of roads over a given crash-prone threshold.  



















































































































































































































































>0 11,142 (32%) 41,977 40,264.6  1,712 3.7 3.6 0.15 
2.8% 
>1  5,593 (16%) 36,428 24,855.1  11,572 6.5 4.4 2.0 
47.7% 
>2  3,761 (11%) 32,764 19,585.1  13,178 8.7 5.2 3.5 
67.3% 
>4 2,299 (7%) 27,816 14,321.5  13,494 12.1 6.2 5.8 
95.2% 
>8 1,246 (4%) 21,363 9,390.9  11,972 17.1 7.5 9.6 
128.0% 
>16 484 (0.013%) 12,410 4,377.9 8,032 25.6 9.0 16.5 
184.4% 
>32 81 (0.002%) 3,476 9,86.7 2,489 42.9 12.2 30.7 
251.6% 
 
Note that in column E, the predicted crashes saved shows very low values in 
the low crash prone thresholds. The loss of predictive accuracy in roads in the lower 
crash ranges, with the model making predictions of higher crash rates than the true 
crash rate, and the high proportion of roads in the lower crash range accounts for the 
low values calculations for crash proneness  in the range between  >0  and >2.   
When the network wide calculation is limited to crash-prone roads, i.e. above 4 
crashes per four years, the anomaly of predicting higher crashes than the actual value 
is minimised, and a truer picture presented.  Once the crash prone threshold of above 
4 crashes per year is reached, the crashes saved reaches the maximum of 13,494 over 
the network for crash prone roads. 
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Figure 6-13 Minimum achievable crash rates vs. road segment groups above the 
given crash prone threshold 
 
Figure 6-14 plots the potential improvements rate and with the increase in the 
road segment group's crash-proneness threshold. 
 
 
Figure 6-14 Average road segment % improvement in crash rate for road segment 
groups above the given crash prone threshold 
 
The group of all crashes shows very little potential improvement, only 
reporting a saving of only 1,712 crashes for the model, even though this group is a 
superset of the group of crashes above 4 crashes, reporting a potential saving of 
13,494 crashes. This is because of the high proportion of road segments with low 
crash numbers and that fact that predictions in low crash counts have high error rates. 
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approaches the minimum value and will predict crash counts above substantially 
above 1 crash because of the frequency of the low crash numbers the errors cancel 
out the gains of the high performing members of the group.  
This pattern is shown in Figure 6-15. The hypothetical crashes saved curve 
shows the minimum value that all crash prone values should have. Given that a given 
group of roads has the cumulative set of predicted crashes, the value for crashes 
saved for the lower crash prone values should not drop below the value 13,494 even 
if the lower roads did not contribute more improvements. However, the curve of 
Predicted Crashes Saved does indicating the errors discussed above. Examination of 
the magnitude of the variance of the predictive model in crash locations of low crash 
count shown in Figure 6-5  in relation to the low crash count themselves indicates  
the source of the error.  
 
 
Figure 6-15 Crashes saved (per 4 years) in road groups above a moving Crash-Prone 
Threshold 
 
Thus, these statistics indicates that the group of roads above 4 crashes provides 
the optimal data set to apply this model to for making predictions identifying roads 
that will benefit from skid resistance upgrade. Comparisons of the distribution of the 
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actual crashes with the predicted minimum achievable crashes for road segments 
over 4 crashes shows: 
 a substantial reduction in maximum crash rate from 100 to 21, 
 a reduction in the mean from 12 to 3.9  
 a reduction of quartile 3 value of the achievable distribution to below quartile 1 
of the actual distribution. 
 These values indicate that less than the bottom 25% of the values of the actual 
crash rate are in common with the highest 25% of the achievable. 
 
Data set N Min Q1 Mean Q2 Max 
Crash Count 4year         2299    5.00    6.00 12.09    15 100 
Minimum Achievable Crash Count   2299    1   3.41 3.94 5.34 20.77 
Table 6-6 Comparison of the statistics of the actual crash count and the predicted 
minimum achievable crash count 
Figure 6-16 (also presented as Figure 1-1 but reproduced for convenience) 
demonstrates that distribution of the minimum achievable values predicted by the 
model are substantially lower than the original values with a high proportion of the 
original values above the crash prone threshold, and a substantial proportion of the 
predicted minimum achievable values below the threshold. 
 
Figure 6-16 Comparison of the distribution of the actual crash count and the 
predicted minimum achievable crash count 
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6.8 EVALUATION OF CRISP-DM 
The CRISP-DM data mining process guide was used to orchestrate the study, 
CRISP-DM was a vital tool, particularly from a project management point of view, 
with intent clearly stated, and a provision of a range of essential tasks and 
alternatives. The fact that no clear replacement for CRISP-DM has been produced or 
process substantially evolved is an indicator of its usefulness in its current form. 
However, during the development of the study, high-level design problems did 
occur that substantially slowed progress, and highlighted a phase of the process 
where support is weak.  
  The framework appears to work on the assumption that if the data miner has 
all of the relevant information (collected by performing all of the activities in the 
guide), they will intuitively know how to develop a high level plan integrating the 
data mining components  into an appropriate structure to meet the data mining goal 
and subsequently the business objective. 
This may be true with expert users; however, Dayal [64] describes the problem 
of sourcing experienced data mining analysts to fill personnel requirements of 
staffing corporate information management particularly with the explosion of 
requirement with the integration of live data mining into daily operations. The less 
experienced data miners have the greatest need of the process model.  
In the case of this study, problems were not encountered until the stage of 
model deployment. Once the model was in existence, the problem of how could it be 
deployed seemed insoluble, since in the key skid resistance attribute, data was 
missing from over half of the instances on which the model had to be deployed. 
Many data mining solutions do not face a novel problem, and in a standard 
deployment, such as in the case of a personal assessment for say insurance or bank 
loan, all data is available and the model can be deployed to make a decision. Thus, 
generally the deployment stage is not a problem. 
However in our case study, the time taken to devise a deployment strategy took 
almost a year, and in a short term project progress would stalled in that time and the 
project would have failed.  
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Examination of the CRISP-DM workflow shows a robust sequence of activities 
through the business modelling, data understanding, data preparation and modelling 
phases in sections 1, 2, 3, and 4, however examination shows that comprehensive 
guidance for deployment is lacking. While there were innumerable checklists and 
activities of very high value, the miner has no clear instruction on how to utilise the 
model, except in the simplest way of predict and apply, while there mention of multi-
stage data mining in within the document in Evaluating data mining management 
frameworks [27].  
Our assessment of CRISP-DM it is that the method of application is very 
procedural, and as mentioned above, the data miner is left to their own devices to 
develop a high level information dialogue around the procedure for planning the 
strategies to assemble the procedures into a coherent workflow.  CRISP-DM makes 
only fleeting reference to this dialog.  
In comparison, Fayyad et.al. [65] identify knowledge discovery as the key 
process: "KDD focuses on the overall process of knowledge discovery from data” 
and yet CRISP-DM does not use the term knowledge discovery.  In our interaction 
with CRISP-DM, its failure to alert the reader of needed to engage with a knowledge 
discovery framework is a small but insidious omission. Surrounded by the 
complexities of the problem, and following the CRISP guide, the data miner 
becomes lost in the detail. The data miner needs to be aware of the fact that CRISP-
DM provides only part of the solution.  
We propose that the data miner needs to engage with a knowledge discovery 
framework to do the heavy lifting. The procedural method is adequate for applying a 
known and documented method, but the knowledge discovery framework is required 
to solve a novel problem. We propose that the Informational Paradigm [4] provides a 
comprehensive solution. Details of the mode of the integration are provided in the 
analysis in the conclusion (section 7.3.7) 
Several other enhancements are proposed, however they address other 
problems. The most highly developed, Marbán’s framework for data has focus is on 
engineering [99], with goals of engineering focusing on effectiveness, 
maintainability, predictability, repeatability, quality, improvability and traceability 
[61]. The focus is on maintainability and sustainability and not related to knowledge 
discovery. 
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As stated above, Fayad describes the purpose of data mining (KDD) as 
knowledge discovery from data, and by definition, knowledge discovery is included 
in the discipline of Science [100]. To be termed scientific, a method of inquiry must 
be based on gathering empirical and measurable evidence subject to specific 
principles of reasoning.  By not flagging engagement with the process of knowledge 
discovery, the CRISP-DM framework does not explicitly communicate these 
requirements. 
We propose that an integration of Marbán’s [61] and Sharma's [90] work 
casting CRISP-DM into an engineering and business framework comes at risk. The 
specializations runs the risk of over complicating the framework, detracting from it 
generality and ability to be applied to other less demanding situations, thus making 
the process guide less accessible to those who need it most, the less experienced. 
We are mindful of our own proposal having the same effect.  
Thus, our recommendation is add explanations of the relevance of science / 
knowledge discovery and engineering to the data mining process. The process guide 
user should be aware that the stages of business understanding, data understanding, 
data preparation, modelling and some components of deployment are part of the 
knowledge development phase while tagging other parts of deployment as 
engineering. 
 Data mining applies to a range of tasks, from the simple to highly integrated 
processes in the corporate analytical pipeline [64], and we argue that when a data 
mining component is integrated into the enterprise it inherits the established 
processes behind the system, thus there is no need to integrate these components into 
the DM process guide. We propose that in this situation, a data mining project in the 
design and development phase have similar requirements to discrete isolated projects 
that need a general guide such as CRISP-DM rather than a fully specialized 
framework.  
In addition, a proportion of significant knowledge discovery takes place in 
academia, often deployment and refinement take place in the enterprise, and the data 
mining framework must be general enough to meet the requirements of both 
academia and business. 
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 Having data miners aware of third party enhancements such as our knowledge 
discovery enhancement, the engineering and business frameworks is desirable. We 
propose therefore that these methods be referenced as specializations, and in the 
same way new methods in mining and deployment can be made available.  This 
proposal would allow the process guide to remain in a state of generality, and avoid 
complication that has the potential to render the invaluable experience and 
methodology incumbent in CRISP-DM inaccessible. 
6.8.1 Recommendations 
Thus, our recommendations are to:  
(1) avoid specializing the process model by maintaining the current 
declarative tasks at general level to apply; 
(2) provide bolt on layer of functionality including the knowledge discovery 
processes, domain specialization and engineering phases , with inclusion 
of signposts to engage the user with the  appropriate enhancements as 
required;  
(3) structure the process guide so that it will integrate with enterprise and 
corporate information and business management frameworks rather than 
making complex stand-alone specialized documents.  
6.9 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR DATA MINING 
One of the underdeveloped components of our analysis is an estimation of error 
found in statistical, but not often quoted in data mining analyses. While this has been 
of concern for some time, a method was discovered for calculating the predictive 
accuracy range (r and r-squared confidence intervals) from the model coefficient (r) 
using the Fisher transformation [86]. 
Calculations were performed using a sample size of 500 cases and confidence 
intervals of 96%.  Results in Table 6-7 and Figure 6-17 show both confidence 
intervals for both the  r-value and r-squared statistics.  
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Table 6-7 The confidence intervals for the correlation coefficient (r) and 













































































































































































































0.2 0.203 1.96 500 0.291 0.114 0.282652 0.1144 0.079892 0.013087 
0.3 0.309 1.96 500 0.397 0.221 0.377754 0.218044 0.142698 0.047543 
0.4 0.424 1.96 500 0.511 0.335 0.471096 0.32374 0.221932 0.104808 
0.5 0.549 1.96 500 0.637 0.461 0.562946 0.431287 0.316908 0.186008 
0.6 0.693 1.96 500 0.781 0.605 0.653267 0.540823 0.426758 0.292489 
0.7 0.867 1.96 500 0.955 0.779 0.742097 0.652403 0.550708 0.42563 
0.8 1.099 1.96 500 1.186 1.010 0.829472 0.766086 0.688024 0.586887 
0.9 1.472 1.96 500 1.560 1.384 0.915428 0.88193 0.838009 0.777801 
0.99 2.646 1.96 500 2.734 2.559 0.991604 0.988091 0.983279 0.976324 
 
 
Figure 6-17  Plot of the confidence intervals for the correlation coefficient (r) 
and coefficient of determination (r-squared) from the model coefficient (r) using 
Fisher’s Transformation 
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 For example in sample A, with a correlation value (r ) of  0.9., with  1.96 
standard deviation or  inclusion of 95% of the distribution,  the total predictive 
accuracy will have a coefficient of determination of between 0.84 and 0.78,  that is 
we have 95% confidence that between 78% and 84% of the points will be correctly 
classified. 
For example B, with a correlation value (r ) of  0.8., with  1.96 standard 
deviation or  95%  coverage of the distribution,  the total predictive accuracy will 
have a coefficient of determination of between 0.68 and 0.58,  that is we have 95% 
confidence that between 58% and 68% of the points will be correctly classified. 
This area of work has been included to flag for comment and future work. 
6.10 SUMMARY 
This chapter compares a range of algorithms and selects the M5 algorithm from 
regression tree method. The reasons for low predictive accuracy when the model is 
applied over the whole network is examined and resolved. The model is applied to 
the profile and analysis conducted on the individual profiles and the patterns of all 
profiles investigated. Examination of the limitations of CRISP_DM [27] reveals that 
it leaves the informational dialogue of knowledge discovery to chance, and 
integration of the Informational Paradigm [4] provides the information management 
framework to develop the high-level thinking and orchestrate the procedural 
components of CRISP_DM. The outcomes of the chapter are discussed below: 
 Section 6.2 examines a range of candidate algorithms capable for making 
numeric predictions. Each was configured similarly to the REPTree model with 
a selection of the covariates listed in Table 4-3. Results show that bagged M5 
Rules was among the best performers (Figure 6-2) and was selected for 
modelling.  
 Section 6.3 examined deployment of the model on the whole of roadway dataset 
to assess its likely performance in the profile. The deployment demonstrated 
only a mediocre correlation coefficient (r) of 0.8 (r-sq 0.64), which was known 
to be caused by the presence of null skid resistance values in 60% of the data.  
Estimates were made that by compensating for the missing skid resistance 
values the deployment correlation coefficient would rise to approximately 0.85, 
with the 10% discrepancy between the  training result of 0.95 and the new value 
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due to heterogeneity between the skid resistance values used for training and the 
instances without skid resistance that make up 60% of the deployment data. 
 Section 6.4 further clarifies the goodness of the model with an instance level 
investigation. The investigation was conducted by applying the model on semi-
randomly selected instances from the partition without skid resistance, using a 
range of skid resistance values for each instance to ascertain the effect of skid 
resistance on crash rate when the model was applied. Results show that for most 
instances, the crash rate reduces when the skid resistance was increased. (Figure 
6-3, Figure 6-4). These results showed that the model, and therefore the data, 
successfully models the inverse relationship between skid resistance and crash 
rate, even when applied in the data partition without skid resistance values 
where a level of heterogeneity was suspected between the partition and the 
training partition. 
 Section 6.5 reports on testing of the selected M5 model find the optimal 
configuration. M5 Rules applied within the meta-bagging method produced the 
optimal model a correlation coefficient of 0.9337 with 111 rules, using the  
configuration of the pre-pruning splitting parameter minNum set to 32 and 
selection of  10 times cross validation.  The model produced a fit showing a 
correlation coefficient of 0.8039 when deployed over the whole data set.  As 
noted in section 6.3 the presence of null skid resistance values in 60% of the 
deployment data set affected the model fit, and an improvement of 5% or above 
could be expected if the values were known. A plot of the crash count showing 
the actual values vs. the predicted values (Figure 6-5), indicates that the 
predicted value is close to the actual value, except in the lower crash range 
where the model loses its capability to make accurate predictions. 
 Section 6.6 describes execution of the model within the profile and examines the 
results, including the distribution of actual crash count vs. predicted crash count 
Figure 6-6, and details from a single road segment profile (Figure 6-7). Figure 
6-6 shows that unlike Figure 6-5 where the actual and predicted values 
converge, each crash value has a range of predicted values generated by its 
associated range of skid resistance values. The profile in Figure 6-7 shows the 
expected skid resistance/crash rate curve, where the crash rate drops at a 
threshold as skid resistance is increased.  
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 Section 6.7 examines the goodness of the profiles, seeking a coherence among 
views that can contribute to the continuing evaluation in the Strategy of 
Analysis, used to assess the trustworthiness of the method and results. The 
sections are listed below. 
o Section 6.7.1 assesses the general form of the crash curve derived from the 
profile using a set of quality indicators (Figure 6-8), and as above the 
profiles shows the expected skid resistance/crash rate curve, where the crash 
rate drops at a threshold as skid resistance is increased. 
o Section 6.7.2 identified four  profile types found in the whole data set 
(Figure 6-10), including an elevated crash and low crash versions of the skid 
resistance/crash rate curve pattern described above,  a low crash rate non-
skid resistance roads with a flat curve, and curves in error. 
o Section 6.7.3 reports on a series of quality check on the profiles collectively. 
These examinations include the following. (1) Examining the transformation 
of the current distribution of skid resistance for the roadway system to the 
new predicted optimal low risk skid resistance distribution (Figure 6-11), 
showed an upward shift in the distribution with the median F60 value of 
0.35 increasing to 0.55. The normal curve characteristic of the distribution 
was maintained indicating an ordered transition. (2) Examination of the 
overall improvement in crash rate by road segment crash count (Figure 6-12) 
showed that crash count distribution remained in the same range as the crash 
count increased. (3) Examination of incremental improvements by 
progressively increasing crash threshold (Figure 6-13, Figure 6-14, Figure 
6-15) showed substantial reduction in crash risk could be gained with an 
overall increase of skid resistance to the optimal level. (4) An examination 
of the overall shift in distribution of crash count in comparison to the 
predicted optimal state showed a substantial shift downwards. The 
maximum road segment crash rate experiences reduction from 100 crashes 
per four years to 20, and the average crash rate, previously at 12.04 crashes 
per four years, which is above the crash prone threshold of 8, reduced 
substantially to 3.94, placing most roads within the non-crash prone zone 
(Figure 6-16). These transformations show expected and ordered 
transformations providing a level of credibility to the skid resistance/crash 
rate profiling method.   
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 Section 6.8 provides detail and examines issues with guidance of the 
development higher level thinking while using data mining process guide 
CRISP-DM [27] as the primary management method. The section proposed that 
integration of the Informational Paradigm [4] would provide the information 
management layer that would help manage the higher thought processes 
required for quality knowledge discovery. The analysis, extrapolating from 
experience in the study, found that guidance for developing a deployment 
methodology in this complex situation has shortcomings, and the study proposes 
that having a coherent dialogue at the informational level may overcome this 
and other problems, as well as providing the rigor required of statistical 
analyses.  
 Section 6.9 examines a preliminary method for developing confidence intervals 
data miming (Figure 6-17). Statistical analyses generally state confidence 
intervals. Many predictive data mining algorithms state correlation coefficient 
among their reported statistics and correlation coefficients can produce 
confidence intervals through Thompson’s Transformation.  Stating the intervals 
gives the analyst and end user a sense of accuracy of the results. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
The study strove to shift road crash analysis from the descriptive to the 
deterministic. We stove to move from probabilistic and small-scale statistical studies 
of limited scope by developing data mining based methods that can automatically 
perform analysis and make predictions across the whole roadway.  The method 
automatically develops a model representing  all classes of roadway and by using a 
large number of roadway, crash and traffic features, will have awareness of the 
exceptions, and be able to predict crash  rate and assess the crash risk of many cases 
of problem roadway with skid resistance deficit.  These roads may or may not meet 
the required skid resistance demand levels; however, the method has the capability to 
identify those roads that meet the requirements of the standard, but still have a set of 
conditions that harbour latent risk. 
The greatest hurdle was the problem of the high proportion of road segments 
without skid resistance data, a problem that in the past has stifled whole of network 
analysis. The use of a hypothetical skid resistance /crash rate profile with a range of 
synthetically generated skid resistance values solved this problem. 
The current method of roadway assessment relies on a set of heuristics based 
on the skid resistance investigatory levels for the various classes of roads. Whereas 
this method, based on the historic data, allows each road to be individually analyzed 
and an optimal combination of skid resistance and other roadway features devised. 
The method firstly trains a regression tree model with those roads across the 
network that has skid resistance readings. The model is subsequently deployed in a 
new method combining extrapolation and the regression tree model in a novel form 
of extrapolation. A skid resistance/ crash rate profile and curve is produced for each 
crash location, which is subsequently interrogated to find the optimal skid 
resistance/crash rate for the road segment without knowing the skid resistance value 
of the road. Thus, the method provides a solution to the huge problem of missing 
data. 
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Causation is used with caution in analysis; however, by using a “what if” 
scenario, our process shows the change in crash rate caused by a change in only skid 
resistance.  The method generates a skid resistance/ crash rate profile with the 
characteristics of a scientific test, where in the prediction of crash rate, all covariates 
are controlled except the independent variable skid resistance. This process is 
performed across the whole road network, regardless of most road segments not 
having skid resistance values.  
The internal measures of the method evaluate well, and the data and 
inductively deduced results agree well with external measures such as domain 
knowledge and other stochastic studies closer to reality such as observed phenomena 
and probabilistic studies. In addition, the study was conducted with partners expert in 
the skid resistance domain, and a number of paper showing the data and model 
development have been accepted by both industry and data mining conferences [17]. 
7.1 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 
The following contributions were realized from the study: 
 Developing a data mining method to perform crash risk analysis across 
the whole network and identifying roads needing skid resistance 
upgrade and calculate the required skid resistance upgrade, regardless 
of not knowing the skid resistance value of a high proportion of the 
roads.  
 Producing a methodology that can be generalized to assess risk in any 
appropriate domain, thus providing a general data mining driven risk 
assessment methodology. 
 Contributing a general data mining method, that can manage a key 
attribute having a large proportion instances with null values. 
 Recommending a new data mining framework combining the formal 
Informational Paradigm, with the practical CRISP-DM process guide to 
produce a new method capable of performing meaningful analysis 
scoped in large, difficult and novel situations.  
 Providing very strong evidence in road/crash analysis for using the 
lesser-accepted crash rate measure, the absolute crash rate per road 
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distance per time rather than crash rate by vehicle exposure, i.e. 
crashes per million kilometres travelled, and consolidating the role of 
skid resistance in road/crash analysis. 
 Development of methodology that has the potential to dramatically 
open roadway/crash research in new and productive directions by 
showing the relationships between roadway covariates and crash rates 
drawn from examples in the whole road network. 
7.2 BENEFIT OF THE SOFTWARE APPLICATION 
Examination of Section 4.7.3 (page 117) shows that the a significant proportion 
of roadway skid resistance values are below the investigatory values relative to the 
demand categories and need to investigated under the Skid Resistance Management 
plan [6], then further assessed for crash risk and upgrade. Not all roads require 
upgrade. Individual roads in the unprocessed risk group may have a combination of 
characteristics, such as low volume traffic and speed rating that naturally mitigates 
the risk, however the numbers involved and work required to process them provides 
some indication of the value that our skid resistance/crash risk profiling process 
could offer in streamlining the decision support process. 
In addition to the volume considerations, the application provides strong 
evidence of crash cause, a topic still in discussion in current literature [101-103]. 
Output from the skid resistance/crash rate profile shows the effects of crash rate 
across the full spectrum of skid resistance in the above-mentioned hypothesis-testing 
framework, providing strong evidence of causation. With further work, the method 
will be able to display the active regression formulae across the spectrum, giving 
very detailed information about the role of each active attribute in predicted crash 
rate. Thus, this tool has the potential to provide a completely new dimension of 
information and knowledge availability to the road asset manager to enhance 
understanding, as well as the potential to reduce workload by providing information 
to minimize the number of site visits. 
7.3 RESOLVING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The role of Coppi’s Informational Paradigm in providing confidence while 
working within an environment of data with quality issues and operating in an 
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extrapolated space cannot be understated. The interrelationships within the 
information fabric provided evidence of agreement or discord when outcomes were 
inserted, and the level of agreement acted as the analytical compass and the prompt 
for further investigation 
7.3.1 Question 1:  Establishing the presence of analytical environment capable 
of predicting crashes from roadway features  
The first question requiring  resolution  was  could road data successfully 
support prediction of road segment crash rate from roadway features, and  can a data 
mining model effectively model the road crash  relationship.  This essential 
prerequisite was investigated through the following three questions. 
Firstly, an investigation was conducted into  the question of (1a) do road 
segments maintain a characteristic road crash rate over time, i.e. from year to year, 
a condition which was a necessary state before any meaningful analysis could be 
conducted.  Results from section 4.7.1 demonstrates that the annual crash count 
tracked over  four years of crash data, aggregated annually per kilometric road 
segment, varied within a distribution that was statistically different from 
neighbouring  averages.  Thus, we concluded that road sections maintained crash 
rates within a well-defined range from year to year, with sufficient discrimination to 
allow analysis. 
Skid resistance was the covariate of interest. Literature was divided on the 
strength of the relationship between crash rate and skid resistance. We modelled    
two crash variables: crash rate per road distance per time described above, and 
crash rate by vehicle exposure based on road segment traffic rate. The former 
produced a series of statistics shown in section 4.7.2, showing a strong relationship 
between skid resistance and crash rate in our data. Data mining and statistical 
analyses of the commonly used crash rate by vehicle exposure when calculated using 
traffic rate to calculate the exposure showed a poor relationship. Further 
investigation showed a fundamental flaw in the method, that the fundamental 
assumption of a linear relationship between crash rate and traffic rate was untrue, a 
flaw that was magnified when using the method in the heterogeneous, multi class 
environment. In the multiclass situation, classes become intermingled and high crash 
rates obscured. 
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With the selection of crash variable, crash rate per road distance per time, the 
second question (1b) asking  does a relationship exists between skid resistance and 
crash rate was strongly answered in the affirmative.  
The third question in question 1 (1c) sought the suitability of data mining 
algorithms, asking can data mining models fitted with road characteristics be used to 
distinguish between roads with and without crashes  Section 4.7.4.1 presented a data 
mining scenario showing conclusive evidence that roadway characteristics can model 
roads having or not having crashes. 
With all prerequisites from the first stage affirmatively answered, the second 
stage could meaningfully proceed. The goal was progression from the binary, having 
crash classification problem to the more demanding exercise of predicting road 
segment crash count.  
7.3.2 Question 2: Crash count modelling 
The second question asked if data mining models could reasonably predict 
road segment crash count when fitted with roadway, traffic and condition variables. 
Chapter 5 and sections 6.2, 6.5 demonstrated that the crash count modelling was 
successful, and was able to predicting crash count within a range of accuracy suitable 
to distinguish between reasonably narrow crash ranges and thus be useful in 
decision-making.  
7.3.3 Question 3: How well the model apply over the full data set 
The third stage addressed the issue does the crash rate model developed on the 
training set apply well to the whole road network dataset? This question was 
answered firstly by a series of reduced training set modelling in section 5.6, showing 
that around 15% of a random sample from the training set was adequate to model the 
whole training set. This indicated evidence of a high degree of redundancy in the 
training set; a situation possibly reflected across the whole data set. Further, an 
investigation was conducted into the performance of the model deployment with the 
full data.  Results in sections 5.9 and 6.3 showed an expected drop in predictive 
accuracy in deployment due to missing skid resistance values.  Section  6.4 showed 
this to be irrelevant, and in a novel approach demonstrated that the skid resistance 
variable was very reactive in the deployment instances, with the expected inverse 
relationship between skid resistance and crash rate strongly present in the sample 
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data without skid resistance values. Thus, the models were considered satisfactory 
for whole of dataset deployment. 
7.3.4 Question 4a: Assessing the skid resistance/crash rate profiling method 
The fourth and final stage firstly answers the question: Does the evidence 
supporting that the skid resistance/crash rate profile method effectively manage the 
high proportion of missing values thus allowing whole of roadway analysis.  This 
question was investigated in the following way.   
The profile for each road segment generates a representative set of skid 
resistance values to populate the independent x-axis of the profile. Once the 
predictions are made for the skid resistance values and the skid resistance/ crash rate 
curve comes into existence, then the road is assessed by comparing its actual crash 
rate with its optimal crash rate. If the actual crash rate is substantially above the 
optimal, the roadway is tagged as investigatory. The optimal skid resistance value is 
read from the curve at the optimal crash rate. 
 This whole process is performed without needing to know the actual skid 
resistance of the road.  In addition, the model was found to apply reasonably well and 
precipitate crash changes when the skid resistance value was changed, leading to 
confidence in the process. Thus, the process does effectively manage the high 
proportion of missing values. 
7.3.5 Question 4b: Assessing confidence in the optimal skid resistance values 
The second part of the question, in what confidence can the recommended skid 
resistance values be held, is a much more difficult question. Examination of the 
method’s workflow shows potential for introduced variation and magnification 
throughout all stages. Even the road surface friction, the skid resistance measure 
itself varies within rainfall cycles and with wear.  
However, we must differentiate between the accuracy of crash rate prediction 
and the goal of optimal skid resistance prediction.  The accuracy of the predicted skid 
resistance is not a function of the accuracy of the crash prediction. All that is 
required of crash rate is a significant vertical displace in crash rate on the y-axis to 
signal the presence of the skid resistance threshold on the y-axis. The accuracy of the 
crash rates is not critical, but the skid resistance at which the crash rate change 
occurs is.  
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However, examination of the crash rate shows that the accuracy is reasonably 
high. 
Firstly, as shown in section 5.3.1, road crash rates vary from year to year, and 
to moderate the fluctuations, the method performs mining on the four-year total. In 
the training of the selected road crash count model, the correlation coefficient (r) 
returns a value of 0.93 with a mean absolute error (MAE) of 3.5 crashes. 
Examination of fluctuation in the relative error per crash count over the range of 1 to 
100 crashes/4yr shows that predictions are unsustainable below 8 crashes/4yr (Figure 
6-12). Thus, accurate predictions can be best made in the area of interest, i.e. roads 
with high crash rates. 
Further, examination of the relationship between the correlation coefficient and 
confidence intervals (Figure 6-17) for above r of 0.9 shows that accuracy is high with 
a narrow range of values. Substitution of the r-value of 0.93 in Fisher’s 
Transformation returns an r range of between 0.91 and 0.94 when calculated over 
95% of the distribution. When transformed to the coefficient of determination (r 
squared) results allow us to state that with a 95% certainty, between 84% and 89% of 
the predictions are accurate and thus discriminatory for our purpose. Further work is 
required to identify and analyse the poorly performing instances and confirm the use 
of Fisher’s Transformation as a valid instrument in data mining assessment.  
Regarding the more critical question of the locations of crash rate change on 
the skid resistance continuum (x-axis), many of the profiles, developed using the 
novel regression tree extrapolation process appears to work satisfactorily, producing 
profiles of the expected shape. 
 In this process, the first rule is selected to make the first  prediction based on 
the values in the covariates, and as the set of covariate values update with the 
increase in skid resistance, a rule threshold is reached and a new rule selected for 
making the subsequent calculations, until yet another rule is selected.  
The Informational Paradigm requires external validation. Examination of the 
profiles (Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9) show that the real world skid resistance/crash 
rate point shown on the profile is either near or on the inductively developed skid 
resistance/crash rate curve. This provides evidence of the accuracy of the curve. The 
shape of the curve with a steep gradient between a high crash rate plateau and a low 
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crash rate plateau is similar to Piyatrapoomi’s skid probabilistically derived skid 
resistance/crash rate curves, and Cairney’s decrease in crash rate for before and after 
road segment resealing confirm the drop in skid resistance with an increase in skid 
resistance. These examples provide the stochastic evidence required for part of the 
external evaluation. 
Ultimately, the question alludes to the confidence in deploying the method in 
the workplace. The analysis above indicates that process is sound, but the source data 
is questionable. The method requires an integration phase into the road asset 
management environment for concurrent utilization with existing processes using 
current data to progressively assess the outcomes and build confidence. 
 
7.3.6 Future investigation into aberrant profiles 
In section 6.7.2, two potentially erroneous profile types were identified. 
Our preliminary hypotheses are that the causes of inaccurate profiles occur 
when no subsequent rules are available, rules are developed on few instances, or 
inter-class rule matches occur during extrapolation, possibly due to incompleteness 
in the set of covariates, i.e. an essential attribute is missing from the data set 
Our concern about the current algorithm is its failure to produce range control 
of the predictions. This means that current rules can be utilized to make predictions 
beyond the range defined within their training data. A more precise rule reflecting 
the range of the training range would prevent or signal the conditions above. Having 
an exit condition as well as an entry condition would signal an extended 
extrapolation condition; the curve could change from solid to dot once the state of 
extrapolation was encountered. 
In addition, if the class identifiers were available, the training points could be 
plotted on the chart, surrounding the curve. Knowing the regions of extrapolation and 
the distribution of the training points would provide the analyst with a much more 
complete information environment for decision-making. 
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7.3.7 Question 5: Benefits of combining CRISP_DM and the Informational 
Paradigm in a new data mining framework 
This section assesses the benefits derived by combining the data mining 
methods of CRISP_DM [27] and the Informational Paradigm [4], and addresses the 
research question 5 
The fifth and final question of the thesis was to evaluate the effectiveness of 
integration of CRISP-DM and the Informational Paradigm. The question asks: 
Does the combination of the currently recommended data mining project 
management guide CRISP-DM and Coppi's Informational Paradigm 
methods overcome the limitations of CRISP_DM highlighted in literature, 
and does the new combination provide adequate support to accept the 
outcome of this thesis? 
This first part question was addressed by comparing the inadequacies that   
CRISP_DM alone created for the project, and then matching those problems with the 
problems addressed in the that current research. This process was performed in 
section 6.8 and while we identified the problem of CRISP-DM. While its procedural 
nature was very good for routine data mining, its lack of higher-level information 
management process meant that it failed to provide the information management and  
knowledge discovery processes to successfully approach novel problems. 
 The principal research identified problems with the lack of engineering 
principles [61] and the need to specializations such as integrating the business 
frameworks into CRISP-DM, which we assessed would make the process guide too 
complicated. Thus while the combination of CRISP-DM and the Informational 
Paradigm do not solve the engineering and business specialization problems, it does 
solve a core problem faced by data miners of applying the framework to novel and 
complex problems. Thus our identified problem was discrete from problems 
discussed in the literature. 
The second part of the question was addressed by examination of the outcomes 
of the study under the management of the integrated CRISP-DM/Informational 
Paradigm method, used assess the outcomes and assessing how well the method 
performed in doing that task. 
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From the outcomes of the first section of this problem,  we propose that studies 
conducted with procedural methods alone face higher risk of failure when faced with 
a novel problem. 
The immediate benefits of introducing the Informational Paradigm to the 
process guide solves this problem. The informational paradigm provided the 
informational dialogue useful in of developing a coherent strategy from the 
components of CRISP-DM. The Strategy of Analysis utilises a set of principles to 
assemble allowable data and data mining components into the problem solving 
strategy. 
 Statistical methods have a level of rigor through application of stringent rules 
regarding experiment design for the results were to be accepted, and historically 
these constraints meant that methods were performed on problems with reasonably 
constrained data and complexity [11]. Coppi’s paradigm expands the scope to allow 
larger, more complex problems by allowing new data types and methods such as 
non-statistically constrained data from databases and data mining methods. The 
knowledge components are woven into an informational framework governed by the 
Strategy of Analysis relying on consistency among the components and forms of 
external validation to support its assessment.   
Data mining algorithms when applied to data provide new knowledge by the 
process of induction, and the Strategy of Analysis evaluates the outcomes by 
insertion of the new knowledge into the informational fabric, with the addition 
assessed through the process of deduction, described within the Strategy. 
Subsequently, new knowledge accepted into the knowledge fabric leads to a 
revaluation of existing knowledge already in storage. 
The Informational Paradigm discusses only classification and association 
examples at an analytical level, and is almost devoid of the practical data mining 
process. The required processes are well defined in CRISP-DM, including the 
ubiquitous data mining workflow. Thus the combination of the practical and 
theoretical, shown in Figure 7-1, constructs a powerful methodology. 
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CRISP_DM






Figure 7-1 the relationship between CRISP-DM and the Informational 
Paradigm 
Outcomes are subject to forms of external evaluation, ranging from 
observations to real-world experimentation and stochastic studies.  
The method orchestrating this study applied the workflow described in the 
CRISP-DM process guide using the detailed data mining steps from problem 
definition through to deployment. A Strategy of Analysis from the Informational 
Paradigm was developed (section 3.2) to address the research questions (section 
1.4.1). 
In answering the research questions regarding the effectiveness of the 
combination of techniques overcoming the problems of the process guide alone, 
adding the Informational Paradigm to the process guide overcame the problem of 
facing a novel deployment situation by explicitly marshalling the forces of higher-
level thinking.  
About having the confidence to accept the outcomes of the study, the 
Informational Paradigm provided the incentive and licence to include a wider range 
of data, methods and analytical tools within the data mining problem solving mantle, 
handsomely contributed to by CRISP-DP. The encouragement and licence 
contributed substantially to the rich information fabric that evolved around the 
problem. Consensus across many links carefully developed and assessed at all stages 
through the workflow were grounded through external validations. The grounding 
helped provide confidence in what were essentially relative comparisons because of 
the difficulty of assessing the results absolutely because of the missing skid 
resistance values. Thus, the method provided a level of confidence to accept the 
outcomes. 
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Projects managed by CRISP_DM substantially operate over the scope of 
processes and information flows shown in Figure 7-2, but generally at an informal 














































Figure 7-2 Information flow in the CRISP-DM/Informational Paradigm model 
The integration of these methods provided a powerful environment, working at 
both the practical and information level. The combination allowed this project, with 
its data problems, conflicting domain knowledge, complexity and novelty, to proceed 
and discover new knowledge, whereas while relying on procedural method alone the 
study was in peril. 
7.4 LESSONS LEARNED 
The regression tree method is an under-utilized and powerful algorithm that 
enables analysis of a heterogeneous dataset. With the ability to sidestep the necessity 
of having specific distributions patterns that limit some statistical methods, 
regression trees can be applied across the full domain. 
In addition, being capable of making numerical predictions allows regression 
trees to be applied in a “what if” data set in our novel extrapolation method to 
produce a risk profile. The attribute of interest provides the range of values for the x 
axis, and the predicted y value calculates the risk, producing a risk curve across the 
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values of the attribute of interest. Since each variable is controlled, except for the 
independent variable, the profile approximates a controlled experiment.  
In comparing the effect of a given attribute in a model, the method of 
modelling with and without the variable has been found to be ineffective, showing 
only a minor loss of predictive accuracy. A more effective method replicates 
instances and substitutes a range of values from the attribute of interest. When the 
model is applied, the corresponding change in value of the target indicates the 
magnitude of the significance of the variable of interest. 
Data mining models capable of analysing large and complex datasets have 
been available since the early 1990s; however, road research has focused on 
problems on homogenous road sets, resulting in a lack of understanding about the 
interrelationships between road crash and roadway characteristics. The presence of 
missing values has further hampered progress. Dynamic methods such as 
extrapolation have been solving both big and small problems. However the 
regression tree and its inherent powers has not been formally matched with 
extrapolation, and  thus the problem of performing a road scan in the presence of the 
large proportion of missing skid resistance values has never been successfully 
attempted. This study was able to overcome these issues by using data mining. 
Combining the data mining process guide CRISP-DM with the Informational 
Paradigm provides a powerful data mining framework with both the procedural and 
analytical capability required to orchestrate knowledge discovery and is of great 
benefit to data miners working on complex and novel problems. 
7.5 FUTURE WORK 
This method provided surprisingly strong skid resistance/crash rate patterns 
regardless of the data quality issues and the consequent data pre-processing 
extrapolations and the known decline and cyclic variation of the key skid resistance 
variable itself on a given road segment.  The data has shown the method to be sound. 
However, improvements will be sought to further understand, assess and 
improve the road domain outcomes. The current variable feature set is not stable. In 
addition, a more accurate set of results is expected with the better quality data and 
improvements in data preparation. Improvements include resizing the crash segment 
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count distance interval from 1km to an empirically determined size, and taking 
advantage of better road data and high resolution SCRIM skid resistance values, 
which we may be able to scale to suit different crash types. The regression-tree 
extrapolation method is independent of the specific algorithm, and any rule-based 
method could be applied, thus a more accurate and conceptually different algorithms 
may be found. 
 The most critical improvement sought is to gather the rule/class identifier used 
to predict each crash point and use it in post modelling analysis. In addition, this 
class identifier can be used to enhance the skid resistance/crash count curve, 
surrounding the curve with the distribution of training points. Also, by improving the 
range definition of the rules, the curve could indicate regions of interpolation and 
regions of extrapolation. These two improvements would provide the road domain 
analyst with a much more complete information environment for decision-making. 
Work is required to improve metrics to assess the individual profiles and 
document the performance of the whole of dataset.  The profiles contain many new 
relationships that need to be analyzed and used to contribute to knowledge about the 
road crash domain, in particular to document the behaviours of the classes of 
roadways. Furthermore, work with improved data, improvements in data pre-
processing, and work with DM algorithms is needed to improve the accuracy and 
resolution of the model. The algorithm selection approach needs to evolve from the 
empirical trial an error method of testing a range of methods and selecting the best, 
and move towards a more theoretical approach of matching the data structure to the 
algorithm. 
Once the model and data are stable, the method needs to be integrated into road 
asset management practices, and finally when accepted by practitioners, predictions 
measured in the field. Real-world testing is the ultimate and final step of assessing a 
method providing the external evaluation required by the Informational Paradigm.   
As well as providing roadway analysis, the method has the potential of 
application in smart cars. Delivery of the characteristics of the roadway and the 
potential crash rate /crash types could be factored into car behaviour and driving 
strategy. 
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At a broader level, the most significant future development required is to begin 
to treat the profiling method as a general data mining deployment methodology in its 
own right, with its own framework including documentation, rules of usage and 
metrics. Then the skid resistance/crash rate profiling method can be transformed into a 
general data mining-driven risk profiling method, and may be considered in other 
domains to determine critical thresholds in areas such as finance, insurance, 
engineering, drug testing and so on. The method has the potential to provide 
understanding and resolution where the complex covariate environment and missing 
values defy analysis by other means. 
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Glossary 
Term Abbreviation Description and relevance 
absolute road 
segment  crash rate 
Crashes/distance/ 
time 
A method of measuring crash rate allowing comparison 
of the crash count of a road segments of set distance, 
generally 1 km or half mile, where AADT is consigned 
to the role as a variable rather than in the target 




AADT is calculated by the total annual volume of 
traffic of a roadway divided by the number of days per 
year to give a daily average figure for comparative 
purposes. Does not take into consideration cyclic 





The Australian Road Research Board is a roadway 
research organization providing research, equipment 
and software development, traffic information and 
information services to the road and transport industry. 
carriageway  
One of the two sides of a motorway where traffic 
travels in one direction only, usually in two or three 
lanes. A carriageway generally consists of a number of 
traffic lanes together with any associated shoulder, but 





One of a set of data mining experiment input variables, 
with the set called the covariates. 
clustering  
Clustering is a data mining technique to be applied 
when there is no class to be predicted but rather when 
the instances are to be divided into natural groups [2]. 
crashes per million 
vehicle kilometres 
of travel 
crashes per mvkt 
A method of measuring roadway crash rate that allows 
comparison of crash rate between roads using vehicle 
per unit of exposure to crash. This method generally 
calculates the number of vehicle km travelled by using 
traffic rate variable AADT over a set distance.  While 
commonly used, the method tenuously assumes a linear 
relationship between crash rate and AADT [3]. 
Cross-Industry 
Standard Processes 
for Data Mining 
CRISP-DM 
The most highly referenced data mining process guide 
used for understanding and orchestrating the processes 
into the workflow in a data-mining project.  
deductive reasoning  
Deductive reasoning ("top-down" logic) is the process 
of reasoning from one or more general statements 
(premises) to reach a logically certain conclusion. If all 
premises are true, the terms are clear, and the rules of 
deductive logic are followed, then the conclusion 
reached is necessarily true. 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deductive_reasoning). In 
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Term Abbreviation Description and relevance 
our context, deductive reasoning is used in the Strategy 
of Analysis to develop conclusions based on outcomes 
from the inductively derived outcomes from data 
mining with outcomes from observation, domain 
knowledge, statistical and probabilistic processes etc. 
The method uses the rules of deduction to develop and 
validate new conclusions. 
 
external validation  
Where a data mining result is validated by real-world 
testing or phenomena from the real world in addition to 
internal validation of the model, which uses the model 
statistics [4]. 
feature selection  
The attribute selection process to remove irrelevant or 
redundant attributes that cause model degradation [2]. 
 
friction demand: 
network's unit of 
skid resistance., 
i.e. F60 
A road segment’s  surface friction value required to 
meet safe vehicular manoeuvres  [5] 
friction number F60 
Friction at 60 (F60) is a measure of roadway surface 
friction (skid resistance), generally obtained by a 
device such as the Road Analyser and Recorder, 
measuring the force generated by a tire braked at 
60km/h [5]. 
data mining DM 
Processes that seek patterns in data that can be 
automatically identified, validated and used for 
prediction [2].  
dual carriageway  
A dual carriageway (North American English: divided 
highway) is a class of highway with two carriageways 
for traffic travelling in opposite directions separated by 





The roadway seal type of dense graded asphalt used 
generally in urban roadway because of its ability to 




An information management framework imparting 
rigor of the statistical framework to data mining, while 
broadening the allowable data and methods [4]. 
inductive reasoning  
Inductive reasoning, also known as induction or 
informally "bottom-up" logic, is a kind of reasoning 
that constructs or evaluates general propositions that 
are derived from specific examples. Inductive 
reasoning contrasts with deductive reasoning, in which 






The International Friction Index (IFI) is composed of 
two numbers, the Friction Number, F60, and the Speed 
Number, Sp. Both numbers are predictions of values of 
the golden curve (braking force curve) derived from 
measurement [5]. 
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Term Abbreviation Description and relevance 
investigatory level  
The value of road surface friction (skid resistance) that 
triggers an investigation into the safety of the road to 
assess the need to perform remedial work [6].  
lane  
A lane is a part of the carriageway within a road 
marked out for use by a single line of vehicles in such a 
way as to control and guide drivers for the purpose of 
reducing traffic conflicts, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lane 
minimum number 
of instances for a 
split  
minNum 
A tree pre-pruning configuration parameter in the 
Weka M5 family of decision tree model that limits the 
tree size. 
minimum total 
weight of instances 
in a leaf  
minWeight  
A tree pre-pruning configuration parameter in the 
Weka REPTree decision tree model that limits the tree 
size. 
open graded asphalt  OGA 
Open Graded Asphalt is porous asphalt that allows 
subsurface water drainage and improved roadway 
surface grip during rainfall, and is designed to reduce 





SCRIM   
A device with a tire offset to the direction of travel is 
used to measure road surface friction (skid resistance), 
and is able to operate at highway speeds while 
collecting high resolution skid resistance data [6]. 
 
speed limit km/h 





A portable device with a foot on a swinging arm to 












Queensland state road management authority. 
regression tree data 
mining 
 
A member of the predictive data mining family using 
tree method similar to decision trees except that 
numerical predictions are made at the leaf node rather 
than class allocations. At each leaf an average value of 
the members of the class is stored, or in the case of a 
model tree, a regression formula is found at each leaf 
node. [2] The formula is used for calculating the 





A method devised by this study of deploying a 
regression tree model in a in an extrapolated profile 
where the model predicts values based on the series of 
values on the independent axis. 
Road Analyser and 
Recorder 
ROAR 
A device for measuring road surface friction generated 
by a tire braked at 60km/h. 
Outer wheel path OWP Used in attribute naming conventions, e.g. Texture 
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depth at the outer wheel path is named 
TEXT_DEPTH_OWP  





A device of this study where a hypothetical profile is 
generated from increments of the full range of skid 
resistance on the x-axis and the predicted crash rate on 
the y-axis. The data mining model is applied in a 
process of regression tree extrapolation to predict the 
crash count for each skid resistance thus producing the 
skid resistance/crash rate curve. 
Strategy of Analysis  
The strategy used to analyse the all information in 
Coppi’s Informational Profile [4].The Strategy is used 
to orchestrate the data mining process and produce and 
qualify results.  
World Road 
Association  
PIARC PIARC is the world organization for roadway research. 
Stochastic process  
A stochastic system is one whose behaviour is non-
deterministic, but probabilistic in nature. 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stochastic) 
In our context, the model predictions are made 
deterministically, through an orchestrated set of 
equations which have been inferentially derived. The 
study’s evaluative method, the Informational Paradigm 
requires external validation, and stochastic/probabilistic 
processes closer to reality provide a method of external 
validation. 
tuple  An ordered set of values 
univariate model  
A model having only one input variable or independent 
variable 
vector  
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Appendices  
Appendix 1. Record consultancy with research partner 
data expert to assess data quality and project data 
usage 
Once a reasonable understanding of the data was developed, and the plans for 
modelling were known, an appointment was made Ed Baram, the division head of 
QDTMR data management, and responsible for collecting the data, to discuss our 
understanding of the data. The Objective was to evaluate our data preparation 
processes and resulting data sets through a comment on omissions, clarifications, 
problems and points of interest. The following topics were discussed. 
1.1. Validation data sources and data processing 
The following understanding of the data and processing of source data was 
confirmed: 
 Set A: 16,750 instances crashes from the 42k of all crashes from the 
2004-2007, where crashes with verifiable skid resistance readings were 
selected.  
 Set B: 15,905 annual roads snapshots over 4 years without crashes that 
also had skid resistance readings, road asset and texture depth. 
 The non-crash roads as a form of "non-crash" instance for research 
purposes to compare properties with the crash instances above. 
1.2. Validation of measurement of crash risk 
The following processes were described: 
 Creation of a variable  representing roads having crash which was name 
"has_crash" was used to test if DM models could differentiate between 
1 km road segments roads having crash and not having crash on the 
basis of road segment attributes. 
 Creation of the 1km road segment "crash count" variable (one year and 
four year totals) used to assess road "level of crash".  
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 Subsets of crash count were created as well e.g. serious crash count, 
wet serious crash count, dry serious crash count. 
 Creation of the crash proneness range of variables with the thresholds 
of 2,4,8,16,32 and 64. These were used for discovery of the crash 
threshold below which the roads were non crash prone and showed 
characteristic random crashes, and above which the roads were crash 
prone with characteristic types of crashes. 
1.3. Recommendations regarding road and crash attributes 
 Use of the attributes from the roads with crashes, and crash data from 
the crash data subset as input for crash instances for predicting crash. 
 The variable distributions were presented by seal type, and where 
appropriate by crash count and crash severity. The following 
discussions were recorded: 
o  Make a strong distinction between correlation and causation, 
but use any relationships between attributes as evidence. 
o Distribution of  texture depth was known to out of range and 
with values of 100 mm, and the following guides were 
provided: 
 Any texture measure above 8 mm is likely to be an error. 
Dense graded asphalt (DG) 0.5-1.0mm 
SMA 1.5mm. 
Open graded asphalt (OG):  3-4mm 
 Spray Seals -fine 1-2mm 
   -medium 3-4mm 
   -coarse -5mm. 
o Difference between rural highways and urban roads: 
 Rural e.g., highways, Seal type is spray seals for about 
90% of roads and highway traffic is high speed and low 
volume (AADT). 
 On the highway drivers are not constrained (boxed 
in) by the traffic and do not drive to conditions (e.g. they 
speed in the wet). 
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 Asphalt is the most common on urban roads with lower 
speeds and high traffic volumes (AADT). 
 On urban roadways drivers are constrained (boxed in) by 
surrounding traffic and forced to drive according other 
drivers (e.g. they are forced to drive to wet conditions. 
The  patterns  described above showed on our attribute visualization bar charts 
e.g. in the crash speed limit chart, dense graded asphalt was the predominant seal 
type in slow 60km/h (urban roads) whereas spray seal was the predominant seal type 
in 100 km/h crash road highway samples. (Spray seal is not generally used in urban 
situations because the forces of turning and braking would rip it up) 
1.4. Recommended changes to data 
 Could split asphaltic concrete into other existing categories; dense 
graded, open graded, gap graded-  based on texture depth- or aggregate 
mainly with dense graded. 
 Aggregate cracking to binary: no cracking and cracking, longitudinal 
cracks happen in spray seal while crocodile cracking happen on both 
spray seal and dense graded asphalt. 
1.5. Research focus of the industry partner 
 Current Research Work in USA indicates that the effective surface is a 
combination of skid resistance, texture depth and roughness, 
particularly at high speeds. 
 Recommended examination of asphalts on their own, comparing dense 
graded and open graded; and examining seals on their own, comparing 
fine, medium and coarse. 
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Appendix 2.  Project Generated Tables  
Table name Source Instances Type Key Topic Purpose/ Usage Road data structure First Date Last Date 
tblCrashes 




Crash Number, related to road through 
Road_Segment_ID (Road Section, CW, 
Tdist) and crash date 
Crash details 2004 to 2007 including crash type, nature 
and categories, textual crash description, crash conditions 
and local road characteristics 
Provides crash type, conditions and 
local road characteristics 
Point of crash 
1-Jan-2004 31-Dec-2007 
tblRoadAssets 
Summarized from tblRoadAsset_ 
AnnualSnapshots 38,416 Snapshot (all years) 
(Road Section, CW, Tdist): (Road 
Section, CW, Tdist) 
Common roadway features such as the region and district 
details, local government area, road type and road crash 
averages and total four year crash count 
Provide features common to a given 
road segments throughout all years and 
generally used as a common table to 
link other tables 
1 km road segment Not relevant Not relevant 
tblRoadAsset_ 
AnnualSnapshots 
Project road 04-07 spreadsheets cross 
referenced with 
ROMAIN_RL_ASSET_DATA_ALL 
178,781 Snapshot (years) 
Road_Segment_ID: (Road Section, CW, 
Tdist) and 
Road_Segment_Year_ID: (Road Section, 
CW, Tdist, Year) 
Road segment financial year annual snapshots for 2003 -
2007 matching crashes from calendar year of 2004 to 
2007. Note 2003 snapshot was not available and was 
generated from 2004 with changes derived from key 
tables below 
Provide roadway features for analysis 1 km road segment 30-Jun-2003 30-Jun-2007 
tblRoadAsset_Lanes 
 Projected lanes listed in table 
ROMAIN_RL_LANE_WIDTHS onto 
tblRoadAsset_Lanes (VB code procedure 
05) 
37,985 Snapshot (2009) ROAD SEGMENT ID 
Shows the existence of known lanes for each road 
segment. (Limitation, based on 2009 lane data) 
Provide a lane set of each road segment 1 km road segment 21-Apr-2009 21-Apr-2009 
tblShireRainfall_3Point 
Averages 
Sourced Bureau of Meteorology  Australia 
website monthly  shire (LGA) rainfall values 8,194 Transactional (LGA, Month, Year) 
Monthly Rainfall averages for local government areas 
(LGA) collected from Bureau of Meteorology, Australia 
Provides approximate monthly rainfall 
values for crash/road segment instances 
km road segment Jan -2000 Dec-2010 
tblSkidResistance_AVG 
Skid resistance 1 km road segments averages 
calculated from tblSKID_DATA    9,866 Transactional (Road Section, CW, Tdist, Date) 
1 km average, minimum & STDEV skid resistance (F60) 
values for given road segments calculated from 
aggregated 100 metre survey averages. 
Provide 1 km skid resistance values 1 km road segment 24-May-2007 24-May-2007 
tblSKID_DATA 
Project skid resistance 04-07 spreadsheets 
cross referenced with 
ROMAIN_RL_SKID_RESISTANCE 
61,920 Transactional 
(Road Section, CW, Tdist, Date) -with 
100 metre Tdist 
Survey results from skid resistance (F60) tests for given 
100 metre road segments 
Provide 100 metre skid resistance 
values 
100 metre road segment 24-May-2007 24-May-2007 
tblTextureDepth_Averages 
Texture depth 1 km road segments averages 
calculated from 
ROMAIN_RL_TEXTURE_DEPTH_ALL 
204,453 Transactional Road_Segment_ID, Rating_Date 
1 km averages for given road segments for surveys on a 
particular date 
Provide 1 km skid texture depth values 1 km road segment 
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Appendix 3. Corporate Data Tables Referenced 
 
Table name Instances Type Key Topic Purpose/ Usage Road data structure First Date Last Date 
ROMAIN_RL_ASSET_DATA_ALL 768,790 Snapshot (years) Road Section, CW, Tdist, Year 
Road details: road type, seal, pavement, roughness, 
terrain, cracking, traffic, roughness, rutting, cracking, 
traffic  
source of road segment data 
Fixed 1k road segment 
(generally) 
30-Jun-1987 30-Jun-2008 
ROMAIN_RL_ASSET_DATA_CWAY 34,944 Snapshot (2009) Road Section ,CW,Tdist 
Road details: road type, seal, pavement, roughness, 
terrain, cracking, traffic, roughness, rutting, cracking, 
traffic 
source of best quality and most recent 
road segment data used for resolving 
conflicts in data. 
Fixed 1k road segment 
(generally) 
21-Apr-2009 21-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_AV_PRODUCT 195,856 Snapshot (2009) Road Section,CW,Lane,Tdist Formation  source of products uses on lanes Variable length,2009 1-Jan-1900 9-Aug-2004 
ROMAIN_RL_BRIDGES 2,096 Transactional RoadSect,CW,Lane,TDist Date Point location of bridges for referencing crashes 
source of bridge info to reference to 
crashes 
Point location, 1-Jan-1885 27-Feb-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_CARRIAGEWAY_CLASSES 3,226 Snapshot(2009) RoadSect,CW,TDist CW data, divided road, function identifying carriageways by types Variable length,2009 21-Apr-2009 21-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_CARRIAGEWAY_TOTALS 60,645 Snapshot(2009) RoadSect,CW,TDist carriageway widths Road section-carriageways data  Variable length,2009 21-Apr-2009 21-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_CARRIAGEWAYS 3,482 Snapshot(2009) RoadSect,CW,TDist CW, CW designation, function Road section-carriageways data  Variable length,2009 21-Apr-2009 21-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_CRASHES 162,369 Transactional 
Crash Number, related to road through 
Road Section, CW, Tdist and crash date 
Crash details including crash type,nature and categories, 
textual crash description, crash conditions. 
Provides crash type, conditions and 
local road characteristics 
Point of crash 1-Jan-1986 22-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_JOBS_ALL 46,506 Transactional JobNumber(RoadSect,CW,Tdist) jobs to road source carriageway jobs Variable length,2009 31-Dec-1916 16-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_LANE_COUNTS 34,378 Snapshot(2009) RoadSect,CW,Tdist CW lane counts source the lane counts of a carriageway Variable length,2009 21-Apr-2009 21-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_LANE_WIDTHS 289,707 Snapshot(2009) RoadSect,CW,Lane,Tdist lane widths source the lane widths information Variable length,2009 21-Apr-2009 21-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_LANES_ALL 30,750 Snapshot(2009) RoadSect,CW,Lane,Tdist lanes source lane information Variable length,2009 21-Apr-2009 21-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_LEVEL_OF_SERVICE 10,563 Snapshot(2009) RoadSect,CW,Tdist Cross reference carriageway 
source how well the carriageway traffic 
flows 
Variable length,2009 21-Apr-2009 21-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_PAVEMENT_INVENTORY 310,124 Transactional RoadSect,CW,Lane,Tdist & Dates road sections, surface, foundation, design Formation, layer1, seal types & dates variable, date 31-Jul-1985 16-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_PAVEMENT_LAYERS 1,535,632 Transactional RoadSect,CW,Lane,Tdist & Dates road sections, pavement layers, foundation, design 
Source Info on pavement layers 
including layer 1 (surface) 
variable, date 1-Jan-1900 16-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_RMPC_ASSET_ALL 4,679,368 Snapshot collection Road segment & Dates  road segment cost estimates  verify segments only - has no road data 
 Fixed 1 km, financial 
year 
30-Jun-1996 30-Jun-2008 
ROMAIN_RL_ROAD_CLASSES 872 Snapshot(2009) Road segments road section names & classes verify road names and classes Variable length,2009 29-Apr-2009 29-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_ROAD_SECTIONS 694 Snapshot(2009) RoadSect,CW,Tdist road names and dimensions 
verify existence and names of road 
sections 
Variable length,2009 29-Apr-2009 29-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_ROUGHNESS_ALL 3,187,065 Transactional SurveyId (RoadSect,CW,Lane,Tdist) seal roughness(100m generally) obtain road surface roughness info  100m&variable, date 1-Mar-1987 21-Nov-2008 
ROMAIN_RL_RUTTING_ALL 3,044,406 Transactional SurveyId (RoadSect,CW,Lane,Tdist) seal rutting(100m generally) obtain road surface rutting info  100m&variable, date 17-Apr-1988 21-Nov-2008 
TBL_RL_SEAL_JOBS 39,624 Transactional JobNumber(RoadSect,CW,Tdist) road job details 
cross reference with road surface & 
crashes 
variable, date 1-Jan-1926 27-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_SKID_RESISTANCE 54,657 Transactional SurveyId (RoadSect,CW,Lane,Tdist) road sub-sections, skid resistance surveys source 100 metre skid resistance values 100m&variable, date 5-May-2004 24-May-2008 
ROMAIN_RL_SURFACE 18,515 Transactional RoadSect,CW,Tdist road surface (layer 1) type 
cross reference road segment surface 
type 
Variable length 1-Jan-1900 27-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RL_TEXTURE_DEPTH_ALL 2,063,172 Transactional SurveyId (RoadSect,CW,Lane,Tdist) lane texture depth values 
provide texture depth values for road 
segments 
100m, date 15-Feb-2001 21-Nov-2008 
ROMAIN_RLV_JOBS 39,624 Transactional JobNumber(RoadSect,CW,Tdist) improvements to the road segments 
cross reference with road surface & 
crashes 
Variable length, date 1-Jan-1900 27-Apr-2009 
ROMAIN_RLV_RIP 1,292 Transactional ProjectNumber(RoadSect,CW,Tdist) road job details 
cross reference with road surface & 
crashes 
Variable length not listed not listed 
  
